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INTRODUCTION

The long-lasting archaeological excavation of a multicultural site at the Lúky position and of Hajná
Nová Ves wider region in western Slovakia offered remarkable amount of material that mostly
consists of entirely new, until now unknown and unpublished finds. In addition to archaeological
artefacts and situations, the databasis of finds includes numerous items, scientific evaluation of
which needed interdisciplinary cooperation. The monograph presents a multilateral synthesis of the
information obtained that has been processed gradually during the last two decades. It represents an
outcome of the long-term scientific process, from the basic research up to the multi-scientific
synthesis. The work analyzes and critically re-evaluates older data and consequently adumbrates in
a self-contained form the factual and complex cultural-historical, settlement-archaeological and
archaeo-environmental picture of evolution of the western inner Carpathian world and its
neighbourhood in the end of old and in young prehistorical periods.

Egon Wiedermann

1. ARCHEOLOGICAL RESEARCH OF THE PREHISTORIC MULTICULTURAL SETTLEMENT IN
HAJNÁ NOVÁ VES IN 1982 - 1989

Considering the present - day geopolitical and
administrative arrangement, prehistoric areas of a
multicultural settlement at Hajná Nová Ves are situated
on the northern margin of Podunajská níţina lowland in
south-west Slovakia, near the eponymous village south
cadastre border line with the neighbouring village Luţany
(Fig. 1). Regarding its orography and communications,
the entire micro-region leans more likely toward the west
to relatively close foothills of Povaţský Inovec hills than
to the east to more distant Tríbeč hills, communication
with which is complicated by a bifurcate flood plain of
the Nitra river. The hills of Povaţský Inovec together
with the Little Carpathians and White Carpathians form
an end rim of mountain ranges of the entire West
Carpathians. However, with its social, economic and
culture-historical development the micro-region of Hajná
Nová Ves from its medieval days comes under the local
regional centre of the town Topoľčany, which is 16 km
north-east distant.
The multicultural settlement at Hajná Nová Ves includes
settlements dated to the Upper Palaeolithic, Late Bronze
Age, incipient Hallstatt period and the middle La Téne
period. It was situated in the geographic surroundings of
polygenous downs and low foothills of the Povaţský
Inovec hills on brown earth with loess subsoil. In real, it
was situated on both sides of lower reaches of the Dolina
brook, near its confluence with the Radošinka brook,
what is the right-sided tributary to the Nitra river as a
main water artery in the Topoľčany hollow. The both
relatively wide brook sides with several depressions and
raised terrain waves are descending into its rather
spacious inundation even now. Archaeological
excavations caused by earthworks at a small dam
construction and realized within the years 1982-1989
were led only at the multicultural settlement segment that
was situated on the left side at the position of Lúky.
Location of the settlement part on the right side of the
brook and the entire surroundings were documented
concurrently during the excavations by numerous
prospecting and field-walking activities. Relatively
complex knowledge on sedentary process course in the
micro-region within the time interval from The Neolithic
to the modern era was obtained.
The spur-shaped promontory at the Lúky position that is
gently sloping down to the left side of the brook alluvium
along with its right side became a central settlement area
for the communities settled in the Dolina brook microregion from the Early Prehistoric Period up to the Late
Iron Age. Settlement areas of the Bošáca culture,
Lusatian and La Téne cultures were centred in the middle
of the terrain promontory, from where they were spread,
usually in less concentrated manner, into their
surroundings (… in the Late Bronze Age up to the brook
inundation).

The above described prehistoric prominence of this site
was obviously proved during the excavations. Within the
years 1982-1989 some complicated superpositions of
settlement features and many intrusions of prehistoric
material among particular cultures as well as within one
culture were found at the site during these seven
excavation seasons. In this context, contemporary
secondary overlapping of settlement pits and minimally
one find of completely preserved feature are remarkable.
Ceramic pottery found in the feature immediately led us
to considerations about possible turbulent events resulted
in forced temporary migration of the settlement
population (Lusatian culture HB/HC).

Fig. 1. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Location of the
site in the village micro-region and the West Carpathians
macro-region.
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Fig. 2. Hajná Nová Ves – Lúky position. The area of archaeological excavations of the polycultural site (1 - partially
preserved feature, 2 - unexcavated feature, 3 - partially damaged area, 4 - the area under geophysical survey, 5 irregular formations with humus filling, 6 - urn grave?).
November 10 - 26, 1982.3 The initial rescue field works
were concentrated on emptying the damaged objects at
the mining pit profiles (3, 4, 5, 10, 13, 14, 15 and 16) and
the settlement pits on the building area that was vastly
damaged by levelling to create the future dam protecting
zone (1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11 and 12). In total, sixteen more or
less damaged settlement pits of various function (storage,
production and waste pits) and shape (round, oval,
irregular) were excavated, which came mostly from the
Lusatian settlement of the Late Bronze Age and
beginning of the Hallstatt period (HB/HC) and less
settlement objects of the Bošáca culture dated to the
Upper Palaeolithic. The rescue excavation at the site that
is situated within the area with optimal pedologic
structure (black soil 0-30 cm, gluey dark brown soil 3050 cm, loess subsoil with relatively frequent calques) and
with odd dark spots on subsoil (Fig. 2 - darker places at
the general map, mud? swamp? or disappeared water
springs - wells?, presence of which has been proved by
local investigators as late as in half of the 20 th century)
was stopped in November 1982 by unfavourable
weather.4
The second archaeological season at the Lúky position
in cadastre of Hajná Nová Ves village (distr. of
Topoľčany) took the time interval from April 27 to May
27, 1983. The rescue excavation that had started in
previous year continued after some organization changes.
As E. Wiedermann, the head of the excavation, had

Archaeological excavation at the position of Lúky began
with a survey of an already partially damaged finding
place in November 28, 1982. J. Balko from the
Archaeological Institute of the Slovak Academy of
Sciences, being informed by investor 1, surveyed the site
to learn the extent and intensity of construction activities
on a damp of Urmince II and damages caused to the
archaeological site and its settlement structure.
Subsequent survey and investigations2 led the board of
the Archaeological Institute, after considering the site
destruction, to realize rescue excavation at the site that
started in November 10, 1982. E. Wiedermann was
charged to head the excavation.
The investigation and exploration at the beginning
brought ceramic material in particular that was dated to
the Upper Palaeolithic (the Bošáca and Jevišovice
cultures), the Late Bronze Age (the Lusatian culture) and
to the La Téne period. Majority of finds were
concentrated on the left flat side of the Dolina brook
terrace promontory. Just this geomorphologic formation
was destructed by the construction activities most of all,
as it was the best place for mining of the earth needed for
the dam body construction. When the archaeological
excavation began, the earth mining had been finished
already as the dam capacity was filled.
The first archaeological rescue season at the
multicultural site at Hajná Nová Ves was realized in

Štátna melioračná správa
04. 11. 1982 (A. Točík, P. Romsauer, O. Kelemenová) a 08. 11. 1982
(P. Romsauer a E. Wiedermann)
1
2

3
4
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changed his working place, the salvage activities in 1983
were consequently realized under the aegis of the
Vlastivedné Museum in Topoľčany. The excavation at
the Dolina brook left side terrace was concentrated at
places that were damaged by the dam construction
activities. The rescue activities were at first focused on
tracing and exploring of partially damaged settlement
features (removed extinction horizons), outlines of which
were visible in humus-bare loess subsoil (Fig. 2, trench 2
and the space in the south-east edge of the excavated
area); later a spacious settlement feature of the Bošáca
culture (feature 40) was thoroughly excavated. In total,
twenty four mostly damaged settlement objects were
excavated, which pertain to the Bošáca culture, Lusatian
culture (HB/HC) and the La Téne culture (LC). Among
them, special attention has to be paid to the already
mentioned Bošáca earth-pit with two settlement horizons,
the circular Lusatian feature 28 with a storage pit in its
interior that probably served for corn food preparation
and the feature 18 that was a partially damaged La Téne
hut.5
During the third excavation season within the time span
from May 30 to July 27, 1984, the eastern edge of the
Lusatian settlement area was investigated in detail (Fig.
2, trench 3/84). The area under investigation was situated
on the border of the dam protecting zone, which was hit
by construction and earthwork only marginally.
Settlement objects in this section were not damaged and
their extinction horizons were preserved as well.
Relatively dense structure and prevailing majority of
settlement features were concentrated in the southern part
of trench, including probably a functioning object of
Bošáca culture (feature 41); the northern and chiefly
eastern part of trench discovered a less dense structure, a
metallurgical workshop probably (feature 64) on the
border of Lusatian settlement. During the third
excavation season twenty four settlement pits belonging
to the Bošáca and Lusatian (HB/HC)6 cultures (features
41-64) were excavated. No time remained to investigate
six smaller features in the south-eastern section of the
trench 3.
The fourth season that was originally planned to be a
final7 one was the most relevant excavation season at the
multicultural site of Hajná Nová Ves, considering the
quantity of excavated features. During this season that
lasted from May 28 to July 15, 1985, thirty six various
settlement features of different functions and belonging to
different cultures (features 65-100) were investigated;
some of them demanding thorough excavation (the
complex of features 96 and 98). Find complexes in trench
4/85, 5/85 and 6/85 were revealed, investigated and
almost entirely documented (Fig. 2). In its first phase, the
works were concentrated on partially humus-free and
undamaged area (Fig. 2, trench 4/85) that was situated in
the middle of humus-free parts of the settlement.
Cleaning works that in following phase revealed the
northern edge of the multicultural settlement area

Fig. 3. Hajná Nová Ves. Presupposed period climate
character of prehistoric settlements (A - Bošáca culture,
B - Lusatian culture, C - La Téne culture) in the climate
development in the meso-region of the central Nitra river
basin from the Neolithic up to the turn of eras8.
continued by emptying the features 81-92 in the trench
5/85. Some settlement features in the northern section of
this trench cannot be investigated what was caused by
high level of ground water as a result of the already filled
up dam. During the final fourth excavation season finds
in the trench 6/85 were discovered that included also a
potter’s workshop of the Lusatian culture (complex 96)
and southern interior of a La Téne hut (feature 100).
Considering relevant finds and finding situations9,
archaeological research at the multi-cultural site was
decided to continue by systematic excavation in 1987
after a year-long break. During the fifth excavation
season the northern edge of the multicultural site (Fig. 2)
was discovered in the trench 7/78 that was situated in the
north-east quadrant of the terrace promontory on the
brook left side. The investigation in the trench ran in two
phases. The spring phase (from May 8 to July 15, 1987)
was concentrated on preparation of the area for the
autumn excavation. During that (from October 12 - 22,
1987) only two features were revealed; a bigger portion
of the autumn phase was aimed at removing a humus
layer and preparation for joining of the trench 8/88 with
7/87 (Fig. 2) to crate a space for detailed investigation of
the north-east section of this multicultural site with a La
Téne settlement at its very edge. In the end of the season
the northeast section was prepared for future excavation
in the next year.
In the course of the sixth excavation season (from June
14 to July 7, 1988) the biggest area in the site excavation
history was thoroughly investigated. The area dated to the
middle La Téne period with five huts (features 99, 100,
103, 104 and 107) and some settlement features of the
Bošáca and Lusatian cultures were discovered step by
step.10 The western and northwestern border of the
residential area inside the multicultural site were
localized with the help of the trench 7/87 and 8/88 where
La Téne dwellings were concentrated, which had been
originally situated under the highest point of the terrace-

5

8

6

9

Wiedermann 1984
Wiedermann 1985
7
Wiedermann 1985

Wiedermann 2003, 69
Wiedermann 1990
Wiedermann 1990
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Geophysical investigations at the site were realized by
RNDr. Ján Tirpák, CSc. from the Archaeological
Institute of the Slovak Academy of Sciences after the
archaeological excavation had been finished (April
1990). The aim was to analyze immediate vicinity of the
area under excavations behind the protecting zone via
non-destructive methods as classical reconnaissance
methods were not possible because the land had been
actively
used
for
agriculture.
Magnetometric
measurements were used to localize further course and
borders of the residential multicultural area and this aim
was reached. Results of the geophysical survey are
included into the general topography of the site (Fig. 2)
with J. Tirpák´s expert opinion being a part of the
monograph.
As far as geology is concerned, expert opinion on some
stone artefacts from the multicultural settlement at Hajná
Nová Ves was done by RNDr. Ľudmila Illášová, CSc., in
1991. The finds that underwent analyses were raw
materials, semi-finished artefacts and complete stone
tools from the feature 40 and from the layer above. The
qualities under question were mainly provenience of the
raw material used and representation of particular artefact
types. Ľ. Illášová´s geological excavation report is a part
of the monograph.
Relevant databasis of recent environmental data for
archaeo-environmental evaluation of the multicultural site
is available in the Urmince II dam project documentation
(Projektová dokumentácia 1986). It includes numerous
measurements and observations at nearby positions
(Nemčice, Radošina, Preseľany, Bojná, Topoľčany)
between the years 1931 - 1960, such as data on average
monthly and annual temperatures, precipitation,
landscape relief, geologic-biological and hydrological
conditions as well as analyses of some corrosive
pedologic processes, which served well in preliminary
reconstruction of climatic development in the region (Fig.
3).
Archaeological excavations at the multicultural
settlement at Hajná Nová Ves were definitely finished in
September 8, 1989. Within the time interval from winter
1982 to autumn 1989 also the entire micro-region of the
site was investigated simultaneously with the excavations
via field walking and geophysical survey. Archaeological
finds from the site indicate a relatively intensive
multicultural settlement of the micro-region almost
continuously from the Neolithic up to the Modern Ages
(Fig. 4), with the biggest local concentration right at the
Lúky position under investigation. Among significant
finding places nearby this position at Lúky, the opposite
terrace of the brook Dolina with the same cultural profile
as that of the multicultural site under investigation can be
stressed (Fig. 4; 2 - Bošáca culture, Lusatian culture, La
Téne culture, Roman period); two Čakany burial mounds
(Fig. 4; 3, 4); a settlement of the Linear Pottery culture at
the confluence of Dolinka and Hlavinka brooks (Fig. 4;
5); La Téne and prehistoric pottery fragments from a
sandpit at Luţany (Fig. 4; 6); a Lusatian site at the
position of Novosady (Fig. 4; 7); a big settlement of the
Brodzany-Nitra group on the left side terrace of the
Hlavinka brook above its confluence with the Dolina
brook (Fig. 4; 8); a probable Great-Moravian settlement

Fig. 4. Hajná Nová Ves. The village southern cadastre
on the map of I. military mapping with marked
archaeological sites. 1 - polycultural site at Hajná Nová
Ves, the Lúky position (Bošáca culture, Lusatian culture,
La Téne culture); 2 - Bošáca culture, Lusatian culture,
La Téne culture, Roman period; 3, 4 - Čakany culture
(burial mounds); 5 - Linear Pottery culture; 6 prehistoric period and La Téne culture; 7 - Bošáca
culture, Lusatian culture; 8 - Brodzany-Nitra group; 9 Early Middle Ages (Great Moravia); 10 - Lusatian
culture; 11 - Linear Pottery culture, Lusatian culture, La
Téne culture, 12th cent.
shaped promontory probably near a water spring (well?)
running into the Dolina brook (Fig. 2). A noteworthy big
ring-shaped feature 102 of unknown function and origin
and with no finds inside was also excavated together with
remains of Lusatian, probably circular features 106 and
112 nearby the La Téne features.
During the final seventh excavation season of the
multicultural settlement at Hajná Nová Ves 11 the
ecavation was aimed at investigation of the site area that
was almost untouched by building activities that lies in
the dam protecting zone (the trench 9/89) between the
trench 7/87 and 5/85. Archaeological excavations were
coordinated with archaeo-botanical works12and their time
was remarkably reduced to adjust to the optimal
occasions for collecting samples. In total, sixteen
settlement pits (features 120-135) were excavated and
archaeo-botanical material was taken from majority of
them and then professionally treated or transported to the
Archaeological Institute. In the last seasons special
attention was paid to the archaeo-botanical excavation.
The samples were taken just in the terrain mostly by
professionals from the Archaeological Institute. Ing. Eva
Hajnalová, DrSc. and E. Detvayová took portions of
settlement pit fillings from prepared profiles and the
material was then floated in the dam. The other part of
the samples was analyzed in laboratory of the
Archaeological Institute together with older finds from
preceding seasons that were taken by the head of the
excavation. E. Hajnalová´s archaeo-botanical excavation
report is a part of the monograph.
11
12

from 31. 07. to 08. 09. 1989; Wiedermann 1991
from 15.08. 1989; Hajnalová 1994
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in northern part of the Novosady position (Fig. 4; 9) and
settlements at the position of Sádok I (Fig. 4; 10 Lusatian culture) and Sádok II (Fig. 4; 11 - Linear
Pottery culture, Lusatian culture, La Téne culture, 10th 12th cent.) at the border of Hajná Nová Ves inner and
outer southern areas.
In connection with evaluation of obtained results of the
archaeological excavations of the multicultural settlement
at Hajná Nová Ves, transect of a nearby lower basin of
Hlavinka brook was surveyed. The field walking was
aimed
at
complementing,
précising,
revising,
documenting and interpreting of the archaeoenvironmental situation in the transect under study by
non-destructive methods and by this way obtaining a
settlement picture comparable to the settlement of Hajná
Nová Ves micro-region. Research of environmental
factors was emphasized in the main and in this context
possibility of creating a potential archaeo-environmental
model was stressed that could be applied also to
conditions of bigger spatial unit to outline interactions of
prehistoric man and landscape objectively.13

13

Wiedermann/Farárik/Kopčeková/Koţuchová/ Parobková 2006
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2. SETTLEMENT OF THE BOŠÁCA CULTURE

Fig. 5. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Excavated area of the Late Aeneolithic Bošáca-culture settlement.
Settlers of the Bošáca culture and the most probably also
those of the Jevišovice culture were first culture-historical
populations, who settled the central part of the area under
investigation at the Lúky position in Hajná Nová Ves in
the end of Early Prehistoric period. From this period, by
its culture named also as Late Aeneolithic Cultural
Complex14, almost twenty settlement pits were excavated
including the big feature 40, which had been explored
step by step within the confines of the long-termed
archaeological excavation and brought remarkable
information. While common settlement pits with their
pottery material could be almost unambiguously dated to
the Bošáca cultural circle, the big settlement pit of feature
40 and some other ones were filled with material of
different cultures. Along with typical Bošáca pottery,
relatively numerous ceramic fragments of the Jevišovice
culture together with some of the Globular Amphora
culture were found mostly in the decline horizon at the
feature 40. Brief analysis of the pottery material implied
the substantial part of the oldest phase of the Lúky
position settlement in Hajná Nová Ves to be connected
with an autochthonous Bošáca community that was by its
genesis linked with the Baden culture milieu, with which
migrants of the Jevišovice culture contacted during the
time to form the multicultural Bošáca-Jevišovice
community.
The Bošáca settlement central part at the Lúky position
was situated almost along the entire N-S axis on a rather
flat ridge of the spur-shaped promontory. This location
14

that assumes the settlement centre on the eastern side of
the axis is proved also by more observations, the most
relevant of which are numerous finds obtained by fieldwalking, topography of the settlement pits and location of
the big feature 40 that was the most probably used
universally by the entire community of the Bošáca or
Bošáca-Jevišovice culture. No settlement units of the
Bošáca people out of this area were discovered, but a big
part of the northern and western sections of the site,
however, were damaged by the earthworks connected
with bigger or smaller cuts even before the first
archaeological survey on the site. Very shallow features
could be destroyed by this intervention. In the northern
and in part also south-western parts of the site no more
remarkable interventions into the subsoil were proved by
archaeological survey realized on partially humus-free
areas immediately after the earthwork. Apart from the
north-eastern part of the site, which remained
undamaged, arable soil had been removed from almost
majority of the area, together with subsoil in some places
(the SE and SW part). In the pit, from which earth was
mined to build the dam body, the whole Quaternary
subsoil was destroyed together with possible prehistoric
features inside. Regretfully, this most destructive
intervention at the site took place at its very exposed part.
The settlement features 9, 12, 14, 19, 20, 40, 43, 50(?),
64(?), 65, 71a, 79, 82, 88, 92, 93, 111(?), 116 and 124
more or less belonged to the Bošáca or Bošáca-Jevišovice
settlement or they were features of another cultural origin
with intrusions of Late Aeneolithic material. The features
14, 19, 20, 43, 65, 71a, 82 and 93 were more-less clearly

Němejcová-Pavúková 1970, 207
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Fig. 6. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 9.
Bošáca settlement pits. The features 12/40, 79 and 88
included mixed pottery material of the Bošáca and
Jevišovice cultures. Cultural classification of remaining
settlement pits is not clear. The features 50, 111 and 124
consisted of no unequivocal pottery material and
similarly any intrusions of Late Aeneolithic pottery into
features of the Lusatian culture cannot be excluded in the
feature 64. (Fig. 5)
Fig. 8. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 12.
2.1 Settlement features and finds

Feature 12
The feature was identified and fill-emptied on the earthmining pit profile, the filling of almost the same colour as
the earth around. Only a part of the feature was
discovered. Pottery material and animal bones were
relatively plentiful. The feature was situated in the close
vicinity of the feature 40. The pottery was of ochre,
ochre-red, reddish, brown, grey, grey-black and black
colour. Characteristic group was thick-walled strawimpressed pottery of ochre to ochre-red colour. The
straw-impressing was different – finer and denser regular
linear imprints, or also crisscrossed; starting at the bottom
already; in one case the straw-impressing was substituted
by combing, the surface decorated also with honeycomb
impressions. Bottoms of (thick-walled) vessels were
indented, in one case smooth. Rims mostly rounded,
slightly inclined outward, in one case a rim horizontally
cut. Decorated by stamp imprints, scalariform ornament
(line of rectangles or semi-spherical pits), lines made of a
grooved incision technique (in finer and coarser manner);
with embossed linguiform tricorn handles under the
vessel neck.
(Fig. 8)

Feature 9
The settlement feature of circular shape (approximately
90 cm) had a dark-brown fill containing daub particles.
Side walls were relatively perpendicular, bottom uneven
and sunken into limestone subsoil. Only a part of the
feature was discovered. The feature included numerous
animal bones, several pottery fragments of brown-yellow
colour (grey-black inside) and decorated by strawimpressing, of black to black-grey colour or ochre-red
colour with admixture of fine sand.
(Fig. 6)

Feature 14
A damaged settlement feature, one half of which had
been discovered on the earth-mining pit profile and
drained. Originally the feature was of elliptic shape
probably. Major part of the feature was grey - brown

Fig. 7. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Late Aeneolithic
pottery. 1 - fieldwalking 1982; 2 - feature 19; 3 - feature 40.
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Fig. 9. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 14.
coloured. Walls were irregular, concave; bottom uneven.
It contains smaller amount of pottery fragments and
animal bones. Majority of vessel body fragments were of
ochre, ochre-red, brown and black colour. Some
fragments had straw-impressed surface; fragments of two
strap handles were found there.
(Fig. 9)

Fig. 11. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 20.
Feature 19
Dark cinereous destruction with daub admixture was
discovered in the layer over the feature. The feature was
outlined as an irregular elliptical formation of dark grey
colour with daub particles on its surface. A step-like
formation was found in the eastern section approximately
in the middle of the feature’s depth. The western section
of the feature was deepened and having conical shape in
the profile. Two superposed features (of the Bošáca
culture and Lusatian culture) were identified there. The
fill of the complex consisted of mixed grey and greybrown earth with sand and daub.
(Fig. 7: 2; 10)
Feature 20
The remarkable destructed feature was discovered on the
profile of the earth-mining pit southern inclined wall.
Only a bottom part of the settlement pit was saved and
drained. The fill was scattered around and it consisted of
dark black-grey earth with distinct contents of daub
(destruction of clayey overlay?). The bottom part saved
was of semi-globular profile.
Pottery fragments were of black, brown, yellow and
ochre-red colours with admixture of fine sand, some
fragments were two-coloured at fracture (a black layer
between terracotta inner and outer layers). The fragment
surfaces were different, rough, polished, straw-impressed.
Various necks and rims of the vessels (perpendicular and
rounded, slightly inclined outward and rounded,
horizontally cut). Strap handles, embossed protrusions
under rim. Decorated with stamp ornament, horizontal
and vertical lines.
(Fig. 11)

Fig. 10. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 19.
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Quadrant 1 was filled with grey-black cinereous earth in
its upper part, rich in pottery, animal bones and daub. A
hearth (a cone of cinereous earth of red colour with
diameter of approximately 50 cm) was discovered in NW
section of the quadrant, in the depth of 40-50 cm almost
on the decline horizon level. The hearth was a part of the
quadrant 1 upper layer exclusively. The eastern quadrant
remarkably inclined and narrowed to the centre or to the
cross block point of intersection. The quadrant bottom
was rather flat to the depth of 50 cm, and then sharply
descending to the centre.
Quadrant 2 as the smallest and shallowest of all,
damaged in part by the earth-pit on its outer edge (finds
from 1982, feature 12). Feature 40b dated to the Late
Bronze Age was partially sunken into its western part.
Alike in the quadrant 1, the quadrant bottom is sharply
descending to the cross block intersection point from the
depth of 40-50 cm.
Quadrant 3 was the most spacious regarding the capacity,
partially damaged by the earth-pit on its outer edge in
1982. Three younger features 40a, 40b and 40c of the
Late Bronze Age were sunken into the quadrant 3. A
solid pounded arched body of compact brown gluey earth
that was situated on a levelled interlayer 2 was discovered
in the quadrant upper layer. The quadrant bottom was
slightly descending to the centre and in the depth of 5060 cm sharply falling to the bottom. Approximately 120140 cm deep it was relatively even up to the middle of the
feature.

Fig. 12. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 40.
(dippers).
Feature 40
In its ground plan, the feature was visible as a spacious
circular formation. From the gluey earth around it
differed by its almost black colour. The feature was
emptied by the system of four quadrants, the cross block
was left (Figs. 7:3, 12 - 15, 17, 21, 23, 26, 29, 30, 32, 33 ).

Fig. 13. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 40.

Fig. 14. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 40.
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Fig. 17. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 40.
Selection of Late Aeneolithic pottery.
Quadrant 4, northern one, flat even bottom continued
from the quadrant 3 to the quadrant 4; a solid body
discovered there alike that in the neighbouring quadrant;
the bottom was flat and from outer side irregularly
ascending to the outer edge.
Stratigraphy
L a y e r s o v e r t h e f e a t u r e 40
The feature ground plan was located in the lower part of
gluey brown soil already that formed subsoil for arable
land. The feature was sunken into compact loess.
0 – 50 cm
arable soil
50 – 70 cm
gluey brown subsoil

Fig. 15. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 40.
Selection of edges and handles of Late Aeneolithic
pottery.

Feature filling
0 – 120/130 cm
grey-black cinereous earth
130 – 170 cm
leveled ground, brown soil (interlayer)
170 – 220 cm
grey-black earth
220 – 230 cm
red mixed layer with burnt daub
Feature 43
The irregular-shaped feature on the surface of brown
colour. Light brown earth in the feature bottom layers.
Side walls were inclined or sunken under the edge. The
bottom was very indented; the depth ranged within 40 90 cm, the deepest in the NW part. The terrain situation
after the feature had been drained (shape in the ground,
indented bottom) indicated superposition of several
features (Bošáca culture, Lusatian culture). The fill
included fragments of rather atypical pottery and animal
bones. The pottery was dated into the Late Aeneolithic
only by a fragment of strap handle drawn up over the
edge and by several straw-impressed fragments that could
be intrusions, however ( Fig. 16).
Feature 50
The feature in its ground plan was outlined as an irregular
circular brown-coloured formation with daub clumps on
the filling surface. The feature fill included daub, rocks
and pottery fragments. In its profile the pit was of slightly
concave shape with relatively flat bottom. At the feature
edge in its southern interior obliquely sunken post hole

Fig. 16. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 43.
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Feature 65
The feature of circular ground plan on the surface of
grey-black colour. Its fill was a compact brown-black
earth including pottery material. In its profile the feature
was of conical shape, funnelled from its mouth to bottom.
The bottom was even, flat or slightly concave, circular.
Decline horizon in the feature was destructed (Fig. 19).
Feature 71a
The feature was in superposition with the feature 71.
Substantial part of the relatively shallow settlement pit of
elliptical ground plan had been removed when a younger
settlement pit was dug. In the feature a pottery fragment
of the Bošáca culture was found (Fig. 20).
Feature 79
The feature 79 was discovered and excavated after the
superposed feature 73 had been drained. At the bottom of
the feature 73 the feature 79 was outlined as a smaller
formation of grey to grey-black colour and of irregular
elliptical shape. Its fill consisted of compact grey-brown
earth with admixture of daub and cinder. Pottery
fragments were less frequent, burnt bones were
numerous. The walls were oblique, converging to the
bottom. The feature was relatively shallow, of concave
shape in its profile. The pottery was decorated with
grooved incisions (triple lines under the edge, a line of
standing triangles on multiple lines on the vessel body)
and with incisions (Fig. 22).

Fig. 18. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 50, 51.
was identified together with two smaller post holes on the
circumference. In its northern half the feature was in
superposition with the feature 51 (Fig. 18).
Feature 64
The spacious feature 64 was not fully excavated. It was
visible as very unclear light-brown amorphous formation
with probably only one half reaching the trench 3 area. Its
upper layer included relatively rich archaeological
material (various potteries, bronze slag, big amount of
cinder). Superposition of several objects cannot be
excluded.

Fig. 19. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 65.

Fig. 20. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 71,71a.
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Fig. 23. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 40.
Bottoms of Late Aeneolithic pottery.

Fig. 21. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 40.
Selection of Late Aeneolithic pottery.
Fig. 24. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 82.
Feature 82
The feature 82 of circular shape on its surface and of grey
colour. The filling consisted of grey-brown mixed earth
with some daub and cinder. After draining and clearing
the feature, the relatively shallow irregular circular pit of
semi-spherical (concave) shape was revealed. The fill
included indistinct pottery decorated with grooved
incisions and straw-impressing (Fig. 24).

Fig. 25. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 88.

Fig. 22. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 73, 79.
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Fig. 26. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 40. Selection of Late Aeneolithic bone artefacts.
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Feature 92
The feature 92 has circular ground plan and its surface
was of brown-grey colour. The fill consisted of compact
brown-grey earth mixed with daub and cinder. The
shallow settlement pit 92 was of concave shape in its
profile and was situated close to the feature 91 ( Fig. 27 ).
Feature 93
The feature was situated inn the vicinity of the pit 87. It
was outlined on the surface as a smaller circular
formation with clumps of black burnt earth and daub.
This surface layer formed only a small part of remaining
yellow-brown compact filling. The feature was of
concave profile. Pottery material was concentrated in the
pit western part. The pottery was straw-impressed
(horizontally, vertically or in abstract pattern, in one case
the straw-impressed surface was slightly polished). The
decoration was represented by lines and double lines of
shallow and deep dots (elliptical or round ones) or by a
double line of conical dots closely under the edge (Fig.
28).
Feature 111
The smaller settlement feature of elliptical ground plan
with brown-grey filling was situated near the feature 110
(Fig. 31).

Fig. 27. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 92.
Feature 88
The small-sized settlement pit 88 was outlined on the
surface as a circular formation with grey-black fill. In its
lower layers a yellow-brown filling was discovered
during its draining. Side walls were converging to the
bottom, having concave shape in the profile. The feature
included pottery (rather big amount of dipper fragments)
decorated with incisions or grooved incisions and
embossments (Fig 25).

Fig. 29. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 40.
Selection of tiny artefacts.

Fig. 28. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 93.
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Feature 116
On the surface the feature was outlined as a smaller
circular formation discovered right on the dividing line of
arable land and brown gluey subsoil. The feature with
oblique walls and flat bottom was filled with dark-brown
filling.
Feature 124
In the ochre loess subsoil the feature was outlined as a
regular circular formation of dark-brown colour. Its fill
was compact dark-brown earth with small pieces of daub
and cinder having the biggest concentration in its decline
horizon. The shallow feature was of slightly semispherical profile and was half-drained.

***
Within the confines of the whole group of the excavated
settlement features that belong to the Bošáca or
Jevišovice culture in Hajná Nová Ves, three or four
characteristic types can be observed. The relatively
shallow pit of more-less circular ground plan and arched
profile with the diameter of about 1 m and depth of about
50 cm is definitely predominant. Amorphous pits with
uneven bottom and irregular ground plan are substantially
less frequent. Regarding their shapes and contents, the

Fig. 30. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 40.
Traces of embossed (gynecoid) elements on Late
Aeneolithic pottery.

Fig. 32. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 40.
Selection of Late Aeneolithic stone artefacts.

Fig. 31. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 111.
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both types of settlement features can be classified as
waste pits. Other settlement features are of different
character. The spacious pit 40 with its diameter of almost
10 m and depth of about 230 cm was probably an earthpit for mining of earth used for pottery making or
building activities. Its original purpose of mining pit was
later changed into that of waste pit. Disposition of the
feature 50, the shallow pit with slightly arched bottom,
diameter of about 3 m and with post holes in its interior
denotes an image of probably roofed circular object. Its
purpose is unclear.
Substantial portion of finds from the settlement features
excavated at the settlement of Bošáca or Jevišovice
cultures in Hajná Nová Ves is represented mainly by
pottery and less by tiny artefacts (Figs. 7, 12, 13, 15, 17,
21, 23, 26, 32, 30, 33, 43, 47-57). Analysis of pottery
material brought information about rather differentiated
utility scale of vessels shapes and types as well as about
techniques or technological methods used in their
production and firing. The same variability is evident in
pottery decorations. There are numerous embossed
components of functional or decorative character and
wide assortment of ornamental techniques and patterns
(Fig. 33), which are remarkable. The mixture frequently
used for pottery making was clay with big portion of sand
but the surface was usually smoothed by fine earthen
coating. In spite of relatively fragmentary pottery
material, it can be dealt with considering its typology but
also techniques, chronology and social aspects of material
culture. Their research surpassed the local community
level and reached trans-territorial dimensions.15
Considering the pottery found at the Bošáca or
Jevišovice cultures settlement in Hajná Nová Ves,
variability in particular vessel types - except for the group
of jugs probably - can be observed (Fig. 33). This is true
mainly about deeper bowls as well as shallow ones with
variously open mouth and wide strap handle; mostly slim
pots with straw-impressed surface and protrusions under
rim; amphorae with usually cylindrical neck and slightly
open rim. Noticeable scale of types occurs in the group of
dippers. The shapes present are very slim as well as
bulbous ones; bottoms pointed or flat; strap handles as
well as cylindrical ones, drawn up high over rim. Nor
relief elements are not missing in this group of drinking
vessels. Simple jugs with comparatively low neck and
relief elements on bulbous body are the less frequent
type.
Unlike the pottery of the Bošáca culture at the Hajná
Nová Ves site, types of ceramics ascribed to the
Jevišovice culture are narrowed (Fig. 33). Mostly jug-like
and amphora-like variable shapes were discovered. Ansa
lunata elements were found on higher jugs with almost
perpendicular mouth, smaller spherical shapes with strap
handles and amfora-like shapes with cylindrical neck.
Two tunnel-shaped handles that are rather richly
decorated with corded ornament and that probably
represent the only pottery finds of the Globular Amphora
culture in the pottery excavated at the site.

15

In the collection of Late Aeneolithic pottery gained from
the site at Hajná Nová Ves two basic colour ranges can be
observed. Vessels of black or grey-black colour with
identical dark hue on their fracture are representing rather
finer pottery. Traces of straw-impressing on surface were
only sporadic in this group. The other colour range is
represented by more massive ochre-yellow or ochre-red
pottery with admixture of coarser inorganic abrasives.
Unlike in the dark pottery, techniques in this group are
more varying, what can be proved by more-coloured
spectrum on fracture (Fig. 34).
Detailed visual analysis of several pottery fragments
obtained mainly form the spacious pit 40 allows to
examine technological aspects of pottery making and
shaping. Pottery material from the feature 40 can serve an
example, first of all the fragment, from which the handle
was detached during laboratory working. Distinguishable
traces of straw-impressing (Fig. 36) remained on original
contact points, where the handle was joined to the vessel.
This means that after auxiliary elements had been
attached to the vessel body its originally straw-impressed
surface was smoothed. Straw-impressing, honeycombing
or imprinting (Fig. 35) were probably connected with
initial working operations in the process of forming of
Late Aeneolithic pottery. They are denoting one of
possible methods in making of utility pottery where using
of natural raw materials could be a part of it. Organic
material (straw, hay, grass, etc.) could work as separation
layer in this case.
Shaping of vessel bottom can serve another example of
one step in the process of pottery making as it was
observed on pottery material obtained from the Late
Aeneolithic site at Hajná Nová Ves. Along with the
common way when bottom is shaped integrally together
with vessel body there was a case of separated partial
method of making of individual vessel parts. The bottom
had been shaped independently and then the vessel body
was worked-in into a circumferential groove of the
bottom disc (Fig. 34: 9, 9a). Denticulated bottom was
common and probably stabilizing element of utility
pottery; legged vessels also occurred as an exception
(Figs. 33: 10; 34: 9).
Shaping of upper vessel parts as they were observed on
the Late Aeneolithic pottery from Hajná Nová Ves site is
relatively varying as well. In very general, majority of
rims were obliquely outward or horizontally trimmed,
had rounded edge or edges. Vessel mouth was usually
slightly bent outward. Ornamental relief ledge under rim
or on the border of neck. Protrusions (tongue-shaped,
pointed, double- or triple-pointed, gynecoid) on pottery,
which used to be placed at vessel maximum diameter or
on its handles, were frequent as well (Figs. 30, 33).
Decorating of the earthen pottery from Hajná Nová Ves
creates an independent segment that is representing the
final phase of the entire process of making the Late
Aeneolithic pottery here. This finishing operation in the
whole series of pottery making needed some skills and
aptitude in both the decorative and technical sphere
(preparation and making of tools for decorating). On
finds of the Late Aeneolithic pottery from Hajná Nová
Ves engraved, imprinted and incised decoration
techniques (grooved punctuations, corded, scalariform

see the following chapter on inter-cultural contexts
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Fig. 33. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 40. Typology of Late Aeneolithic pottery.
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2 . 2 Simulation of meso-regional settlement
The already-mentioned closed unit of the feature 40
represented unambiguously relevant source of
information about inhabitants of the Late Aeneolithic site.
In its time it served as an earth-mining pit, secondarily as
a waste pit. In addition to being a source of great the
above described quantitative knowledge about habitus of
material culture of the community that had settled at
Hajná Nová Ves during the Upper Palaeolithic, it brought
also big qualitative information about contemporary
natural conditions. Archaeo-environmental data just
obtained from archaeo-biological, archaeo-zoological,
archaeo-physical and palaeo-petrographic investigations
(enclosed with this monograph) create a reference
databasis for simulating of co-evolutionary process of the
Late Aeneolithic community in the micro-region as well
as in the meso-region of the central Nitra river basin or
within the wider area of the Western Carpathians.
Elementary component of the space structure simulation
is the settlement with adjacent area, which is controlled
by one settlement community17. Topography of the
Bošáca-culture settlement indicates existence of probably
two basic regions in the meso-region of central Nitra
where people used to settle down. The eastern region was
situated in the river Nitra basin, the western one in the
lower and central Radošinka river flow that reached up to
the Bebrava and Nitra rivers confluence. In both regions
settlements with their areas were situated, which form a
network of meso-regional settlement model. The most
frequent distance among particular settlements ranges
within 6 to 8 km, from which an approximately same area
of other settlement areas of about 40 km 2 is resulting
(Fig. 39).
Space parameters of the settlement area could be
contingent on the size of settlement community. Any
knowledge of palaeopopulation character of the mesoregion under investigation is missing. Regarding
contemporary observations concerning size of dwellings
and settlements of the Jevišovice culture and Bošáca
culture milieu in Moravia18, huts of rectangular shape (of

Fig. 34. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Rims, bottoms
and colour range on Late Aeneolithic pottery fractures.
and foveal ornament, and incrustation) were used. These
ornaments were probably made by various burins and
decorating wheels (Figs. 37, 38).
The category of tiny earthen artefacts consists mainly of
whorls, miniatures of bigger artefacts and wheels (Figs.
29, 56). Majority of this small finds came from the
feature 40. This feature included also fragments of bone
tools of sledgehammer character with bored openings,
tools with visibly working parts (borers, end-scrapers,
awls) or tools of hardly identifiable function (Figs. 26, 55).
Special category of bone artefacts is formed by processed
boar’s tusks that are known in the Carpathian region also
in the Epicorded Pottery culture complex16, with their
shape reminding lunular pendants (symbol of bow?) of
the Bell Beaker culture. The openings bored in majority
of the finds from Hajná Nová Ves correspond probably
with their original function of decorative pendant (Fig.
26). The collection of tiny artefacts is complemented by
fragments of stone polished (axes, axehammers,
whetstones) and chipped artefacts (Figs. 32, 57).

Fig. 36. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 40.
Example of originally straw-impressed pottery surface
under the vessel handle.

Fig. 35. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Various ways of
surface finish on the Bošáca pottery (honeycomb
impressions, straw impressions and imprints).

17
16

Vladár 1973

18
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As far as prehistoric farming is concerned, natural
preconditions for breeding and hunting were relevant
qualities of highlands. Archaeozoological analyses of
finds from the Hajná Nová Ves site22 that is situated in
the geographic highlands environment proved 17.4 % of
analyzed bone finds were game animals, where deer
(Cervus elephus) was predominating and followed by
young roe deer (Capreolus capreolus) and boar (Sus
scrofa). Among domesticated animals beef cattle (Bos
taurus) was prevailing; horse (Equs caballus) and swine
(Sus scrofa dom.) were much lesser. Goat and sheep
(Capra-Ovis) were negligible.
Based on comparison of the results obtained from
osteological analysis and the complex find circumstances,
livestock herd size and also probably amount of meat
consumed by a family at the Hajná Nová Ves site can be
estimated. Almost a half of the archaeo-zoological finds
were beef cattle bones (Bos taurus) that were
concentrated mainly in the feature 40, which was the
most probably common for all dwellings. The time
interval when this waste pit was used can be calculated
on approximately five years and the number of
domesticated animals on 3-4 pieces of beef cattle, one
swine, one horse and one dog. As far as game animals are
concerned, there were bones of probably two deers and
one young roe deer; no bones of goat or sheep at all.
Hence the yearly consumption of the entire community
can be estimated to destroy one piece of beef cattle
supplemented with a swine or a horse or one high game
animal. In contrast to provided (one family looked after a
herd consisting of a cow, a heifer, a swine and several
goats/sheep), the quantity of domestic animals within the
meso-region was probably higher to enable reproduction.
Size of the herd in care of one community of the Bošáca
culture then can be guessed to have eighteen pieces of
beef cattle and twelve swines. Every settlement area of
the Bošáca culture in the meso-region had maximal
preconditions to provide enough food for the herd that
half-yearly grazed off both the natural vegetation and
stocks of aestival plants or used forest pasturelands.

Fig. 37. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Possible ways
of application of decoration techniques on the Bošáca
and Jevišovice pottery.
approximately 6 x 4 m) with caisson construction laid on
the ground level that presupposed existence of about 6membered family. Under conditions of the Bošáca culture
settlement at Hajná Nová Ves results of the
archaeological excavations make us estimate a subtle
character of the settlement with total number of 5 to 8
huts (families). It means the settlement could be inhabited
by 25-40 or 35-55 people in average, i.e. 5-7 individuals
in one dwelling. Regarding number of recently
discovered settlement areas, the estimated number of
inhabitants of the Bošáca culture or Jevišovice culture
within the entire meso-region could vary between 350560 or 490-770 individuals , with 455-630 inhabitants in
average (Fig. 40).
Parameters of the settlement area belonging to the
Bošáca culture people can be assessed as the area that
could be walked in one hour (with maximum distance of
3-4 m to its border). The soil resources in individual
Bošáca-culture areas within the meso-region allowed
growing of basic cereals.
Estimated number of inhabitants in the settlement (36)
according to some calculations19 would yearly consume
72q of corn (2q per person). This amount will need
necessarily minimum 7 ha of active agricultural land and
five times bigger fallow land, i.e. approximately 35 ha of
arable land in total, what is the negligible area of not even
1 % from the Bošáca settlement area in the meso-region.
In consequence of probably decreasing quality of the soil
or worsening climate conditions (this negative processes
can be probably blamed for obvious decrease in size of
cereal grains in the Late Neolithic and Aeneolithic in
comparison with the previous period20) one can possibly
count on some intensification of agriculture that was
rather progressive in the Aeneolithic21.
19
20
21

Fig. 38. Application of decoration made by decorating
wheel.
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have to underline that the imitation is based on the
assumption of simultaneous existence of the Bošáca
settlements, which actively used probably only 50 ha of
forest and 35 ha of land within their settlement areas,
i.e.2-3 % of the country sources. Non-forested part of the
meso-region (except fields and deforested areas also
meadows and pastures) created substantially smaller
portion. Considering the total consumption of the Late
Aeneolithic population, the country natural reserves in
the meso-region were multiple.
Most of agricultural activities of the Bošáca people were
very probably realized in the meso-region production
areas, among which those in the lowland had more
favourable natural conditions. General character of the
Bošáca-culture settlement almost excluded using of
extensive agricultural methods, mainly the burning-down
– fallow land system. On the contrary, the way of more
intensive hand-cultivating of fields mainly in the flood
plain with the ploughing - fallow land system was more
probable.
In addition to vitally relevant farming activities that
were realized in residential and production areas, there
was also a spectrum of activities out of the settlement
area. Hunter or prospector was often forced to exceed
“the home territory” and step into the world “behind the
area”. This zone where mobile gatherer-prospector
groups headed was the most probably a maximum
accessible territory from the home area (approximately
20-30 km there and back). The walk and activity could
take the whole day. This also was the distance of the
stone raw material deposits used by the Bošáca people
from the settlement at Hajná Nová Ves.
By walking from the point of departure (the settlement)
to the point of destination (a stone pit or stone gathering
area) and back home in one day could be walked the
distance e.g. from the settlement at Hajná Nová Ves to
the Povaţský Inovec hills, where the amphibole-chloritic
schist of the polished axes comes from or to the
limnoquartzite deposits near present-day Machulince that
were used for production of the local chipped stone
artefacts. The regions of the stone raw material deposits
could have both the strategic and significant social
importance of the centres, in which meetings, handlings,
exchange or trade among the settled areas could be
performed.
Rare finds of dippers from the Hajná Nová Ves
settlement (Figs. 12; 33: 39-52) with their colourful and
maybe also quick morphological evolution remaining the
similar situation in the Baden culture 25can indirectly
prove this type of social activities. The dippers are
representing the pottery meant more-less for consumption
of beverages, frequently right at group drinking. These
drinking group ceremonies could have economic or also
political aspects in their background. Conditions for
group activities joined with consumption of beverages
used to occur in agricultural communities or in
communities with hierarchic organization that possessed
sources, in which some surplus could be produced, more
than in communities of plunderers or breeders 26. A status

Fig. 39. Three-dimensional model of settlement areas of
the Bošáca culture in the central Nitra river basin.
The western part of settlement areas belonging to the
Bošáca culture at the Povaţský Inovec foothills that was
situated in the highland and in higher altitude had less
favourable natural conditions for agriculture than the
eastern group that occupied the lowland of the Nitra river
basin.
Considering present-day data, annual average
temperature in the central Nitra river basin is 16.1°C.
During the whole year temperatures in the lowland are
higher than those in the highland. Average annual
precipitation, however, is higher in the highland (627
mm) than in the lowland (609 mm), but during the
interval of Mart-April-May they are higher in the
lowland23. Simultaneously, these data indicate big
variability in appearance of first and last frosts in the
highland, i.e. the factor of possible unfavourable
intervention in vegetation growth.
Information for modelling of the co-evolutionary
process allows also estimation of fuel and fuel wood
consumption, logging of which meant intervention in
forest vegetation. Experiments24 and local observations
allow fixing the estimated annual amount of fuel wood
(cooking, heating, firing or metallurgy) at one settlement
of the Bošáca culture ranged about 25 m3 in comparison
with timber and consumer (wooden artefacts, fences, etc.)
wood about 12 m3, what is more than 200 m3 for the
whole Bošáca settlement area. As the annual growth of
the wood matter is 4 m3 the settlement had to use
minimum 50 ha of forests or forest cover to restore the
forest vegetation fluently.
On the basis of estimation, approximately 80-90
families, i.e. 500 inhabitants lived in the central Nitra
meso-region on the area of about 1000 km 2 in the Late
Aeneolithic. In fourteen settlement (production) areas
they grew on 94 ha about 1000 q of cereals yearly; they
bred about 250 pieces of beef cattle, not so much swines
and consumed about 3000 m3 of wood every year. We
The project documentation of „Draining of the estates of the Urmince
Cooperative Farm“, November 01968; Measurements at stations in
Topoľčany, Nemčice, Bojná and Radošina
24
Dreslerová 1996, 609
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Fig. 40. Summary of estimated social and economic parameters of the Bošáca (Bošáca-Jevišovice) community within
the confines of mesoregion.
fortified settlement in Košice-Barca31, at Late and Final
Aeneolithic sites in the Podunajská níţina lowland, at
Kočín32, Hajná Nová Ves33 and maybe also in Podolie34,
Záhorie35 as well as at cave settlements and fortified
settlements under the Tatras36. The pottery collection
with the corded ornament from a Baden-culture fortified
settlement at Stránska in the southern regions of the
Slovenské Rudohorie mountain range37 can also be
classified as the Late Aeneolithic.
A preliminary look at the find circumstances already
indicates an exceptional, rare and at the same time
exterritorial position of the corded ornament in the
pottery goods of mostly autochtonous Late Aeneolithic
communities within the inner Western Carpathian
territory. Its initial forms can be linked with the late
evolutionary stages of the Bade culture, in which layers it
has been last time evaluated by J. Vladár38 as a cultureethnic Eurasian intervention in eastern regions of
Slovenské Rudohorie (Košice-Barca I, Dreveník,
Stránska). Classification of the corded ornament from the
region under the Tatras into the identical chronological
layer is conditioned by more unambiguous determination
of its origin. Here we have to consider a transfer from
eastern (Košice-Barca I) or southern parts of Slovenské
Rudohorie (Stránska) as well as from the territory of the
Little Poland highlands39; a transfer from the intricate
heterocultural milieu of the Podunajská níţina lowland, to
where it had penetrated from the outer Western
Carpathians, cannot be absolutely excluded. In the
Transdanubian region it complemented pottery of the
Late Aeneolithic cultural complex40, whose possible
contacts with the milieu of the East Tatras and the Little
Poland are getting ever more clear features41.
The younger corded and epi-corded forms of the corded
ornament and then the final ones have been known from

profiled by social organization and power had the surplus
at his disposal and could use it in different ways. This
elitist group in the lead, having wide competences and a
leader, commanded also appropriate social prestige.
Occurrence of the whole diapason of drinking pottery
from the Late Neolithic up to the above-standard
developed form of this pottery type in the Baden and
post-Baden era denotes the important social function of
drinking and the remarkably stabilizing form of social
contacts that were realized by social elites among
differently oriented contemporary communities (farmers,
breeders, metallurgists). By means of the ceremonial
consumption of beverages (maybe alcohol) property,
prestige and power could be increased, the status was
demonstrated and built up and probably also more
continuous integration process of heterocommunities
proceeded27.

2.3 Western Carpathians and inter-cultural contexts corded ornament
Finds circumstances in the Western Carpathians
When analysing the pottery material excavated at the
multicultural settlement in Hajná Nová Ves28 several
noteworthy pottery fragments with corded ornament were
found. The decoration technique denoted artisan’s skill,
original aesthetic expression as well as noticeable
distinction from the classical Bošáca pottery among
which the corded fragments were discovered. Detailed
study of the corded ornament was first led in the archaeoepistematic or archaeo-semantic spirit29. Being supported
by an experiment afterwards, the study led into culturehistorical approach and into looking for intercultural
(acculturation and multicultural) contexts30.
Early finds of corded ornament from the Western
Carpathians are connected with different cultural Late
Aeneolithic environment in the contact zone of the
Corded Pottery and Vučedol culture sphere. They were
discovered to the east of the Slovenské Rudohorie
mountain range, in the Baden-culture layer IV/1 at a
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culture51. After all, as J. Vladár52 proved on real finds for
several times, the inner Western Carpathian space was in
contacts with the North Pontic and Caucasian regions
from the Aeneolithic beginning. On the background of
various movements (related to trade, war, climate,
expansion, etc.) the Eurasian influence was manifested
also by typical components in the south-eastern regions
of the Western Carpathians53 at first and then step by step
more westward, mainly in the cultic sphere of Late Baden
and post-Baden communities.
The relevant find
circumstances denote also different culture-historical
milieu of cord-marked finds, which is unequal in eastern
and western parts of the north territory of the inner
Western Carpathians.
The eastern regions spontaneously more intensively
retained the influence of the cord-ornamented world from
wide steppe regions northward and eastward of the
Carpathian arc. This is proved by - however modest spectrum of up-to-now denoted discoveries, starting by
the Pit Grave culture54, probably the Corded Pottery
culture55 and the Eastern Slovakia Grave Mounds
culture56 up to the Chłopice-Veselé and Košťany
cultures57.
In the western part of northern inner Carpathian territory
traces of the corded civilization are discovered that are
most likely denoting the north-western, western and midDanubian forms. Within the complex of corded and epicorded cultures, finds of the Corded Pottery culture58, the
Chłopice-Veselé culture59, the Nitra culture60 and the
Litzenkeramik culture61 appear only in very fragments.
To make the picture complete, we have to add that in the
western part, in addition to the mentioned authentic
corded communities, the corded ornament can be
nterpreted as an intercultural element that had been
brought here probably by the Jevišovice culture bearers in
the Final Aeneolithic. Just this acculturation moment
makes the development trends of corded populations in
the both inner Carpathian region slightly different. While
in the eastern regions the ornament was a part of almost
purely corded and epi-corded populations, in the western
part it appeared along with the corded cultures in other
groupings of migration-invasion as an intercultural
element.
In general, we can state that the corded ornament
entered the western Carpathian cultural context at the turn
of early metallic eras in different quantitative and
relatively also qualitative rate as:
a n e l e me n t a r y c o m p on e nt - as an authentic
cultural equipment probably of migrating, genetically

the Western Carpathian territory for a long time and are
documented on pottery of the Early and initial Middle
Bronze Age42. In that time the corded ornament obtained
substantially different quantitative and qualitative stature.
In the corded and epi-corded communities (the ChłopiceVeselé culture, Nitra culture and Košťany culture) it
formed more-less elementary part of their pottery
equipment43. Its higher frequency can be found at
necropolises of the Chłopice-Veselé culture, less at burial
sites of the Nitra and Košťany cultures44. The
proportional increase (e.g. almost 90% vessel with the
corded ornament at Veselé burial site), however, did not
mean automatic development of decorative patterns. A
simple, in its technique undemanding linear ornament
prevailed. If compared with the Late Aeneolithic pattern,
its variant is obviously simpler.
Evidently different is the corded ornament frequency
and decorative level in its final period. The youngest
forms of the corded ornament are not in elementary
equipment already as it had been before in preceding
corded and epi-corded communities45, but on the
contrary, they rather occur as exceptional element of the
so-called “Litzen” ornament in the pottery of inner
western Carpathian or central Danubian communities that
lived in the end of Early and in incipient Middle Bronze
Age. Hence, in local populations at the turn of the Early
and Middle Bronze Age it seems to re-obtain the status
and technique of the long since vanished but in those
days exceptional Late Aeneolithic supplementary pottery.
The find circumstances at a necropolis of the Carpathian
Burial Mound culture in Dolný Peter can serve an
example, where from the total of 40 vessels only two bore
a corded pattern of remarkable quality46. Similar situation
to certain extent was discovered in graves at ŠtúrovoObidská pustatina47 and in pottery from the MuţľaČenkov site48.
Settlement structure of the culture that is traditionally
classified in the archaeology of central Europe as the
corded culture has not been more distinctly proved in the
inner Western Carpathian space yet49.
Up-to-now known and recently discovered finds more
likely denote eastern roots of the corded ornament in this
space. One of the sources can be found in the region of
the Black Sea lowland, where ancient forms of the corded
ornament were investigated and proved by stratigraphy50.
Its genesis, however, can be traced down substantially
far away. In the East Asia, advanced ceramic pottery
decorated with imprints and relief corded components are
known from the period of the Longshan culture but
mostly from the late and final phases of the Jōmon
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related communities that have their origin out of the
Carpathian arc (civilization of the cultural complex
with the corded pottery?), mainly the Corded pottery
culture, the Chłopice-Veselé culture and the Eastern
Slovakia Grave Mounds culture62
a c o m pl e me n t a r y c o m p o ne nt - as a rare
complementing and accompanying intervention of
another culture into the western Carpathian
heterogeneous community in the Baden culture, the
Jevišovice culture, the Kostolac culture63, the Bošáca
culture64, the Kosihy-Čaka-Makó culture65 and in the
Nyírség-Zatín culture66
a p o s t - e l e m e n t a ry c o m p o ne nt - as maybe in
the course of time naturalized already Carpathian
cultural heritage surviving in the early evolutionary
phases of the Westgern Carpathian communities of
the Nitra culture, the Košťany culture, the Únětice
culture, the Hatvani culture (?), the Litzenkeramik
culture and the Carpathian Tumuli culture67

usually on pottery neck and shoulders. Some newly
adopted decorative components, according to which the
whole group can be named the Litze model, seem to be
created by already innovated technique for impressing the
corded ornament – by a new type of multi-linear tool.
In this connection, different relations of the both classical
corded ornament models to their cultural and historical
milieu have to be stressed. While the Barca-Nové Zámky
model on its inner Western Carpathian territory is
preferably joined with scattered post-Baden cultural
milieu, the Litze model ornament appeared here much
later, in the period of terminating Early and incipient Late
Bronze Age68, first of all in the Carpathian Tumuli
culture milieu69. Older versions of its concept (bundles of
lines) can be hypothetically looked for already
in the
epi-corded Nitra culture sphere70 and very hypothetically
in some grave complexes of the Corded Pottery culture in
Central Germany71.
The post-classical corded ornament group, when
compared to the classical one, includes simpler versions
with distinctly narrowed decoration. Its main pattern
usually consists of horizontal and vertical lines or double
lines72 and its realization is obviously more modest. This
group can be named the Veselé model after the wellknown burial site. We would like to note on this place
that tracing of the impressing technique or method or
style in addition to the total visual accomplishment of the
ornament made the selection substantially simpler and
separated the both ornamental groups from the third one.
The selection criterion – after all sensitive to the quality
of documentation and publication – was applied in more
complicated way with older finds that were published
longer ago and with no possibility of physical
verification.
The third group represents a vague collection of finds,
more or less resembling the corded ornament. The
patterns in literature known as simulated corded ornament
can be included here. They are documented almost from
the whole Europe73. This kind of impressed/stabbed
pattern is not defined by the characteristics of the
classical corded ornament as we have defined it here, i.e.
lines consisting of rows of fine oblique indentations
impressed into a vessel surface by a special decorating
wheel. This is the reason why the whole group of
simulated corded ornament was not incorporated into the
analysis.
The base for the lower limit of the classical corded
ornament dating in the region under investigation can be
found in stratigraphy of the fortified settlement at KošiceBarca I. A vessel and a rather fragmentary collection of
pottery shards ascribed to the Pit Grave culture were
found in the Late Baden layer IV/1 74. Alike in Barca,

Type-chronological and culture-historical horizon of the
corded ornament
Typological analysis of the corded ornament has its basis
mostly in analysis of the above mentioned finds that were
discovered in local communities of the Western
Carpathian inner foothills. This rather fragmentary
collection of pottery material (prevailing majority are
pottery shards, some whole vessels occur in the final
litzenkeramik sphere) was selected and completed on the
visual basis from the finds at least minimally resembling
the corded ornament. From this collection, three pottery
groups/models (Fig. 41) were defined according to their
style-typological and technological criteria:
classical (older) corded ornament (includes two subgroups, the Barca-Nové Zámky model and the Litze
model
post-classical (younger) corded ornament (theVeselé
model)
simulated corded ornament
The group of classical corded ornament was divided into
two more subgroups. The first of them consists of pottery
with distinguishably homogeneous impressed, in its style
and technique compact corded ornament, the basis of
which are rows of continuous almost regular dense fine
oblique indentations that together form lines as the basis
of rather variable corded patterns. The subgroup has been
named as the Barca-Nové Zámky model.
Typology of the ornament in the other subgroup is
different. Its characteristic manifestation is bundles of
vertical, horizontal and arched corded lines situated
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Fig. 41. Work typology (model) of cord-ornamented pottery from the inner Western Carpathians from the Late
Aeneolithic to the Middle Bronze Age (Wiedermann 2012, 403, Fig. 3).
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mostly eastern components that are symptomatic for the
oldest horizon of corded ornament in the eastern part of
Western Carpathian inner space occur also at the fortified
Baden settlement at Stránska. Local corded patterns are
comparable to finds from the fortified settlement of the
Pit Grave culture at Michailivka in central Dnieper river
basin (Fig. 42). The argument for preferring the Eurasian
provenience of the early corded ornament to the westEuropean one (… where at least distant examples of
corded ornaments similar to those at Barca and Stránska
could be found) is obvious connection of this territory to
the strategic civilization regions of Mesopotamia,
Anatolia and Egypt in addition to the advanced
decorativeness and archetypalness of the ornament in the
milieu of in the long term developing multilayered
settlement structures in central Dnieper75.
We consider the Barca - Nové Zámky model a
chronological, stylistic and also genetic basis of the
corded ornament in the autochtonous Western Carpathian
communities. Occurrence of this older classical corded
ornament on the territory of inner Western Carpathians
can be connected with final Aeneolithic phases. It
certainly subsides with decline of the Late Aeneolithic
cultural complex, in spectrum of which it occurred as a
rather rare, complementary element76. In spite of this, the
Aeneolithic phase of the corded ornament seems to
represent its inventional and creative pinnacle in the inner
Carpathian space. It did not occur further in similar
decorative spectrum in the following period.
Finds of the other subgroup - the Litze model (the
younger classical corded ornament) - represent the top,
final phase of the classical corded ornament in the inner
Western Carpathians by its typology and chronology. As
it was stated above, the corded ornament of this model
from the Carpathian Tumuli cultural sphere obtained in
the space under study a technological level comparable
with that of the Late Aeneolithic. “Litze” populations
presented themselves with new decoration motifs
(synchronized multiple straps of fine corded lines). The
closed unit of finds left by the Maďarovce culture in
Jelšovce77 can be interpreted as an indirect evidence of
the corded ornament ultimate decline in both the Litze
model sphere and the Carpathian space as well. A vessel
from the symbolic grave 602 dated by accompanying
material to the BB1 stage78, which was classified to the
Litze type and by its type is comparable to vessels from
the closed find units in Muţla-Čenkov or ŠtúrovoObidská pustatina79, has no corded ornament.
The Litze model is representing the technological and
aesthetic acme of the classical corded ornament within
the inner Western Carpathian space. Regarding recently
known finds within the western part of the territory under
investigation, this corded ornament seems to be in its
style compact and artfully optimally mastered technique
as the new decorative pattern, of which straps of parallel
corded lines were typical, was probably in its final phase

made by a tool of new generation - a special multiple
decorating wheel80.
Genesis of the Litze model is obviously open and still
topical question. Similarly to the Veselé model,
populations that presented themselves by this pattern in
the wider Danubian space in the Early Bronze Age had
created a wholly new decorative corded concept. The
Litze model appeared on pottery in the central Danubian
space in two basic arrangements. While horizontal
circumferential multiple corded lines, that were
decorating vessel neck or shoulders the most often, or
horizontal and vertical straps of corded lines occurred
mainly in the Burgenland or Slavonia regions81, multiple
vertical straps of corded lines usually complemented with
similarly made strap semi-arcs, that were situated over
vessel handles in the way to form an independent cassette
decoration, appeared more frequently in the western part
of the inner Western Carpathian space during the
Carpathian Tumuli culture82 and the Belegiš or BelegišCruceni culture83. The litzenkeramik has been designated
to participate in formation of the latter one mentioned in
the Slavonia-Banat border area, where it seems to have
relevant representation. This has been proved also by
recent finds and excavations in the region of Novi
Perkovci near Ðakovo. The local multilinear corded
ornament on amphora handles and necks complemented
with waves in some cases is considered a typical
manifestation of the early litzenkeramik84. Without
regarding different interpretations of the Litzenkeramik
cultural and chronological position, from the
technological point of view can be said that the
multilinear corded ornament marked by the term Litze
has been up to now denoted as a population element in
several culture-historical units of the Early Bronze Age
that were situated on the Danube axis approximately
between Slavonia and the Western Carpathian foothills.
The Veselé model that originated in culture-historical
milieu of classical corded communities has its
chronological position in the Western inner Carpathain

Fig. 42. Michailivka. Central Dnieper region. Cordornamented pottery(Lagodovska/Šapošnikova/Makarevič
1962, Tab. XIV: 4, 9, 10, 14).
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from the Aeneolithic settlement at Nové Zámky89 served
as the initial model for the experiment. This selection was
not accidental. It was based on our conviction that
experimental verification is meaningful only when it can
cope with the technique of the most complicated patterns.
As it was mentioned above, the relatively complicated
corded ornament on by its shape exposed parts of the
vessel from the Late Aeneolithic settlement at Nové
Zámky90 inspired us to apply another than a “string”
technique in the experiment. Closed visual examination
(courtesy of J. Ďuriš) stated that the fine corded pattern
consisting of vertical and horizontal lines with connected
shaded corded triangles and impressed on bulging arched
shoulders of the vessel could be applied only by a special
instrument. Only an implement of round shape was
assumed to have the ability to impress a pattern and
simultaneously flexibly react on change of a working
surface shape. A small wheel, rotating around its axis,
can leave imprints in a soft surface, the negative pattern
of which can be modelled into its circumferential area.
The row of successive oblique indentations along the
wheel circumference forms a corded pattern when
impressed into a soft material91.
Results obtained in the experiment and basic empirictechnological analysis served as basis for study of the
corded ornament genesis and its transfer to the Western
Carpathian milieu. In the beginning two traditional
interpretation levels of this almost one thousand years
lasting inner Carpathian phenomenon indicated out of its
classical territory suggested itself. The first of them was
oriented to explication of its long-lasting presence by
economic reasons (trans-territorial exchange and trade);
the other was focused on anthropological sphere
including complex processes of population, exogamy and
migration-invasion92. Here we can state again, however,
that character of the results obtained in the space and time
under investigation pointed out the phenomenal position
of the corded ornament. Right this situation and also the
endeavour to evaluate the things meaningfully led us at
first to the already presented traditional typological and
chronological analyses, but at the same time also - over
the confines of traditional archaeology - to semantic and
epistematic approaches to the corded phenomenon.
In this spirit several studies were written. They dealt
with the corded ornament within the traditional culturehistorical ambit93 and in its interdisciplinary projection as
well94. At first, ideological and symbolic background of
the corded ornament95 was looked for more distinctly in
the common archaeological and semantic intersection, or
greater attention was paid to the contours of its spiritual
and material universe, to its epistematic field96. In the
both cases the efforts were oriented to the common
intersection of archaeology with starting methods of
semiotics and structural philosophy. As it was proved,

space somewhere between the first and second subgroup
of the first group of classical corded ornament (between
the Barca-Nové Zámky model and the Litze model). In its
technique and style, the both groups (the classical and
post-classical one) are connected (not always) by using of
a special decorating wheel and generally also the quality
of impressing and they differ in the extent of decoration
and the concept of the corded ornament. After all, the
both models of Litze and Veselé, not homogeneous in
their chronology, appear on the territory under study as
qualitatively almost new decoration concepts, which
remarkable overreached the scope of style of the classical
Corded Pottery culture. Both the above-mentioned
streams of corded ornamentation of the Early Bronze Age
are presenting themselves in the inner Western
Carpathian space as independent epistematic spheres.
The Veselé model in the inner Western Carpathian
space is represented mostly by a motif of a pair of
synchronous lines85. Regarding that it is connected with
communities of invasion-migration, the most probable
way of its bearers into the inner Western Carpathian
territory led from behind the Carpathian Arc. Hence, the
pattern of double-linear corded ornament that was typical
of the Chłopice-Veselé culture seems to get into the
eastern part of inner Western Carpathian space (ValalikyVšechsvätých) from its genetic space of the Little Poland
and Ukraine in the beginning of the Early Bronze Age86.
Another, opposite stream of migrants - on the pottery
basis – moved probably from the same Little PolandUkraine region along the western part of the inner
Carpathian Arc to eastern Moravia87 and further to the
western part of the inner Carpathian space88. In pottery of
this population flow that was moving along the northern
circumference of the Carpathian Arc the corded ornament
was its elementary component.
Experiment, semiotics and episteme
The outlined scenario of the culture-historical
development in the northern inner space of the Western
Carpathians at he turn of the oldest metallic ages reflects
a relatively complicated time-and-spatial stratification of
the corded ornament. This was one of the reasons why its
complex evaluation consisted of analysis of
palaeotechnology at first and then led to practical
endeavour to reconstruct the way how the corded
ornament used to be applied approximately four millennia
later. This phase of empiric research lied in experimental
verification of the whole technological series of
operations, from preparing of all needed instruments up
to final pottery product. The experiment was realized in
three main successive operations. The first one was
concentrated on making of a tool for impressing of the
ornament, the second on making of a vessel and the last
on application of the ornament by the made tool. Pottery
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these two approaches cannot be totally separated. The
reason lies in methodological scope of the processes
under study that includes both object and subject of the
corded ornament and also the explorational fields of
archaeology and the above-mentioned disciplines, which
together create an inseparable interdisciplinary system.
From the semiotic point of view, in addition to
information about a creator of the corded ornament, it can
bear also information about his own community and
contact communities as well. Individual scope of the idea
of cord exceeded into the group one within the local
population and later it obtained the character of
transterritorial group resulting from social and economic
contact activities. In this sense mainly questions
concerning subject reasons of the ornament genesis in
human mind up to those about its communication level
(within a group as well as among groups) can be
considered to be relevant. In the spirit of Kant’s
philosophy and aesthetics, all what is physically created
by man emerged at first in his mind. The idea can be of
artistic character but a product as its materialised form
has most likely a purpose-built function. Idea was in the
beginning of any utility production. Artefact in the widest
sense of the word is only its (better or worse) materialised
form.
If we are thinking in the level of local production of the
cord-ornamented pottery, first of all, the symbol (cord)
could repeatedly demonstrate the uniqueness of its creator
within the socio-group, i.e. his affiliation (foreign but
established member) with another - originally “corded”
community and furthermore to a concrete family. Via the
information inter-link - symbol - the key information sign - developed afterwards. While symbol is more
unambiguous and denoting the exclusiveness within a
local community (we/they), sign could have more
universal meaning. On a real object (vessel) it can bear
the information about the symbol itself and at the same
time about the vessel utility parameters as well.
A two-dimensional material sign in the form of symbol
or index was assigned to a three-dimensional object as a
reference that includes several basic pieces of
information:

The corded episteme in the Western Carpathian
communities may be seen as a consequence of transterritorial repercussion of Eurasian wide-spread cultures,
particularly of the Pit Grave culture and later the Corded
Pottery culture. Impulses of a new organizational and
mainly ideological basis97 could lead to changes of
original post-Baden communities, which were settled in
the inner Western Carpathian space in small and closed
farming-oriented settlements with lesser advanced
communication system, to substantially more colourful
heterogeneous communities98. Along with the new
southern, but mostly eastern-Eurasian impulses of the
civilization episteme of the cord, the local communities
here still preserved their originally agrarian character on
the background of rising metallic activities.
Multiculturalism and acculturation
The corded ornament anabasis in the inner Western
Carpathian space in the terminating Early and incipient
Late Prehistoric periods is partly visible in the up-to-now
described culture-historical evolution. Its further social
aspects, however, requires involving of mostly palaeopopulational, multicultural and acculturation studies.
Success in this research is conditioned by the level of
archaeological knowledge that, regretfully, recently
allows only very modest investigations in the course,
forms and effects of autochthonous and alochthonous
communities.
Hence our consideration is more or less in the
theoretical level. Early corded populations in the astern
part of the inner Carpathian territory could represent
moving, economically active groups of the central
Dnieper (the Pit Grave culture) or the northern
Carpathian (the Late Baden culture) populations. By their
assistance probably the corded ornament was imported
form the Eurasian region to the eastern part of the
northern inner Carpathian territory. Its move in the time
of the Baden universe break-down could vary in both the
ways and routes. In the case of direct trade-exchange
contacts, regarding the recently known finds, the one-way
import from the East to the West (to fortified settlements
at Barca, Stránska, Dreveník) is more presumable as
reciprocal finds of the Baden provenience have not been
known from the central Dnieper so far.
To the contrary, the late Aeneolithic corded ornament
that occurred in communities living in the western part of
the northern inner Carpathian space can be joined more
likely with migration of the Jevišovice people, whose
databasis of finds in the northern part of the Danubian
lowland has been recently remarkably extended and
supplemented99. First corded populations100, but the
Jevišovice migration in particular, brought another
multicultural impulse to the cultural equipment of rather
atomised post-Baden inner Carpathian community.
Anyway, the original eastern Moravian region was a
mixed contact borderline of the Jevišovice culture and the

social exclusiveness of its bearers
parameters of measure, exchange and commodity of
the object/representative
family bonds
other associations
We need to add that the hypothesis about the corded
ornament, which in the form of sign could express a
certain value, measure and probably also a kind of the
commodity, can be developed in economic sphere mostly.
Trans-territorial trade and exchange certainly needed also
existence of measure units. In this connection the corded
ornament in the terminating Early and incipient Late
Prehistoric period may be a universal communication
factor among neighbouring corded world and
heterogeneous Western Carpathian communities, who
retained surrounding cultural impulses, mostly southern,
northern and Eurasian ones.
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an evidence of matrilinearity as ceramic ware was in
some communities under investigation made exclusively
by women and daughters, who took their technology with
them to a new location after they were wed (the Arcana
tribe). Similarly remarkable findings in this sphere come
from researches aimed in explanation of changes of
pottery decoration. At long-term settlements the
decoration varies more and is richer than at short-term
ones (the Woodland cultural sphere). These research
projects104, for which a new-archaeological approach is
characteristic and which are focused on the sphere of
ceramic sociology in particular, appear to be exceptional
sources of inspiration.
In inquiring into the palaeopopulation processes, new
knowledge obtained in the sphere of interdisciplinary
research is important in addition to impulses and
indications of undoubtedly complicated intersocial
processes within the inner Western Carpathian space at
the turn of the oldest metallic periods. They are
connected e.g. with palaeogenetic research (mtDNA) in
determination of parental relation or of the so-called
DNA biparental loci for determination of potential
kinship. Analyses of local specific ratios of strontium
isotopes can document a birth region, location and
migration. At the necropolis in Eulau, origin of children
right in the community was identified there, whereas
foreign origin of women in other regions was denoted by
different isotope values105. The results, however, are not
only the evidence of possible exogamous matrimonies
and maybe looking for a bride among other kinships in
order to preserve genetic health of the family, but it also
can indicate immigration of women (and potentially
pottery techniques as well) after their husbands and
strong family bonds with the emphasis put on a nuclear
family and with them naturally also surviving of strong
traditions.
Within the context of the complicated Late Aeneolithic
evolution, several forms of intercultural manifestation of
local communities can be contemplated at the turn of the
oldest metallic periods. They are outlined in two basic
perspectives. Generally, they can be termed:

Fig. 43. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 40.
Pottery of the Globular Amphora culture (2, 3), the
Jevišovice culture and Bošáca culture (1, 4, 5-7). Staband-drag ornament, corded ornament, scalariform
ornament and wheel-indentation ornament
Globular Amphora culture already at the turn of Late and
Final Aeneolithic101. Moreover, in addition to the
Globular
Amphora culture, influences of the Corded Pottery
culture have to be taken into account within the confines
of Jevišovice culture evolution in Moravia102. Similar
intercultural concentrate, imported to the inner
Carpathian space right by the Jevišovice migrants, could
appear noticeably at the Hajná Nová Ves settlement. In
addition to the corded ornament and original Jevišovice
elements on pottery, finds ascribed to the Globular
Amphora culture occur among the pottery finds from this
Bošáca-culture settlement (Fig. 43: 2, 3). In connection
with the last-mentioned culture, inclination of its bearers
to multicultural living in the milieu of the post-Baden,
Řivnáč and the Cham cultures is known103.
Speculations over further ways and possibilities of the
corded ornament transfer into the inner Carpathian space
are – also in its continuation - very hypothetical. A visual
import, i.e. local production of cord-decorated pottery
based on mental transfer from the region of its origin, can
be probably considered as well. Alike, a manner of the
transfer from an imported original to local production can
be thought about. Nor local corded pottery production
made by immigrants in exogamous units cannot be
completely excluded. The translation process, after all,
had not been conditioned by huge movements of
population at all. The new episteme, thoughts and
systems of symbols were naturalized continuously within
the confines of autochthonous cultural evolution.
The currently still topical research into micro-cultural
relations, social relationships and phenomena of recent
communities offers a lot of interesting information. One
of these is, for an example, existence of some rules that
are formally expressed also on pottery and are considered
101
102
103

multiculturalism (expression of symbiosis of several
cultures that are existing simultaneously at the same
time and space, even with the possibility of emerging
of common residential areas)
acculturation (expression of adopting or imitating of
various contemporary cultural elements, formation of
mixed expressions)
Multiculturalism is the most frequently explained as coexistence of several cultures on the basis of identity
preserving. Similarly, it can mean also preservation and
development of fundamental elements of individual
culture. Contemplations on similar socio-cultural
expressions in the space and time under study arose from
the key question of the whole subject - questing for
mutual relationship of alochthonous corded component to
autochthonous milieu.

Šmíd 1999, 245f.
Šmíd 1999, 245; Medunová-Benešová 1977, 78
Neustupný 1978, 266
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Conditions for development of the multiculturalism in the
inner Western Carpathian space occurred after the Bade
culture decline. In those times the culturally and
ethnically complicated situation in the wider extent of
central Europe was in the western part of the inner
Carpathians manifolded also by the already-mentioned
migration movements. Immigrants, among which the
Jevišovice people represented the bearing culture-ethnical
element, penetrated from eastern Moravia and got to the
close contact with the Bošáca oecumene.
In the contact Bošáca-Jevišovice zone in the rivers Váh
and central Nitra basins, a probably re-arranged
intercultural borderline was formed, in the space of which
at least one common settlement unit - the multicultural
settlement at Hajná Nová Ves - could appear. The find
circumstances there, obviously reflecting the existence of
heterocultural milieu, denote a mixed Bošáca-Jevišovice
community had probably co-existed here for some time
that collectively used also individual segments of the
settlement area106. In spite of the close cultural contact,
finds from the mixed settlement features at Hajná Nová
Ves show no acculturation signs or perceptible proofs of
mutual re-grouping of fundamental elements of the both
communities, as we can observe in the Western European
or Transcarpathian space at the same time approximately
(Fig. 44). Nor the corded ornament imported here by the
Jevišovice culture nor other Jevišovice fundamental
elements (ansa lunata, ansa cornuata, etc.) were not
applied on the Bošáca ceramic ware or vice versa.
Regarding the possibilities the recently known summary
of knowledge offers, only the same way of application of
impressed patterns on pottery seems to be common for
the both cultures. The alochthonous corded ornament and
also the autochthonous scalariform or dotted ornaments
(Fig. 43) were made by a special wheel technique that
seems to represent a super-cultural technology. A
comparable multicultural scenario could take place in the
neighbouring region of the Váh river basin. Here, in
addition to the Jevišovice-culture settlement in Kočín and
the Bošáca-culture settlement in Podolie107, which
(presuming their contemporariness) were situated within
the mutually respected distance not far from each other),
a similar mixed Bošáca-Kostolac horizon of finds108 is
documented.
However, the thought about other multicultural
processes that could took place in the wider inner
Carpathian space in the same period of the terminating
Aeneolithic and incipient Bronze Age cannot be
excluded. Migration movements (the Pit Grave culture
and later the Eastern Slovakia Grave Mounds culture)
could stay at the background of several acculturation
trends that led to gradual acquiring or adaptation or
changes in one separate culture to the other. These
considerations are based on some observations and new
information considering the cases of integration of some
specific elements of eastern origin, e.g. in funeral rite of
the inner Carpathian communities. The way of burying in
the so-called frog position or cromlech character of grave
106
107
108

together with some imports of east-European
provenience109 are significant. In their background, there
certainly were mutual contacts of alochthonous eastern
groups with corded basis and autochthonous inner
Carpathian populations. The acculturation process here
could lead to diminishing of original cultural elements
and adoption of new ones up to the rise of intercultural
intersections.
In spite of the culturally atomised era at the turn of the
oldest metallic periods was maybe particularly sufficient
for following the intercultural trends, there was no
unambiguous evidence for acculturation of the corded
populations with local ones met on the territory under
study. Nor in such significant sphere as the pottery
production is, no examples have been found up to now
that would clearly demonstrate existence of artefacts of
the mixed character (e.g. local / Carpathian pottery types
decorated with an ornament of foreign origin or vice
versa). Even the so-called imitated corded ornament
(thedisputable term, regarding the technology) could not
be completely linked with the acculturation phenomena
as it is not a result of coalescence of fundamental
components of several cultures.
In this light, the corded ornament in the western
Carpathian communities at the turn of the early metallic
periods seems to be a component of foreign origin
preserving a specific position during its existence here
(uniqueness, small size and infrequency). As if it got out
from the foreign Eurasian environment and in different
degree entered the cultural milieu of numerous
autochthonous communities living in the inner Western
Carpathian space. It represented a sum of values and
principles with extraordinary strong inner energy that
maybe subconsciously kept the trend of group thinking.
In the translation Western Carpathian territory the corded
civilization episteme survived almost thousand years up
to the appearance of Tumulus cultures.

Fig. 44. Examples of acculturation in the Late
Aeneolithic. Mutual re-grouping of fundamental
components on the Late Baden pottery and the Bell
Beaker pottery (Lanting 2007/2008, Fig. 2, 4;
Wlodarczak 2008, 257, Fig. 8).

Wiedermann 2003, 2004
Šuteková 2008, 193, Fig. 1
Novotná 1961
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Maybe in the entire course of the corded episteme
existence, it disposed of Eurasian source time-spatial
sphere that was further developed in the Western
Carpathian milieu via the process of production of new
units with different evolution quality. Based on
archaeological sources, genesis and the oldest source
expression of the cord civilization episteme thus can be
hypothetically searched for in the early Aeneolithic
cultures already or in the cultural periods of advanced
cultures of Eastern Europe and Asia like it is with the
later spiral episteme. It survived in the long term in the
inner translation Western Carpathian region that was exocorded in its essence. Continuing contacts with the
original Eurasian region cannot be excluded anyway.
This is proved by developing of the corded ornament into
numerous variants that are comparable with its forms on
the Eurasian territory110.
Incomplete and unclear, more-less fragmentary
knowledge of cultural and social evolution denotes more
likely a peaceful integration than dramatic acculturation
or remarkable multicultural habitus of the communities
that occupied the north-western inner Carpathian foothills
at the turn of early and late prehistory. The extent of
impulses from outer world probably did not exceed the
scope of infrequency, rarity or uniqueness and did not
weaken the autochthonous identity, but to the contrary,
consolidated it. The acceptable extent of self-asserting
attributes allowed retrospectively the exo-cultural
components to preserve their own identity in a majority
environment. The millennium-lasting spontaneous coexistence of the corded episteme in local Carpathian
populations can give evidence.
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Fig. 45. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Settlement of the Bošáca culture (reconstruction A. Arpáš / E. Wiedermann).

Fig. 46. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Settlement of the Bošáca culture (reconstruction A. Arpáš / E. Wiederman).
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Fig. 47. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 40, 1-12. Scale =1:2.
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Fig. 48. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 40, 1-20. Scale =1:2.
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Fig. 49. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 401-12. Scale =1:2.
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Fig. 50. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 40, 1-11. Scale =1:2.
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Fig. 51. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 40, 1-13. Scale =1:2.
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Fig. 52. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 40, 1-19. Scale =1:2
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Fig. 53. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 40, 1-12. Scale =1:2
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Fig. 54. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 12, 1; 19, 2; 50, 3; 79, 4-5; 93, 6-10. Scale =1:2
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Fig. 55. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 40, 1-8. Scale =1:2
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Fig. 56. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 40, 1-17; 116, 15; fieldwalking, 17. Scale =1:2
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Fig. 57. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 40, 1-30; 88, 31; 111, 32. Scale =1:1
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Fig. 58. Hajná Nová Ves - Novosady position. Fieldwalking. Artefacts and semi-products with dominant copper
content. Scratching, optical and comparative testing. Copper of 99, 7 per cent purity (analysed by M. Knol).
Obtained by G. Březinová from A. Antalík´s collection in 2012.
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3. SETTLEMENT OF THE LUSATIAN CULTURE

Fig. 59. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. General plan of the Late Bronze Age Lusatian settlement with the areas
revealed by archaeological excavations.

More than two thousand years after the subtle agrarian
settlement of the Bošáca culture, a substantially more
advanced settlement unit was formed at the Lúky
position. A multifunctional settlement of the Lusatian
culture that appeared there in the Late Bronze Age
widened the Bošáca settlement location remarkably. It
became the most extensive settlement unit in the
settlement history of the Lúky position with the
settlement area structure obviously denser and occupying,
in addition to its central part also the brook alluvium and
a rather deep earth depression in the western section of
the settlement (Fig. 59).
From the eastern verge of the Lusatian settlement that
did not exceeded the central part of the spur-shaped
promontory markedly the Lusatian settlement borderline
came north- and north-westward up to the watercourse.
Concentration of find units in this space was obviously
smaller. The settlement west border was probably
situated in the already-mentioned natural depression, i.e.
in the valley under the promontory (feature 32, part of a
preserved groove, probably of the settlement fence). Its
southern border, considering collected finds and
geophysical survey, could be located in the highest part
of the promontory, which in this place merges to a slope
ascending to the horizon. The area of the Lusatian
settlement was reckoned to be about 5.000 m2.

Settlement features and finds
Feature 1
In its ground plan, the feature was outlined as a grey
elliptic form sunken into dark-grey subsoil. The feature
was filled with mixed grey-brown soil. Its side walls were
almost perpendicular after their emptying; the bottom was
uneven on calcic base. A round pit of 70 cm in diameter
and 30 cm deep from the feature 1 bottom was discovered
at the eastern wall. Small number of pottery fragments
and animal bones were found in the feature. In the layer
above the feature a worked bone artefact with rectangular
handle opening was found.
(Figs 60, 147)
Feature 2
The feature caught in brown subsoil as a dark to black
rectangular formation with mixed daub particles. Its fill
consisted of black upper humus layer (10-15 cm) and the
lower layer of brown-yellow earth mixed with small daub
particles. Its bottom was even and the walls were
concave. Minimum pottery fragments and daub were
found there.
(Fig. 60.)
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Fig. 60. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Features 1-9.
Feature 3
The feature was noticed on an earth-pit profile with
probably only a half of it preserved. It was a damaged pit
of irregular circular or elliptic shape. Its fill was of greybrown to ashy colour and containing clumps of cinder
mainly at the bottom. Its side walls were perpendicular;
the bottom rather even. A quern-stone fragment and
pottery shards were concentrated in the pit lower part.
(Fig. 61)

Fig. 62. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 4.
Feature 5
A smaller-sized feature was found in the close vicinity of
the feature 1. Only its bottom part was preserved; the
bottom sunken into firm gluey earth closely above loess
subsoil. Its fill was of grey-brown colour with no finds
discovered.
(Fig. 63

Feature 4
A damaged feature was caught in an earth-pit profile.
Only a half of the feature’s upper part and its entire
bottom as a consequence of the earth-pit oblique walls
were preserved. The pit was originally a conical storage
pit with noticeably wide and flat bottom (190 cm). Its fill
was grey or grey-brown with layers of brown earth. The
feature contained relatively big amount of pottery
fragments and animal bones.
(Fig. 62)

Fig. 63. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 5.

Fig. 61. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 3.
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Fig. 64. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 10.

Fig. 66. Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Features 13, 16.

Feature 6
Only the lower part of a settlement pit was preserved that
was situated near the feature 1. The both features were
probably connected. The feature’s fill (170x130 cm)
included grey-brown ashy earth with minimum pottery
fragments and animal bones. Its bottom was even. A part
of the side wall in the contact point with the feature 1 was
preserved as well.
(Fig. 60)

Feature 8
On the surface, an incomplete feature was outlined as an
elliptic formation of brown-black colour on yellowbrown subsoil. Its bottom was uneven; walls were
oblique of half-arched shape in their profile and sunken
into calcic base. Its fill included minimum pottery
fragments and animal bones.
(Fig. 60)
Feature 10
A damaged cultural pit of originally irregular elliptic
shape was discovered on an earth-pit profile. Only its
eastern third was preserved. The fill contained mixed
grey-black earth with particles of daub and loess. The
entire flat bottom of the earth-mining pit was preserved as
a result of its inclined walls. Major part of the feature was
sunken into a huge brown-earth layer and included
pottery fragments, animal bones, daub and fragment of a
clay weight.
(Fig. 64)

Feature 7
An incomplete feature situated near the feature 1 was
outlined as a smaller circular pit with brown-grey fill. Its
side walls were perpendicular; the bottom was even. The
pit contained minimum pottery fragments.
(Fig. 60)

Feature 11
A smaller damaged feature, of which only one half was
probably preserved. In its ground plan, it was an oval pit
of grey colour with ashy fill. Its profile was conical; the
bottom was flat in limestone-sand subsoil.
No finds.
(Fig. 65)
Feature 13
The feature 13 was situated in superposition with the
feature 16. The damaged storage pit of conical shape was
identified on profile of the earth-mining pit and was
mostly damaged by earthwork. Its grey-black fill
contained cinder and daub 0-20 cm above the bottom.
The pit of regular shape and with flat bottom damaged
the feature 16 in its upper part.
(Fig. 66)

Fig. 65. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 11.
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Fig. 67. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 15.

Fig. 69. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 21.
Feature 16
The feature was situated in superposition with the feature
13. Its shape was originally elliptical with concave
bottom. Only a small part remained preserved on the
earth-mining pit. Colour of the fill was the same as that of
surrounding brown subsoil. The fill was rather firm and
containing less pottery fragments.
(Fig. 66)

Feature 15
One half of a damaged cultural pit was preserved on the
earth-pit profile. Its ground plan was originally probably
circular. The dark brown fill included loess and cinder.
The walls were almost perpendicular; the bottom flat. The
feature was sunken into brown gluey earth on the level of
loess subsoil. It included rather big amount of antler, ess
pottery fragments, whorl, flint and fragment of clay
spoon with broken handle and slightly damaged front
part.
(Figs 67, 147)

Feature 17
A smaller feature, part of which was destroyed during the
construction works. Elliptical in its ground plan, the
feature was filled with brown-grey filling. Its profile was
conical; the bottom relatively flat and sunken into the
loess-calcic subsoil. Poor in pottery material.
(Fig. 68)
Feature 21
The feature was strongly destructed by the construction
works. Only its lower part above the bottom was
identified and explored. The circular bottom of the
feature was rather large and flat (230 cm) and sunken into
the loess subsoil. Its brown-black fill included less
pottery fragments.
(Figs 69, 148)

Fig. 70. Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Features 22, 23.

Fig. 68. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 17.
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Fig. 71. Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Features 24,25.
Feature 22
On the surface in the sand subsoil the feature was
outlined as an irregular elliptical formation with mixed
sand-earthy filling that was coloured in red in some
places. Only the bottom was preserved. Poor in pottery
material.
(Fig. 70)

Fig. 73. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 27.
Feature 25
The feature was partially damaged by the construction
works. Only its bottom sunken into the sand-earthy
subsoil was preserved. The bottom was almost circular,
the wall were oblique with concave profile. The fill
included mostly black soil with admixture of daub, cinder
and pottery fragments.
(Fig. 71)

Feature 23
The feature of almost circular shape was found on the
sand subsoil and coloured in grey-brown on the surface.
Uneven side walls perpendicularly descended into almost
flat bottom. Rather compact firm earth layer was
discovered at the bottom. The feature included numerous
pottery fragments.
(Fig. 70)

Feature 26
In its ground plan, the feature was outlined as an elliptical
shape. Its side walls were almost oblique. The fill
consisted of grey, grey-brown to grey-black earth with
cinder admixture. A red-coloured sand layer was
discovered in eastern part of the feature. The bottom was
relatively flat and sunken into the firm loess-calcic
subsoil.
(Fig. 72)

Feature 24
A partly damaged settlement pit of rectangular shape on
the surface and with rounded corners that was sunken into
sand-earthy subsoil. Only the lower part of the feature
with uneven bottom and oblique side walls was revealed.
The feature was mostly filled with brown gluey earth
mixed with black humus.
(Figs 71, 148)

Feature 27
The smaller partially damaged feature of irregular
circular shape was sunken into the sand or sand-claycalcic subsoil. Its bottom was rather even, the side walls
almost perpendicular.
(Fig. 73)
Feature 28, 28a
The feature 28 appeared as a circular settlement pit with
diameter of around 300 cm in its ground plan. After
having the surface layer cleaned, almost circular regular
form with grey-black filling was discovered. Substantial
part of pottery fragments were found in its extinction
horizon. Along the interior circumference - but mainly in
its south-eastern part – post holes were discovered. In the
middle of the feature a central pit (-50 cm) was found.
The entrance was situated among two post holes in the
south-eastern half of the feature, where a relatively hard
floor was revealed too. In the interior three smaller
irregular rounded hollows were situated near the storage
pit 28a.

Fig. 72. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 26.
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Fig. 75. Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Features 29, 30.
Feature 31
The settlement pit of circular ground plan was outlined as
a brown-black rounded object on the loess subsoil. Its
bottom was sunken into the sand-loess ground. The side
walls were relatively straight and almost perpendicular to
the bottom.
(Fig. 76)
Fig.74.Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Features 28, 28a.

Feature 32
The gutter-like feature 32 stretched in the length of 10 m
in the E-W direction and was sunken into the yellowbrown subsoil with numerous limestone clusters. It was
double S-shaped, its width (100-110 cm) and depth (1020 cm) were irregular. Its side walls converged to the
bottom. The feature was filled with dark brown earth.

The feature 28a
- a grain pit, the most probably a part of the circular
feature 28 interior - was revealed in the north-western
quadrant of the feature 28. The storage pit was of conical
shape with slightly deepened bottom. It was sunken into
the sand subsoil.
(Fig. 74)

Feature 33
The construction works broke a settlement pit that was
outlined as almost regular circular black-coloured object

Feature 29, 30
A smaller settlement pit 29 of circular ground plan was
sunken into the loess-sand-calcic subsoil. The feature was
filled with earth of grey-yellow-brown colour with less
pottery fragments. The side walls were perpendicular, the
bottom flat. In its northern part, the feature 29 was
closely connected to the neighbouring settlement pit
30.The feature 30 probably formed one functional unit
with the feature 29. It was visible as a slightly elliptical
object of black colour. The feature consisted of a layer of
burnt earth in its upper part under which a dark layer with
a lot of cinder was found. &the bottom was flat, the side
walls almost perpendicular.
In the vicinity four post holes in trapezoid arrangement
were uncovered.
(Fig. 75)

Fig. 76. Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Features 31, 33.
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Feature 35
On the surface, the feature was visible as a regular
circular object, grey colour of which marked it off
surrounding light brown subsoil. It was of conical profile;
the bottom was flat with approximately 30 cm wide
circumferential gutter around. The feature consisted of
grey ashy filling mixed with brown earth. Pottery
material was relatively rich.
(Figs 77, 150)
Feature 36, 37
Colour of the settlement pit was a little different from the
surrounding subsoil on the surface. In its ground plan it
was visible as an irregular circular object consisting of
compact dark brown earth. Superposition of two pits was
discovered in the process of draining it out. The bigger pit
36 was originally probably of conical shape with flat but
uneven bottom. The smaller settlement pit 37 was sunken
in the southern half of the pit 36. It was semi-spherical in
its profile, with a cinder layer at the bottom.
(Figs 78, 151)

Fig. 77. Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Features 34, 35.
in its ground plan. It was sunken into the sand-loess
subsoil. The upper part of the damaged feature included
black earth with remains of daub; a grey-black cinder
layer was situated underneath; the lowest fill was of grey
colour. The pit bottom was even; the side walls oblique,
originally of probably conical shape.
(Figs 76, 148)

Feature 38, 39
On the surface, the settlement pits were noticeable as one
elliptical object of grey-black colour. After their cleaning,
the system of two joined settlement pits appeared. The
feature 38 had irregular circular ground plan. The filling
upper layer consisted of grey-black earth with daub; the
lower one of brown-grey earth. A destruction of probably
square or oblong frame of lower part of an oven with
preserved circumferential fittings was excavated in the
depth of approximately 40 cm. Bottom of the oven
consisted of a cinder layer. The feature was of semispherical profile.

Feature 34
On the surface, the settlement feature was noticeable as
an almost regular circular object of grey-black colour. Its
lower part included brown-grey filling mixed with less
daub, cinder and pottery fragments. The feature was of
conical profile with even bottom that was sunken into the
loess-limestone subsoil.
(Figs 77, 149, 150)

Fig. 79. Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Features 38, 39.

Fig.78.Hajná Nová Ves- Lúky position. Features 36, 37.
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Fig. 80. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 41.

Fig. 82. Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Feature 43.

The feature 39 was outlined on the surface as an object
with grey-black filling. Substantial part of the filling was
brown-grey earth. The even bottom was covered with a
cinder layer (10-20 cm). The feature was of conical
profile.
(Fig. 79)

Feature 42
The feature occurred as a circular object of dark greyblack colour on the brown-yellow hard clayey subsoil. Its
filling consisted of black-grey earth mixed with daub,
cinder, animal bones, pottery fragments and stones. After
it was drained out, a storage pit of regular almost
spherical shape with slightly concave bottom and conical
side walls obliquely sunken underneath a narrowed
mouth appeared.
(Fig. 81)

Feature 41
On the surface, the feature was visible as as irregular
circular grey-black object in the yellow-brown loessclayey subsoil. After removing the filling upper layer its
real more trapezoid ground plan appeared. All corners
were rounded; peripheral walls were conical; the bottom
uneven. Only in the north-eastern part of the object
almost even “floor” was preserved that run to the surface
in the middle of the eastern wall (entrance?). In the
central part of the feature daub destruction was found
(terracotta and ash-grey pieces with one side smoothed)
along the periphery of deepened oblong (bath-like)
objects. The bottom was relatively deepest here (-60 cm).
The feature was filled with grey-black earth and in the
lower layer with light brow, earth that included pottery
fragments, animal bones and daub.
(Figs 80, 151)

Feature 43
The feature was of irregular shape and of brown colour
on its surface. In the lower layers the earth was light
brown. The side walls were oblique or sunken under the
border. The bottom was very jagged; its depth varied
from 40 to 90 cm; the deepest in the north-eastern part of
the object. Traces of even floor were found in the western
part; a hollow (post hole?) was situated in the centre of
the object. The terrain situation (the shape in the ground
plan, the jagged bottom) indicate a superposition of
several objects or originally circular shape of the object
that included mixed pottery fragments of several cultures
(fragment of a strip handle drawn above the edge and
several fragments with straw-impressed surface - Bošáca
culture) and animal bones.
(Figs 82, 151)

Fig. 81. Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Features 42, 44.

Fig. 83. Features 45, 48.
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Feature 46
A smaller settlement pit with irregular circular ground
plan and a grey-black layer on the surface included
almost compact grey filling. Its profile was probably
conical; the bottom was flat.
(Fig. 84)
Feature 47
In its ground plan, the feature occurred as a circular
object of black-grey colour in the yellow loess subsoil. Its
filling consisted of humus earth with daub and pottery
fragments. Only the lower part of the pit was preserved.
The object was probably of conical profile with flat
bottom.
(Fig. 84)
Feature 48
A small-sized feature of circular shape and of grey-black
colour. Its filling consisted of dark grey earth mixed with
daub, pottery fragments and stones. The object was of
conical profile with flat bottom.
(Fig. 83)

Fig.84. Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Features 46, 47.
Feature 44
A settlement pit of regular circular shape. Of grey-black
colour in the ground plan, it was well visible in
surrounding loess subsoil. The earth was mixed in lower
layers and of brown colour. The side walls were deeply
sunken under its mouth; lower part of the walls was
rounded to the slightly concave bottom. The object was
of conical profile. Its filling included small amount of
pottery fragments.
(Fig. 81)

Feature 49
A shallow settlement p it of elliptical ground plan and of
brown-grey colour in the yellow loess subsoil. The filling
of dark brown colour included minimum pottery
fragments. The feature was of irregular concave profile.
(Fig. 85)
Feature 51
A settlement pit of regular circular shape of grey-black
colour on its surface. Its filling consisted of dark grey
ashy earth mixed with daub. Relatively rich in pottery
material. Closely above the bottom level a black ashy
layer was situated. The pit profile was relatively
remarkably conical with flat bottom.
(Figs 86, 152)

Feature 45
In the ground plan, the feature was outlined as a regular
circular object of grey-black colour on the brown glueyloess subsoil. Its filling was mixed, consisting of greyblack, brown and brown-yellow earth with daub and
pottery fragments. The settlement pit profile was
remarkably conical with even bottom.
(Fig. 83)

Fig. 86. Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Features 50, 51.

Fig. 85. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position.Feature 49.
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Fig. 87. Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Features 52, 54
Fig. 89. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 55.

Feature 52
A settlement pit of circular ground plan and of brownblack colour on its surface. Its filling consisted of mixed
brown-grey-black earth with minimum pottery shards.
The pit was of remarkably conical profile with cylindrical
mouth and flat bottom.
(Fig. 87)

Feature 54
A settlement pit of smaller size was of circular shape and
dark brown colour on its surface. Its filling was mixed
with prevailing dark brown earth and loess clusters. The
pit was of remarkably conical profile with cylindrical
mouth.
(Fig. 87)

Feature 53
Unclear field situation (possible superposition of two
objects). A settlement pit of elliptical shape and dark
brown colour on the surface. Its filling was mixed with
prevailing dark brown earth and loess clusters. The pit
was of remarkably conical profile with cylindrical mouth.
(Fig. 88)

Feature 55
A settlement object of bigger size, which differed by its
dark brown colour from the surrounding yellow loess.
During the draining out a typical storage pit was
discovered almost in the centre of the object. Unclear
field situation (superposition of two objects? or one
object consisting of two parts?). The storage pit was of
probably conical shape with flat bottom; the bigger object
was of probably circular ground plan. The filling was
mostly brown-black mixed with daub and minimum
pottery fragments.
(Fig. 89)

Fig. 90. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 56.

Fig. 88. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 53.
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Feature 59
A settlement object of circular ground plan and dark
brown colour. The pit filling was brown in the upper
layer; black and mixed with daub and pottery fragments
in the lower layer. The object was of conical profile with
cylindrical mouth.
(Fig. 92)
Feature 60
The smaller settlement pit was outlined on the surface as
a circular terracotta object. The entire filling consisted of
strong destruction of daub, ash and slag. The pit was of
conical profile with flat bottom.
(Fig. 92)
Feature 61
On the surface, the object was outlined as a circular
object of red colour. Its upper part was filled with burnt
terracotta earth, under which destructed daub was found.
It was followed by relatively compact brown-grey layer,
then a layer of black cinder and a thin layer of sand. In
the eastern quadrant of the object animal bones were
discovered (probably two animal extremities) in the
brown-grey layer. The object was of concave profile.
(Figs 93, 152)

Fig. 91. Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Features 57, 58.
Feature 56
The feature was outlined in its ground plan as a dark
brown object in the yellow-brown loess subsoil. The
filling of identical colour contained some archaeological
material. The feature was rather shallow in its profile
with relatively flat bottom and slightly oblique side walls.
In its interior three in triangle arranged post holes were
situated in the peripheral wall.
(Fig. 90)
Feature 57
A settlement pit was circular in its ground plan with
black-grey colour on the surface. During draining out of
the filling of grey-black earth a daub destruction
consisting also of bigger pieces with smoothed surface
was discovered in the upper part of the pit. The pit was of
conical profile with cylindrical mouth and flat bottom.
(Figs 91, 152)
Feature 58
In the surrounding loess subsoil the settlement pit was
visible as a circular object of brown-grey colour. The
filling consisted of compact brown-grey earth with daub
and less pottery fragments (including a fragment of
weaver’s weight). The pit was of conical profile with flat
bottom. (Figs 91, 152)

Fig. 92. Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Features 59, 60.

Fig. 93. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature. 61.
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Fig. 95. Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Feature 62.
Feature 66
On the surface, the feature 66 was visible as a regular
circular object of grey to grey-black colour n the yellow
subsoil. Its filling was mixed, including less daub and
cinder. Pottery fragments and cinder were in bigger
amount concentrated in direction to the bottom. At the
bottom numerous pottery fragments were found; in the
southern sector cinder and daub destruction was
concentrated. The feature was of typical conical, funnellike profile. The bottom was flat, circular, with one half
about 10 cm deeper.
(Figs 96, 153)

Fig. 94. Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Features 62, 63.
Feature (complex) 62, 63
(62, 62a, 63)
On the surface the feature was outlined as a relatively
large dark brown irregular formation. Mutual position of
probably three simultaneous objects was found during its
draining out. In its ground plan circular object 62
included mixed filling with rather numerous
archaeological finds (including bronze slag) and animal
bones. The bottom was relatively flat, the peripheral side
almost perpendicular.
In the northern wall of the feature 62 the pit 62a was
identified. It included a compact layer of brown earth,
under which several vessels, pottery fragments and anima
bones were revealed on the bottom level. This object was
of conical profile with flat bottom and cylindrical mouth.
The feature 63 was probably a part of the objects 62
complex. It was of irregular shape and grey-brown colour
on its surface. The filling was of identical colour; the
bottom relatively flat and the peripheral wall slightly
oblique.
(Figs 94, 95, 152)

Feature 67
The feature 67 was outlined in its ground plan as an
irregular elliptical object of grey-black colour. In its
depth of 35-40 cm a layer of cinder and daub was found.
More similar layers were revealed in lower layers of the
filing. The object was not completely drained out (ground
water). Intrusion of pottery fragments ascribed to the
Bošáca culture was found. (Fig. 97)

Feature 64
A relatively large feature 64 was discovered in the northwestern border of the trench 3/84. Only a torso of it was
excavated because of time press. The feature was visible
as a very unclear light brown amorphous object, one part
of which was identified in the trench 3 area. In its upper
part the object included relatively rich archaeological
material (pottery fragments, bronze slag and a lot of
cinder). In its close vicinity material of multicultural
character was found. Superposition of objects belonging
to several cultures cannot be excluded.
(Fig. 152)

Fig. 96. Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Features 65, 66.
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Feature 70
The feature was partially damaged in its southern
quadrant. It was outlined in its ground plan as an irregular
rounded object of dark brown colour. The filling
consisted of brown and dark brown earth with minimum
daub and cinder and a quern fragment at the bottom.
After it had been drained out, the object appeared as
shallow one with irregular and uneven bottom.
(Fig. 98)
Feature 71, 71a
Having been thoroughly cleaned, the feature appeared as
an irregular brown formation of almost elliptical shape
with a central grey-red filling. A post (central?) hole was
situated in its vicinity. It was excavated step by step, its
peripheral part at first, and then the central part that was
half-cut in advance to observe its stratigraphy. At depth
of 20-30 cm closely under the grey-black-red layer a
bronze pin was found. A handless cup of spherical shape
was took out from an ashy layer at depth of
approximately 75 cm.
The feature 71 was damaged by another irregular feature
of brown colour belonging to the Bošáca culture 71a that
was situated in its close vicinity. The feature 71a was
relatively shallow, of irregular elliptical shape and with
uneven bottom. By excavating the younger object,
substantial part of its filling was removed and only one
fragment of Bošáca pottery was preserved.
(Figs 98, 99, 153)

Fig. 97. Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Features 67, 68.
Feature 68
The feature of regular circular shape in its ground plan
and of grey-black colour was visible in the yellow-brown
subsoil. Majority of its filling was of brown-yellow
colour with admixture of small pieces of daub and less
cinder. Pottery fragments were relatively rich. After the
filling had been drained out, the object obtained regular
conical form with flat and even bottom. The pottery
fragments were concentrated under the side wall along
the bottom circumference.
Intrusion of pottery fragments ascribed to the Bošáca
culture was found.
(Figs 97, 153)

Feature 69
The feature of brown-black colour on its surface was
outlined as an irregular elliptical object in the yellow
loess subsoil. Its filling consisted of brown and brownblack earth mixed with less daub and pottery fragments.
The whole object was of regular shape with circular
bottom that was probably damaged by a younger object
of elliptical shape.
(Fig. 98)

Fig. 98. Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Features 69, 70.

Fig. 99. Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Feature 71.
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Fig.100. Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Features 72,74.

Fig. 102. Features 75, 76.

Feature 72
The feature 72 was of circular ground plan and included
dark brown relatively compact filling with admixture of
cinder, sometimes interrupted with yellow-brown earth.
The object of conical profile with even flat bottom was
not completely excavated because of ground water at
depth of approximately 80 cm.
(Fig. 100)

Feature 74
A settlement pit of circular shape with brown compact
filling on the surface. The filling of identical colour was
rich in pottery fragments. The object was rather shallow,
of irregular concave profile - its northern half was sunken
under the wall; the southern one was almost
perpendicular. The bottom was flat in he central part.
(Figs 100, 153)

Feature 73
In its ground plan the settlement pit was outlined as an
irregular grey elliptical object that was situated in the
close vicinity of water. The pit was filled with ashy grey
earth. The bottom was uneven with irregular outline. In
the centre of the object two clusters of pottery material
and two pieces of cream-red plastic material - potter’s
clay - were revealed. Another object was discovered in its
eastern side.
(Figs 101, 154)

Feature 75
The feature was situated in the close vicinity of the
feature 74. It was outlined on the surface as a regular
circular object of brown colour. Its filling was compact
with tiny cinder. The rather shallow pit of conical profile
with slightly concave bottom included a lot of pottery
material and animal bones.
(Fig. 102)
Feature 76
The settlement pit was outlined on the surface as a
smaller regular circular object of dark brown colour. The
filling included relatively big amount of daub in upper
layers already. During its excavation a part of quern was
found at depth of approximately 20-30 cm. In the
southern half, about 10 cm deeper, a layer of cinder and
fine grey ash was revealed. The feature was of conical
profile with flat even bottom.
(Fig. 102, 154)
Feature 77
The feature of elliptical ground plan with grey-black
mixed filling (cinder, daub) on the surface. The
settlement pit was very shallow with flat bottom. The
bottom was flat, even, the whole object was very shallow.
It was lightly touching the feature 78 in the south-western
quadrant.
(Fig. 103)
Feature 78
The feature appeared as an object of irregular ground plan
with destruction of daub on the surface (oven?). A layer
of yellow-brown earth lying on a cluster of snail shells
was discovered at depth of approximately 40 cm under
the daub layer. In the lower part of the object black filling
was found. The settlement pit of conical profile cannot be

Fig.101.Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Features 73, 79.
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Fig.103. Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Features 77, 78.
drained out completely because of high level of ground
water. A shallow rectangular object was dug on the
western side of the object at the point where the feature
78 was touching the feature 77.
(Figs 103, 153)

Fig. 105. Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Feature 81.

Feature 80
Part of the feature was recorded in the trench 4a that was
dug out in the northern section of the trench 4, which was
situated at the place where a rather large black-grey
humus-like object (probably earth-pit for potter’s clay
mining) was found. Only a small part of the feature was
unearthed that was situated in the trench 4a above the
ground water level.
(Fig. 104)

Feature 83
The settlement object was outlined on the surface as a
regular circular formation of grey-black colour. The pit
filling consisted mostly of grey earth with admixture of
lighter and darker brown earth. Ground water level was
found at depth of 80 cm, i.e. the object could not be
excavated completely.
Feature 84
The feature was outlined on the surface as an irregular
oval object of grey-black colour. Its grey filling was
concentrate in upper layers and contained mixture of
cinder and less daub. After draining the filling out, the
regular circular ground plan of the object appeared. A
half of the bottom was deepened
(Figs 106, 153)

Feature 81
The settlement pit was outlined on the surface as a
circular object of grey-brown colour. In its filling brown
earth mixed with daub and cinder prevailed. The walls
were almost perpendicular, only on the northern side they
went under the edge. The bottom was slightly concave.
(Fig. 105)

Fig.106. Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Features 84, 85.

Fig. 104. Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Feature 80.
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Fig.109.Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Features 90, 91
Fig.107.Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Features 86, 87

Feature 87
The feature appeared on the surface as a regular circular
object of grey-brown colour. Its filling was of identical
colour with admixture of bigger daub pieces and cinder.
The bottom was even and flat. The walls were conically
widening from about the middle of the object in direction
from its tunnel-shaped mouth to its bottom.
(Figs 107, 155)

Feature 85
The settlement pit was situated in the close vicinity of the
pit 84. Its circular ground plan was of grey-black colour
on the surface. Its filling consisted of grey-black earth
with a brown earth layer above the bottom. The pit was of
regular profile with slightly conical walls. The bottom
was flat and even. The shallow object included intrusion
of pottery fragments belonging to the Bošáca culture.
(Figs 106, 155)

Feature 89
In its ground plan, the settlement pit was visible as a
regular circular object of grey-black colour. Its filling was
of identical colour and included bigger clusters of brown
earth, less cinder and daub. After its draining out, the flat
even bottom appeared; the side walls were relatively
perpendicular in the upper part, approximately in the
middle of their length they run sharply under the edge.
The conical pit was rather shallow.
(Fig. 108)

Feature 86
The settlement feature was outlined in the ground plan as
a regular circular object of brown-red-black colour with
obviously burnt layer on its surface and with admixture of
black humus-like earth. Under the upper layer a greyblack compact filling lied there, under which the lower
ochre-red daub layer appeared. Because of ground water
level found at depth of approximately 90 cm the object
could not be wholly excavated.
(Fig. 107)

Fig. 108. Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Feature 89.

Fig.110. Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position.Features 94, 95.
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Feature 94
The feature was situated in superposition with the feature
97. It appeared on the surface as an independent circular
object of dark brown colour. Its filling consisted of
compact brown-grey earth mixed with stones, daub and
pottery fragments. The pit side walls were almost
straight, perpendicular, the bottom was even and flat.
Mutual stratigraphic position of the object is documented
by the trench –the feature 97 is damaged by the feature
94. (Fig. 110)
Feature 95
The smaller feature 95 was of elliptical shape in its
ground plane. Its filling was of dark brown colour and
concave profile. No finds were excavated there.
(Fig. 110)

Feature 91
On the surface, the settlement pit was outlined as a greyblack circular object with mixed daub. Its filling
consisted of brown-black-red loose earth with daub
pieces. Closely above the bottom a brown earth layer lied
there. The pit of conical profile had narrowed mouth and
uneven concave bottom.
(Fig. 109)

Feature 96
(96a, 96b, 96b1, 96b2, 96c)
After cleaning of the features 96 their complicated
superposition looked like a mutual position of the object
96 and a pit that was tentatively marked as 96a – a bigger
object coming under the western wall of the trench 6.
After revealing of the upper part of the feature 96 strong
daub destruction appeared, in its upper positions mixed
with humus-like chernozem. Under the above-mention
layer a group of layers of mostly loose earth of black, red,
yellow and brown colour mixed with burnt pottery shards
and weaver’s weights was situated.
The feature 96 (oven) was cut in the N-S direction. The
pit in its profile was narrowing to the bottom, but its
shape is breaking almost in the middle, the walls are
sharply conically deepening under the edge and
converging above the bottom. From this level down the
object was again shallowly conically deepened into the
lower part that included compact brown earth. The
bottom was flat.

Fig. 112. Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Feature 96/2.

Fig. 113.Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Features 96, 98.

Fig. 111. Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Feature 96/1.
Feature 90
On the surface, the feature was outlined as a circular
object with brown-black filling in the yellow loess-calcic
subsoil. Its filling of identical colour included daub,
cinder and animal bones, but no pottery fragments. The
pit was conical profile with even and flat bottom.
(Figs 109, 155)
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Feature 96a
Excavating the feature 96 step by step, another
(unidentifiable in the ground plan) large feature 96a was
discovered. It seemed to be a spacious interior object with
a flat floor. Its filling consisted of compact yellow-brown
earth with minute pieces of daub and cinder at the
bottom. The side walls were perpendicular. Rather huge
post holes were discovered in the northern and southern
walls.
Feature 96b
A superposition of more objects was identified in the
southern or south-eastern edge of the feature 96 during its
draining out. The settlement pit 96b was a part of it. Only
its northern part was preserved and it was damaged by
another object (98a). The pit was filled with brown-black
earth and several loess layers at the lower half.
Feature 96b1 - in the profile of slim cylindrical shape with
rounded concave bottom.
Feature 96b2 - discovered after draining out the entire
complex 96. The filling was of grey-black colour with
bigger clusters of loess above the bottom. The bottom
was concave.
Feature 96c
The feature was situated in the southern half of the
feature 96 and was discovered during draining out the
whole complex at depth of approximately 30-40 cm. Its
northern quadrant was obviously broken. In the filling red
burnt or charred layers were alternating. The feature was
originally of conical shape with flat bottom.
(Figs 111, 112, 113, 156, 157)

Feature 98
(98a, 98b)
The settlement pit 98 appeared on the surface as an
elliptical object of grey-black colour and situated in close
touch with the feature complex 96. During excavating the
eastern quadrant of the feature, ground plans of two more
features - 98a and 98c - were discovered on the leel of
about 40 cm. These features were not completely
excavated.
More complicated field situation occurred during
draining out the western quadrant of the feature 98, where
very close mutual position of the features 98 and 96 was
discovered. Pottery material in the pit 98 was
concentrated mostly in upper part of the black humus-like
layer of 0-30 cm (where also a pottery fragment - the
Vekerzug group? was found). In a brown-earth layer
underneath another feature 98b - a damaged pit of oval
shape and conical profile was identified.
(Figs 113, 114, 158, 159)
Feature 99
(99a, 99b, 99c, 99d, 99e)
The feature was outlined on the surface as a relatively
large rectangular object that was roughly N-S oriented. Its
brown-grey colour made it different from surrounding
loess subsoil.
During its draining out a superposition of features 99a,
99b and 99c - the all three were circular settlement pits
with conical profile that lied closely to the southern wall
of the feature 99 - was discovered. Position of the feature
99c was not fixed precisely; its superposition with the
feature 99a was obvious. In the complex 99 two more
objects (99d and 99e) were revealed during its draining
out. After post holes had been excavated, a la Téne
settlement object - the hut 99 - was identified.
(Figs 115, 116, 117, 160)

Feature 97
The complex 97 took substantial part of the trench 6 area.
On the surface it was outlined as an amorphous object of
brown colour along the edges and of black in the centre.
On its south-eastern border the features 94 and 95 were
discovered; on the north-western border the feature 100.
In the layer of 0-30 cm a humus-like filling rich in La
Téne finds was situated. A following layer of 30-80 cm
included bigger clusters of loess with finds of the
Lusatian culture.
(Figs 110, 163)

Fig.114.Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Features 98.

Fig. 115. Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Feature 99.
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Fig.118. Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position.Features 101,105.
Feature 102
The special feature in the western part of the trench 8/88
was outlined on the surface as a relatively irregular large
ring-shaped object with strengthened northern and
western part. It was visible in surrounding loess only due
to its fine brownish or reddish colour. Having been
unearthed, the feature looked like a ring with two arcs
jutting out on the north and western side. The filling
consisted of compact light reddish-brown gluey earth. No
finds were discovered in the feature. (Fig. 119)

Fig. 116. Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Features 99.
Feature 101
The feature 101 was a smaller settlement pit of circular
shape with brown-yellow colour on the surface. Majority
of the object was filled with dark brown earth. The filing
included daub and less pottery fragments. The pit was of
conical shape with flat bottom.
(Fig. 118)

Feature 104
(104a, 104b, 104c)
The complex of settlement features was outlined on the
surface as an irregular object of grey-black colour. After
revealing of the surface layer a superposition of fur object
was discovered. A La Téne hut (104) was N-S oriented
and it damaged settlement objects of the Lusatian culture
(104a, 104b, 104c) at both shorter walls. (Fig. 160)

Fig. 117. Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Features 99.

Fig. 119. Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Feature 102.
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Fig. 121. Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Feature 106.
small pieces of daub. The lower layer was filled with
brown-grey earth. A bigger arched object with compact
brown filling jutted out from the north-western part of the
object on the surface.
(Figs 118, 160)
Feature 106
On the surface the feature was outlined as an irregular
grey-black (south-western half) or dark brown (northwestern half) rectangular object with rounded corners,
NE-SW oriented. After it had been revealed, almost
circular the north-western part of the feature joined with
the south-western almost square part with rounded
corners appeared. Peripheral sides of the object were
slanting to the flat uneven bottom. Small pits (post
holes?) reaching under the edge were discovered in the
western wall and a shallow (central?) post hole was found
at the north-eastern wall of the object.
(Fig. 121)

Fig. 120. Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Features 104.
Feature 104a. The feature was outlined on the surface as a
regular circular object with grey filling connected with the
feature 104b in the northern part. The filling consisted of
dark brown earth prevailingly. The feature was of conical
profile with flat bottom.
(Fig. 120)
Feature 104b. The settlement pit was of circular shape
originally, with dark brown filling on the surface, almost
connected with the feature 104a. The object was
markedly damaged by the La Téne hut; only a half of it
with flat bottom and conical profile was preserved.
(Fig. 120)
Feature 104c. The feature was vastly damaged by the La
Téne hut. It probably was of elliptical shape originally,
with grey-black filling on the surface. The smaller pit was
of semi-spherical profile.
(Fig. 120)
Feature 105
Conical filling of the feature appeared in arable land over
the subsoil already. After the upper layer had been
removed, the feature was outline as a circular object of
black colour in the central part, with red daub destruction
along its perimeter. Relatively strong concentration of
pottery fragments and daub was discovered in the
identical layer. The following dark to black layer included

Fig.122. Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Features 108,109.
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Fig.125.Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Features 113,114.
Feature 110
The relatively shallow settlement pit appeared in the
ground plan as a circular object of brown-grey colour. Its
filling included clusters of darker earth that were
concentrated above the pit bottom. The feature was of
conical profile with concave bottom.
(Figs 123, 160)
Feature 112
The feature was outlined in the loess subsoil as a
triangular object of dark grey colour with longitudinal
protrusion on the eastern side. The feature was only
slightly sunken into the loess, its bottom was flat and side
walls oblique. A rather shallow (central?) post hole was
identified in the middle of the object.
(Figs 124, 160)

Fig. 123. Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Feature 110.
Feature (grave?) 108
The feature appeared like an amorphous cluster of pottery
fragments, animal bones, cinder and ash; without outlined
shape. Finds were discovered in the cultural layer above
the loess subsoil. The feature had no character of a
settlement pit. (Fig. 122)

Feature 113
The smaller settlement pit was outlined on the surface as
an irregular circular (elliptical) object of grey colour. The
shallow pit had oblique side walls and uneven bottom. On
the western side the bottom almost fluently reached the
subsoil surface.
(Fig. 125)

Feature 109
Extinction horizon of the feature was identified on the
arable land and subsoil interface. Substantial part of
filling consisted of relatively big concentration of
destructed daub with several pottery fragments and burnt
bones. A thin layer of black earth was found at the arched
bottom. (Fig.1 22)

Feature 114
The feature was discovered on the arable land and subsoil
interface already. It appeared on the surface as a small
irregular circular object of grey-black colour. Its filing
included clusters of daub and minimum pottery
fragments.
(Fig. 125)
Feature 115, 115a
The features were outlined on the surface as a rather
regular elongated elliptical object of brown colour. In its
northern part destruction of an oven brickwork was
discovered together with pottery fragments and weaver’s
weights. The filling consisted of mixed yellow-brown or
dark brown ashy earth. In the south-eastern quadrant of
the feature 155 also a neighbouring object 115a (compact
brown filling, flat bottom - manipulation pit?) was
discovered. Both objects formed a production unit the
most probably.
(Fig. 126, 161)

Fig. 124. Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Feature 11.
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Fig. 126. Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Feature 115.
Feature 117
The feature appeared as a dark brown circular object in
the yellow loess subsoil. In its filling dark brown, less
black - humus-like earth prevailed, mixed with daub
fragments and cinder. The feature had oblique walls and
flat bottom; it was rather shallow and sunken into
limestone-loess subsoil.
(Fig. 128)

Fig.12. Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Features 99,117.

Feature 120, 120a
On the surface the feature 120 was outlined as a circular
object, eastern part of which was of brown colour with
admixture of daub and cinder; its western part with greyblack filling was partially damaged by the feature 120a.
The feature 120 was filled with brown earth with smaller
pieces of daub. The bottom was slightly semi-spherical.
The superposition with the smaller circular object 120a
appeared after the upper layer had been removed. The
filling consisted of brown and grey earth with admixture
of daub, cinder, flat stones and strong destruction of oven
brickwork. The features 120 and 120a were not wholly
excavated, but they very probably formed a working unit.
(Figs 129, 160)

Feature 118
The feature of smaller size was outlined as an almost
circular dark brown object on the loess subsoil. It was
rather shallow, of semi-spherical profile. The filling
consisted of dark brown to grey-brown earth.
(Fig. 127)
Feature 119
The feature (?) was formed by a cluster of pottery
fragments and animal bones with diameter of
approximately 30 cm and was discovered during digging
the trench 7b. It appeared on the arable land and subsoil
interface. Unidentifiable outlines.

Feature 121
The settlement pit appeared as a regular object of circular
ground plan and of brown-grey (the eastern part) to
black-grey (the western part) colour with visible
fragments of daub on the surface. The filling consisted of
brown earth prevailingly with admixture of small pieces
of daub in its upper part and bigger pieces of daub in its
lower part. The pit was half-drained; its profile was
irregular and arched.
(Figs 129, 160)
Feature 122
The feature was outlined as a smaller object of regular
circular ground plan and of brown colour in its western
half or dark brown colour with admixture of daub
particles in its eastern half. Its filling included mostly
loess layers, only over the bottom grey-black earth was
identified there. Only a half of the feature was excavated.
The object was of conical profile; the bottom was slightly
deepened in its central part. (Figs 129, 162)

Fig. 127. Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Features 116, 118.
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Fig.129. Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Features 120, 121, 122.
Feature 123
The feature of smaller size was outlined on the surface as
a circular object of brown colour with dark red cluster of
daub in the middle. The rather shallow object had flat
bottom and the peripheral walls slightly aslant inwards.
The filling consisted of brown gluey earth mixed with
daub, loess and cinder. Only a half of the feature was
excavated.
(Fig. 130)

Fig. 131. Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Feature 126.
Feature 127
The settlement pit appeared as a flattened circular object
with outer orange-red ring and inner grey-black filling.
The filling in its upper part was grey earth with rich
admixture of daub and cinder; in its lower part browngrey-yellow earth with daub fragments prevailed. The
object had rather flat bottom and oblique peripheral walls.
Only a half of the feature was excavated.
(Fig. 132)

Feature 125
The settlement pit was of almost circular shape with
brown filling on the surface. The filling included bigger
pieces of high-burnt daub, cinder and loess. The bottom
was flat; the side walls slightly aslant inwards. Only a
half of the feature was excavated.
(Fig. 130)
Feature 126
The feature appeared on the surface as a smaller circular
settlement pit of dark brown colour. Its filing consisted of
rather remarkable amount of daub (destructed oven?) and
brown-grey loose earth. The bottom was flat; the pit was
conical profile. Only a half of the feature was excavated.
(Fig. 131)

Feature 128
The feature appeared on the surface as a bigger flattened
circular object with grey-black semi-spherical layer
containing daub fragments on its surface. In the pit filling
rather big amount of daub including bigger pieces
probably from destructed oven brickwork was discovered
together with relatively massive pieces of destructed
pottery. The pit was of semi-spherical profile. Only a half
of the feature was excavated. (Figs 132, 162)

Fig. 130. Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Features 123, 125.

Fig. 132. Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Features 127, 128.
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Fig.135. Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Features 126,131,132.
Fig. 133. Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Features 129, 133.
Feature 130
The settlement pit was outlined on the surface as a
medium-size circular object that differed from the
surrounding loess subsoil by its grey colour mixed with
reddish daub. The upper layer of its filling consisted of
grey-black earth and fragments of daub, cinder and loess;
the lower one was of brown-grey colour, also mixed with
daub and loess. The pit was of semi-spherical profile with
flat bottom. Only a half of the feature was excavated.
(Figs 134, 162)

Feature 129
The settlement pit was outlined on the surface as a
smaller circular object of grey colour. In its extinction
horizon rather a big amount of daub and pottery
fragments was excavated; relatively thick destruction of
daub with smoothed parts from an oven daub probably
was found also in the central part of the pit. Similar thick
destructions were discovered also in neighbouring objects
- maybe the settlement production area. Dark brown earth
was revealed in lower part of the pit. The object was
probably of conical profile with flat bottom.
(Figs 133, 162)

Feature 131
The settlement pit was outlined as an irregular circular
object of grey colour. Its filling consisted of compact
grey or grey-brown earth with minimum admixture of
daub and pottery fragments. The pit was of conical
profile with flat bottom. Only a half of the feature was
excavated. (Fig. 135)
Feature 132
The settlement pit of smaller size was outlined on the
surface as a regular circular object of grey colour. The
upper layer of its filling consisted of dark brown earth
with daub particles; the lower layer was compact dark
brown earth. The object was of conical profile with
horizontal uneven bottom. Only a half of the feature was
excavated. (Fig. 135)

Fig.136. Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Features 134, 135.

Fig. 134. Hajná Nová Ves-Lúky position. Feature 130.
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Feature 133
The feature was outlined in the loess subsoil as a regular
circular object of grey colour. Its filling was grey-black,
mixed with daub and loess. The pit was of conical profile
probably with flat bottom. Only a half of the feature was
excavated.
(Fig. 133)

by its analysis and simulation seems to be a complex of
several independent functional areas or courtyards or
districts, remain in the level of working hypothesis.
Social or social-economic characteristics of the
community that lived in Hajná Nová Ves or within the
wider region in the Late Bronze Age and in the beginning
of the Hallstatt period can be contemplated alike.

Feature 134
The settlement pit was of circular shape with its surface
of brown-grey colour. Its filling was mostly of greybrown colour. Some concentration of loess was found in
its upper layer. Above the pit bottom a cinder layer was
excavated with a bigger layer of loess underneath. The pit
was of conical profile, with flat bottom. Only a half of the
feature was excavated.
(Figs 136, 163)

Production areas
Food proc e ssi ng are a
A group of features was situated in the westernmost part
of the Lusatian settlement, among which the feature 28
(Fig. 74) dominated by its solitaire and unambiguously
functional position. The circular hut with post
construction (post holes along its circumference) and a
central post in the middle that supported probably conical
or vaulted roof had its entrance oriented to the east. It
served as storing and processing object simultaneously.
In its western quadrant a rather large conical storage pit
with flat bottom was dug under the circumferential wall,
which was an organic part of the hut equipment. Grain in
this pit for every day use was the most probably
processed on the place. This is proved by some
amendments in the interior – three arched sags in the
floor that were situated in the northern and southern
quadrant near the grain storage pit. They originally served
probably as working places for persons who processed
the grain in store, i.e. starting with operations connected
with picking the grain out of the pit and its milling up to
final manufacturing of flour intended for further food
preparations.
The whole western part of the settlement seems to form
a food-processing area (area 1A, Fig.143). Substantial
part of the agricultural production manufactured by the
local population could be stored and processed here and
at the same time the pre-manufacturing phase of the
production process could be realized here as well. The
whole process resulted in semi-products meant for further
processing. Remaining objects of this area, with the
exception of the complex 29-30, were probably of
complementary character. Nevertheless, in the complex
29-30 that originally formed a roofed system of objects
(four post holes situated opposite each other) we possibly
can find connection with the hut 28. Regarding rather
strongly burnt daub and cinder (feature 30), location and
processing technologies, the complex 29-30 can be
considered a space where series of operations related to
after-harvest processing of grain were realised. They
were connected with cleaning and sanitation, but mainly
with drying and roasting the grains (which by this way
became more durable, moist-resistant and easier
digestible as starch, carbohydrates and protein were
partly split), i.e. with amendment of the main agricultural
product either for storing or for momentary consumption.
Along with making the grain supplies, portions of which
could be taken for actual preparation of meal (bread,
pancakes, and porridge), a part of new cereals could be
consumed just after their roasting (remains of
intentionally crushed grains of Hordeum vulgare in the
feature 128).

Feature 135
The feature was outlined on the surface as a smaller
regular circular object of grey colour. Smaller amount of
daub and loess was discovered in its extinction horizon;
the filling was compact, of grey-brown colour. The
feature was of conical profile, with flat bottom. Only a
half of the feature was excavated.
(Figs 136)
3.2 The settlement dislocation – the settlement area
simulation
In connection with the total area and distribution of find
assemblages several questions arose, which are related to
the settlement space disposition and architecture. In spite
of the not quite clear field situation, first of all on
partially damaged spots of the site, the arrangement of
find units into groups is rather clear from documented
area of the settlement. Their functional and space analysis
led to an attempt to construct a model of architecture of
the original settlement area of the Lusatian settlement in
the end of the Late Bronze Age. Based on the
functionalistic analysis, particular phases of production
processes on the settlement were simulated and its
production segments/areas were reconstructed. Traces of
production processes were looked for in:
Pre-manufacturing phase (processing of initial
material and raw materials to manufacture semiproducts for further use)
Manufacturing phase (production of particular
segments of a product)
Finishing phase (final products)
The attempt resulted in a model of by their function
interlinked areas (processing, production, residential
zone), which were situated according to demand either in
consistent or peripheral parts of the settlement (Fig. 143).
Together they formed a settlement unit – interior of a
lowland settlement.
Since no contemporary settlement has been excavated
up to the moment in the region of south-western Slovakia
in comparable range, the contemplations about
architecture at the settlement in Hajná Nová Ves, which
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The functionalistic model of the food-processing area of
the Lusatian culture corresponds also with the situation in
the eastern part of the settlement area, where a rather
large cluster of features was excavated that formed
probably a more-less independent area (area 1B, Fig.
143). Topography of the area 1B indicates the settlement
activities were performed in its central part prevailingly,
where the complex of features 38-39 was dominant (Figs
79, 143). The complex consisted of two pits that very
probably were two different segments of a production
unit - a food oven used for baking of products made of
cereals. Its manipulation pit (in front of the oven; feature
39) worked as a preparation point for attending the
production device (feature 38), i.e. originally probably a
vaulted oven (a lot of daub in the filling) with specially
adapted working place (original bottom of the oven with
quadratic peripheral fitting made of burnt brick blocks
was excavated here). Remaining objects of the area 1B
that can be considered a final food-processing area, in
which the final phase of food-making process, were of
complementary importance.
The primary and secondary segments of the area 1 met
the settlement population vitally important requirements
– the whole series of grain food production. Considering
the limited duration of basic components and the final
product of this process as well (cereals, flour, bread and
cakes), organization of the entire technological process
required continuity and cooperation. The both areas were
situated in the vicinity of each other, approximately
within the distance of 50 m. As resulted from topography
of the settlement and character of find units, no other
technologically and productionally comparable, i.e.
duplicate or parallelly working equipment of the same
specialization existed here. The food-processing area
1AB probably covered the required consumer’s capacity
of cereal products of the community that lived at the
Hajná Nová Ves settlement.

approximately 10x10 m, 250-300 cm deep, was identified
also on the side wall of construction mining pit and it
could really be an abundant source of potter’s clay. Space
constellation of the objects 73 and 80 denoted a mining
and processing area, which was meant for premanufacturing phase of pottery production process. Some
amount of potter’s clay mined from the earth-pit was
processed into clay mass almost at the place of its mining
in the neighbouring object 73. The most probably this
was the place where the clay earth was processed into
elastic material. The process of mixing or kneading of
loose material into a compact ceramic semi-product
seems to result in several qualitatively different potter’s
clays. They differed according to the amount and size of
admixed inorganic sharpening ingredients, from finegrained clay up to coarse-grained one.
Similarly to the food-processing areas of the Lusatian
settlement at the Lúky position in Hajná Nová Ves, where
the main food-production process was realised in two
areas with independent phases (pre-manufacturing and
manufacturing) within the settlement area, the same
situation can be assumed with pottery production. The
area 2A as described above was classified as a place for
production of clay of various qualities, i.e. as a workshop
for preparation of clay semi-product or pottery shaping
too. The entire technological process of pottery
production was not realised here, however.
Considering the settlement situation and modelling of
functional areas, the final pottery-manufacturing area, in
which final (finishing) phase of the process was realised
(area 2B), can be thought within the space of the
settlement eastern border at the distance of approximately
30 m from the area where the clay was mined and
processed. During the archaeological excavation in 1985
a rather large and unique feature 96 was discovered here
(Figs 111, 112, 113 and 143). Its segmented interior and
disposition consisted of communication represented by a
roofed atelier (two huge post holes in the opposite walls
of the object) with flat floor of approximately 4x3 m size
and two more objects for production and mining. In the
atelier eastern corner (feature 96a, 96b and 96c) the floor
led into a complex of small earth-pits. In its northern
corner a circular potter’s kiln that was sunken
approximately 1 m under the floor level was attached to
the atelier. The kiln of conical profile with a peripheral
step over the bottom included burnt pottery fragments
together with a lot of daub of various sizes (found mainly
in a layer of 20-60 cm) that came from the kiln side walls
and cupola the most probably.
The area 2B, the centre of which was formed by the
complex of features 96, seems to be the place where final
operations in the process of pottery-manufacturing at
Hajná Nová Ves settlement - forming, heating and mainly
firing of pottery - was realised. Assortment of vessels,
fragments of which were excavated during the
archaeological research of local settlement objects, was
made of clay imported probably from the close area 2A
and shaped in the atelier 96a. As we have mentioned
above, however, alternative shaping and succeeding
heating of pottery just in the area 2A (feature 73) cannot
be excluded either. At the both places other products
made of clay could be finalized along with classical

Pot t e ry - manuf act uri ng are a
In the north-western half of the Lusatian settlement
central part several features were situated in the zone at
the settlement border and within easy access to the river,
which according to their content and character can be
identified as potter’s workshops. The group of settlement
pits that was marked as the area 2A (Fig. 143) consisted
of a rather shallow irregular elliptical feature 73 and a
large earth-pit with the feature 80. Specific character of
the feature 73 is documented by excavated finds of
agglomerations of pottery fragments at the bottom, but
mainly by exceptional finds of clusters of soft damp clay
(Fig. 138). Amorphous lumps of potter’s clay were
situated near pottery fragments and did not lose their
original qualities for more than two thousand years. The
cream-reddish mass of elastic pliable clay had probably
undergone basic preparation process before it was
preserved in the object. It represents a clay semi-product
that was meant for further processing.
The rather large feature 80 was situated in the close
vicinity of the feature 73 that had been classified above as
a clay preparation place and can be designated as an
earth-pit for potter’s clay mining. The irregular circular
object of concave profile and dimensions of
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Fig. 137. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Typological range of Lusatian pottery.
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firing, abrasion and metrics will be possible after the
pottery detailed description and laboratory analysis of the
whole assemblage. Preliminary typological survey has
showed frequency of four basic pottery groups (Fig. 137).
Within the group of conical bowls represented by lower
as well as higher shapes with inwardly drawn and
rounded edge also shapes with straight walls occurred.
The group includes also a hollow-legged bowl (Fig. 137:
7). Additional elements, e.g. cylindrical or strip-shaped
handle on the vessel body under the rim were used as
well. Within the scope of this pottery assortment plastic
finishing of surface, mainly horizontal groves, rows of
imprinted incisions or fine decorative projections on the
vessel edge above the handle appeared, too.
Different variations can be observed also in the group of
cups (Fig. 137: 10-22). Relatively frequent and the
simplest shape is represented by conical cup with
cylindrical or strip-shaped handle. Handles in this group
are almost uniformly drawn more or less over the cup
edge. The variant of simple cups is complemented with
rather slim “beaker-shaped” types with straight slightly
conical walls and also S-profiled shapes with a trace of
cylindrical neck. Obviously finer variant is represented
by thin-walled bowl-shaped S-profiled cups with
decoration inside. Just this excellent group of cups
disposes of the most variable decoration, mostly
deepened horizontal, vertical, circular and fan-shaped
grooves usually combined with rows of incisions.
The amphora-shaped vessels from the settlement at
Hajná Nová Ves have been preserved in fragments only
(Fig. 137: 23-35). The entire assemblage of this type of
vessels seems to consist of two basic variants. The first is
represented by smaller shapes with almost spherical body
and funnel-shaped or slightly conical neck, tectonics of
which reminds of transitional shapes between cups and
amphorae. Usually a strip-shaped handle use to be
positioned on the passage from the body to the neck of
the vessel or attached to its edge. They are usually
decorated by bundles of oblique wide grooves, sometimes
covering the entire neck of the vessel. The amphorashaped types of vessels include also a biconical vessel on
low leg with opened neck (Fig. 137: 29). Two opposite
nipple-shaped projections, one of them with a “sucking”
opening, are of obviously anthropomorphic or gynecoid
character.

Fig. 138. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 73.
Finds of clay mass. Semi-product for shaping of pottery
and potter’s products.
pottery ware, starting with smaller cups and jugs made of
fine clay up to larger thick-walled storage vessels made
of coarser clay with higher content of grainy material
(Fig. 95). These other products included the whole range
of technical artefacts (weaver’s weights and whorls),
which were rather frequent finds at the site (Fig. 140). At
last, also artistic and handicraft activities, e.g. plastic art
(the find of a bull’s horn fragment, Fig. 139) or pottery
ornamenting, were probably performed within the both
potteries.
***
As a complex, the ceramics excavated at the settlement of
Hajná Nová Ves can be characterised as a utility pottery
ware consisting roughly of two basic shapes according to
their type and function. The thick-walled pottery usually
of ochre-brown or ochre-red colour is represented by
storage vessels and pot shapes with horizontal decorative
projections or strip handles on the edge. Surface of thickwalled vessels (pots, storage vessels), which were formed
from clay mass with high content of inorganic sharpening
material, was usually only smoothed or decorated with
wide vertical grooves (fingering).
The thin-walled or medium-walled vessels of dark
colour were shaped from finer clay with admixture of fine
sand (grey, grey-black, brown-black and black) and
usually had walls smoothed on both sides; some of them
were polished on the outer side. This assortment includes
mainly bowls, cups and amphorae; they were decorated
with grooves, hoped grooves and incisions, sometimes
also inside a vessel.
More detailed analysis of the pottery from Hajná Nová
Ves, its typology and morphology first of all (shape, type
and variant) as well as study of its further qualities, e.g.

Fig. 139. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 51.
Fragment of a clay plastic artefact. A bull’s corn (?), a
pointed beaker (?). Reconstruction.
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Fig. 140. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Location of weaver’s weights and whorls in finds at the Lusatian settlement.

Pots and storage vessels are the most numerous group of
the settlement pottery (Fig. 137: 36-53). Along with
classical pot-shaped types with smaller strip-shaped
handles under the vessel rim, pots with handles drawn
over the vessel rim are present in fragments. Between the
flat rounded rim and the handle a half-arched projection
or plastic impressed ledge is placed. In addition to pots,
another relatively large group is created by deep tureenshaped bowls of several variants (semi-spherical, with
rounded bend, amphora-shaped), in some cases with a
handle under the rim or two flat projections above the
handle on the vessel edge. The shape characteristic for a
storage vessel is represented by large vessels with slightly
opened neck, rather slim body, narrow bottom and four
semi-arched projections that protrude from the rim (Fig.
137: 49).
Quite intensive pottery production at the settlement is
represented also by numerous fragments of weaver’s
weights, finds of which covered the whole settlement area
(Fig. 140). Lids and whorls were rather common clay
artefacts as well. In addition to miniature vessels, clay
plastic art is represented by the only find of a hollowed
pointed fragment that resembles clay imitation of a young
bull’s horn (Fig. 139).

vicinity that has not been entirely excavated included a
lot of archaeological material in their extinction horizons.
In the feature 64 noticeable clusters of black earth and
cinder (wood coal?) and mainly massive pieces of metal
(bronze) slag (Fig. 141) were discovered. Similar
situation was found also in a neighbouring feature 62,
where quite a big amount of bronze slag was unearthed in
the rather shallow circular pit with diameter of almost 4
m and with flat bottom. The feature 62a that was situated
in the northern quadrant of the feature 62 (Fig. 94) was
probably a part of the complex, in which rare ceramic
stock (a storage vessel, a cup, an amphora and more
thick-walled pottery fragments at the conical pit bottom)
were included.
Finds of slag in the features 62 and 64 are evidence of
existing smelting technology in this peripheral part of the
settlement (area 3A) that probably was designated for this
purpose exclusively. There were more finds excavated in
this area, which can in all likelihood prove activities
connected with bronze metallurgy technological
processes at the settlement: fragment of a sandstone
mould for casting of socketed axes, drops of bronze
material spilled likely from a melting crucible when
manipulating with a melted metal and probably also a
clay nozzle or the so-called fanning pot (?); these all were
artefacts found in nearby features.
In this context of finds, a question of spatial location of
particular metallurgical facilities within the area 3 arises.
The base for classification of such facility kind and also
an impulse leading to an attempt to reconstruct the picture
of the whole metallurgical area at the settlement can be

Me t al l urgi c al and me t al - f oundi ng are a
At the very edge of the Late Bronze Age Lusatian
settlement eastern part rather strong concentration of
settlement features were excavated, two or three of which
can be considered unique ones. Bigger complexes of the
features 62/62a/63 and also a large feature 64 in their
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based mainly in pouring water on the hot material to
make it crack into pieces suitable for following
metallurgical operation - melting in the furnace.
No finds of raw copper, tin, copper ore, bronze scrap,
slag cakes or bronze hryvnias were discovered at the
settlement in Hajná Nová Ves. In spite of this, the
situation with finds makes us think about a complete
bronze production at the settlement. The thoughts about
the local production as the opposite to a possibility of
importing semi-products from other production centres
are supported also by existence of further facilities that
were excavated during the archaeological research. Here
the feature 41 (Fig. 80) - a hut/workshop of irregular
trapezoid ground plan has to be mentioned first of all. Its
in the northern part flat and firm floor run into a deepened
bath-tube-shaped body in the western part and maybe
also in the southern and eastern parts as well.
Considering the formal indications, first of all the finds
of brick-red and ash-grey daub with smoothed one side
that skirted the bath-tube-shaped sags at the bottom of the
feature this complex can be assigned to the technological
facilities of metallurgical operations following after
calcination. Character and interior arrangement in the
feature 41 allows us to presume a metallurgical workshop
here, consisting of melting baths, in which copper was
smelted. Melted metal sank to the bottom and waste, i.e.
slag remained on the surface. In the same workshop also
following operations could be realised in the system of
baths, during which cold copper stone was calcined,
remelted and maybe also mixed with admixtures (tin) to
improve its qualities 111.

Fig. 141. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 62.
Bronze slag.
seen in several attributes, primary as well as secondary,
that are connected with metallurgical and metal-founding
technology. First of all, they are represented by finds
(fragments) of technological equipments (hearth, furnace,
melting baths, etc.), character of finds together with
spatial disposition of the feature and its location within
the settlement.
As it has been mentioned above already, topography of
finds and possible metallurgical features allow us to
assume existence of a complete metallurgy of bronze at
the Lusatian settlement in Hajná Nová Ves. At first, a
hearth as an entrance facility of the entire metallurgical
process, in which ore was smelted at high temperatures
by using a lot of wood coal, would be situated within safe
distance from the settlement buildings. The high
temperature and heat would at the same time leave traces
in the subsoil under the hearth. The solitaire location
within the settlement area together with traces of its body
in the subsoil could be sufficient signs to locate it in the
settlement interior under archaeological documentation.
The above-given attributes of the hearth as an entrance
metallurgical working spot are satisfied maybe only in
the feature 102 that was isolated behind the eastern
border of the settlement (Fig. 119). The spatial ring/wreath-shaped feature with diameter of 3.5-4 m, with
slightly inwardly drawn north-western quadrant differed
from the surrounding loess subsoil by fine reddish-brown
colour. The exterritorial position of this atypical feature
out of the settlement area with no archaeological finds
can indicate other connections as well, as in its closest
vicinity but within the settlement border area already, the
above-described settlement features 62 and 64 (area 3)
with unambiguously metallurgical finds - slag - were
excavated. Its occurrence is characteristic for following
technological operations of copper metallurgy. A calcined
mass that resulted from calcination in the hearth could be
further processed here. The process of its amendment was

Fig. 142. Hajná Nová Ves -Lúky position. Feature 73.
Fragment of a two-piece sandstone mould for casting of
bronze socketed axes.
111
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Fig. 143. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Functionalistic model - manufacturing areas and population areas of the
settlement.
A final – metal-casting section of bronze metallurgy
could be represented by finds that were concentrated
nearby the area 3A in the wider settlement centre (area
3B). Among instruments proving the existence of the
casting process in this area and at the same time serving
as necessary technical metal-casting equipment in the
pre-manufacturing phase a mould fragment found in the
feature 73 is noticeable. Only the upper part of one piece
of a two-piece mould has been preserved, which was
made of fine-grained sandstone. The torso of the mould
originally meant for casting of socketed axes (Fig. 144:
8) was discovered in the feature that had been interpreted
a part of the potter’s area already. The finds of clay and
the sandstone mould at the feature 73 bottom could
indicate universal position of the feature within the
potter’s and metallurgical areas in the settlement (Figs
101, 143). Spectrum of the material and artefacts found
denotes working activities were performed here that
required universal manual skill. They could be connected
with manufacturing the products meant mainly for
manufacturing phase of the production process
(processing of clay and shaping of clay products,
preparation of casting moulds).
There are more finds that could be more-less considered
evidences of metallurgical production at the settlement.
They are instruments used in the entire series of
metallurgical and metal-casting activities (Fig. 144). A
small clay biconical massive vessel was found at the site,
which could serve as a melting crucible. A bronze sow
and a fragment of a clay spoon were found in the feature
40. Another complete clay spoon serving possibly as a
tool for casting of melted bronze into a mould (pouring
spoon) was revealed in the feature 98 (Fig. 144: 1). A

rather large clay funnel-shaped artefacts from the feature
35 (Fig. 144: 6) resembling a nozzle and with opening on
the edge of the widened area from the feature 35 (Fig.
144: 6) could be classified as a tool needed in the melting
process. The handle of blowpipes, through which air was
pumped into the furnace was used as an important
technical tool for keeping the high temperature during the
melting process.

Fig. 144. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Finds of
metallurgical (assumed) instruments from the Lusatian
settlement. 1 - F. 98; 2, 4, 5, 7 - F. 40; 3 - field-walking;
6 - F. 35; 8 - F. 73. 1-5, 7 – sc. = 1:1; 6, 8 – sc.= 1:2.
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The only one final bronze artefact at the settlement in
Hajná Nová Ves is represented by a bronze pin with nailshaped head from the feature 71. It lied under an upper
grey-red destruction 30 cm deep (Fig. 153: 8) in the area
3B, which had been classified as the metal-casting area.
The pin was discovered during a draining out of the
central part of the filling of a pit sunken in the interior of
a rather large, originally maybe circular construction. The
feature 71 with a rather huge central post hole and with
diameter of approximately 4 m was remarkable by its
filling itself that consisted of layers of bigger pieces of
daub, cinder, sand and earth and with compact brown
earth in its lower part (Fig. 99). The pit outer
circumference was in its upper part filled with a ring of
grey ash. The feature construction as well as character of
finds and their situation do not exclude the possibility
that it was a final metal-casing workshop, which
represented a place in the technological process where
finishing phase of the bronze production in the settlement
was realised.

Fig. 145. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 71?
Unusual bone (antler) artefact with opening for handle in
the middle and with bone keys in both ends.
can be supported by location of the post hole in the
feature 113 and also by general characteristics of the
feature 105 resembling an interior hearth (Figs 118 and
125). Just the existence of the heating body allow to
perceive all the neighbouring features (105, 106, 112 and
113) as a residential area of the settlement and at the
same time to add also the seemingly separated
constructions 106 and 112 to a likely integrated complex
of dwellings situated on the south-eastern periphery of
the settlement.
The above-mentioned feature 28 was an unambiguous
and simultaneously representative central construction at
the settlement. It was situated on the western border of
the site that has been classified as the food-processing
area. Based on the optimal preservation of field situation
and detailed archaeological excavation, the feature with
diameter of 4 m can be assigned to the basal type of
contemporary central constructions, to one of prototypes
for possible reconstruction of dwellings of that time (Fig.
74). After it had been explored, the feature was classified
a circular hut probably of store (interior storage pit) and
food-processing function. Its circular construction
consisted of peripheral vertically placed posts that
strengthened the peripheral circular wall of the hut and a
central supporting post bearing the roof. The entrance
into the feature interior was clearly located by
archaeologists at the hut eastern side.
More over-ground constructions that can be considered
central constructions considering the existence of post
holes left by a central supporting post or by partially
preserved circular arched ground plans were probably
situated also within the other production areas at the
settlement. The feature 71 with remains of arched
northern and south-western walls, torso of the floor and a
rather huge post hole reached an estimated diameter of 6
m. Within the metallurgical area 3A, the thought about
possible existence of central features is supported by the
hut/workshop 41 with estimated diameter of 3 m; cluster
of the features 62 and 63 with diameter of approximately
5 m and the smaller feature 56 with a three-post
construction (Figs 80, 90, 94, 99 and 101).
Lastly, the abundant group of under-ground features in
all areas of the Hajná Nová Ves settlement was obviously
constructed having a circular ground plan. The typical

Population areas
Residential area
Two rather shallow and amorphous in their ground plan
features 106 and 112 were identified during the
archaeological excavation in the south-eastern border of
the settlement in Hajná Nová Ves. Post holes that were
situated in their interior or exterior (Figs 121, 124) the
most probably belonged to them. Arched parts of the
excavated features with a rather flat bottom and a post
hole were the most probably only remains of their
original space. Almost exceptional position of the
features 106 and 112 out of the common scope of find
units at the settlement along with the character of
revealed parts and their spatial disposition with integrated
post holes denoted existence of features with a circular
ground plan and a supporting central post during the
excavation already.
The post holes nearby the both features can be classified
as remains of a central post of standard size and on this
basis constructional and technical type of constructions of
this kind at the settlement can be modeled. Since the post
holes show no signs of high bearing capacity as e.g. the
hut at the Čaka settlement does 112 and a central ground
plan is indicated by the excavated situations, we can
rather think about original central constructions with a
comparatively light timber construction did not reaching
the interior diameter of 8 m. A supporting skeleton of a
hut with a central interior post could be covered with a
locally the most available raw material (straw?, reeds?).
The wall surfaces finish in the features 106 and 112 that
were situated on the settlement periphery in Hajná Nová
Ves and classified as the residential area (area 4) could
not be identified.
Very hypothetically, more features of similar function
cold be thought within the residential area 4. In the
vicinity of the features 106 and 112 another pair of
features 105 sand 113 was discovered that could
eventually belong to the residential area. This hypothesis
112
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Fig. 146. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Bone artefacts of the Lusatian culture. 1 - Feature 19; 2 - Feature 71?;
3 - Feature 98; 4,5 - Feature 130; 6 - Feature 21. Scale = 1:2.
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form is a conical pit of circular ground plan and regular
circular bottom. Circular shape of the settlement pits is
entirely predominating. Bigger or smaller deviations are
distinguishable only in wall profiles; from straight conical profiles up to variably profiled ones. Pits with
small circular, almost tunnel-like mouth (around 60-80
cm), steep oblique conical walls and a flat circular bottom
with diameter of almost twice as big as mouths (160-180
cm; feature 45, 66, 134 and 135).
As no contemporary settlement of the lowland type in
the Western Carpathian region dated to the end of the
Bronze Age has been published until now, any
comparative material is almost missing. At the settlement
in Hajná Nová Ves, all the unambiguously but also
potentially central constructions that were discovered by
archaeological excavations seem to be firm and longlasting features, fixed to the subsoil, consisting of a
timber skeleton and covered with organic material. The
alternative of a light tented camp can be excluded almost
clearly and that of a seasonal (yurt) dwelling eliminated
unambiguously.

positions. Highland fortified settlements were part of an
important safety strategy. They represented a reliable
hinterland for lowland settlements of the Hajná Nová Ves
type having a well-organized structure, potential of
handicrafts with possibilities of trade and economic
development as well as prospective growth of contacts
also with entirely new cultural units, which appeared in
the Danubian region in the end of the Bronze Age 113.

Funeral area
Existence of this area directly within the settlement site is
at least disputable. The thoughts about its presence have
arisen by the finding circumstances on the settlement
north-eastern periphery. During final excavation seasons
atypical features were discovered in the close vicinity of
the residential area. They formed a group of smaller
mostly shallow pits with different fillings situated closely
to the zone where the ground water level prevented us
exploring them to the bottom.
With some reservations, the features 108, 109, 114, 118
and 119 that anticipate an urn grave only in some hints
maybe can be included into this group. In general, they
were smaller clusters or concentrations of pottery
material, animal bones (sometimes burnt) and cinder
(108) on the borderline between arable land and subsoil
or not big and shallow pits with dark brown and grayish
filling (118), possibly with the filling including also daub
(109). Among the all, the feature 108 is remarkable that
cannot even be unambiguously classified as a feature in
the true sense of the word, i.e. a pit, the mass of which
was identified in the subsoil. The signature 108 marks a
small agglomeration of finds with the diameter of
approximately 50 cm in the ground plan, which was
located in the arable land above the subsoil already. Its
beige-grey layer of fine ash included pottery, bones
(cattle, or sheep-goat; the expertise work of C. Ambros
published in this work) and cinder.
***
Artefacts made of bones (Figs 145 and 146) denote rather
advanced processing of this material. Among them, horse
cheek pieces made of antler signal the share of horse
riding involved in fluent course of living of the Lusatian
community in Hajná Nová Ves in the end of the Bronze
Age. The horse riding could provide an effective
communication in the contemporary infrastructure, first
of all a connection of lowland sites with more distant
fortified settlements that were situated in higher

113
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Fig. 147. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Features 1, 12, 15, 19. 1-5, 7 - scale =1:2; 6 - scale =1:3.
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Fig. 148. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Features 20, 21, 24, 28, 33. 1-6 - scale =1:2; 7-8 - scale = 1:3.
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Fig. 149. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 34. 1-6 - scale = 1:2.
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Fig. 150. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Features 35, 36. 1-4, 6-11 - scale = 1:2; 5 - scale =1:3.
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Fig. 151. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Features 37, 40b, 41, 43. 1-12 - scale = 1:2.
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Fig. 152. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Features 51, 57, 58, 61, 62, 64. 1, 2, 5-7 - scale = 1:2; 3, 4 - scale =1:3.
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Fig. 153. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Features 66, 68, 71, 74, 78, 81. 1-12 - scale = 1:2.
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Fig. 154. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Features 73, 76. 1 - scale =1:1; 2-10 - scale =1:2.
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Fig. 155. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Features 85, 87, 90, 92?. 1, 2, 5 - scale =1:2; 3, 4 - scale =1:3.
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Fig. 156. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 96. 1- scale =1:1; 2-7, 9-10 - scale =1:2; 8 - scale =1:3.
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Fig. 157. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 96. 1-12 - scale =1:2.
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Fig. 158. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 98. 1-7 - scale =1:2; 8 - scale =1:3.
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Fig. 159. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 98a. 1-6 – scale =1:2; 7 – scale =1:3.
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Fig. 160. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Features 99, 104, 105, 110, 112, 120, 121. 1, 2, 4 -10 - scale =1:2; 3 - scale =1:3.
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Fig. 161. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 115. 1-7, 9 - scale =1:2; 8 - scale =1:3
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Fig. 162. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Features 122, 128, 129, 130. 1-6 - scale =1:2.
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Fig. 163. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Features 97, 134. 1 - scale =1:3; 2-6 - scale =1:2.
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Fig. 164. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Finds from field-walking. 1-7, 9-13 - scale =1:2; 8 - scale =1:1
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Fig. 165. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Settlement of the Lusatian culture (reconstruction A. Arpáš/E.Wiedermann).

Fig. 166. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Settlement of the Lusatian culture (reconstruction A. Arpáš/E.Wiedermann).
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Fig. 167. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Settlement of the Lusatian culture (reconstruction A. Arpáš/E.Wiedermann).

Fig. 168. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Settlement of the Lusatian culture (reconstruction A. Arpáš/E.Wiedermann).
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Fig. 171. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Excavated area of the La Téne settlement.

out over the fields, sacred places or in the watercourses.
These funeral images were probably connected with
arrival of new Celtic groups. According to written
historical sources, about 190 BC a Boii tribe settled in
northern Italy was conquered by the Romans and forced
into the north. They settled on the territory of Bohemia,
Moravia and south-western Slovakia. Right to this time
period the settlements and settlement features excavated
in Hajná Nová Ves cadastre and in its closest vicinity are
dated.
As far as its geography is concerned, the region creates a
part of the Nitra hilly area and is situated between two
mountain ranges: Povaţský Inovec and Tríbeč. More
intensive settlement of the Nitra river basin has been
documented in the Late Iron Age by finds obtained by
field walking228.
Only several archaeological excavations have been
realised here up to now. Burial grounds are entirely
missing. The settlement structure did not differ from that
on the more southern territory around Nitra. Lowland
agrarian opened settlements are dominating here,
sometimes with evidence of handicraft activities
(metallurgy, pottery making). As numbers of analysed
features were mostly small, size of the settlements can
hardly be assessed. We assume they most likely were
smaller clusters of residential and farming objects. These
were part of a network of settlements situated on terraces

4.1 The Celts and their presence in the region
Despite the Hajná Nová Ves micro-region is in the focus
when analysing the settlement, the entire Mid-Danubian
space has to be taken into consideration to explain
historical context linked with the Celtic penetration. At
first, there were small groups of well-armed prospectors
that reached right the middle Danube in the second half
of the 5th century BC. The oldest lowland settlements as
well as highland ones of this period were concentrated
mainly in the westernmost part of south-western Slovakia
near Bratislava and under the slopes of the Little
Carpathians.
During the 4th century BC the Celts started to colonize
the region of today’s western Slovakia more intensively.
Extensive inhumation and later also biritual burial
grounds have been documented here by archaeological
excavations. Regrettably, no necropolis has been
excavated in the region under study up to now. Among
known sporadic graves and parts of burial sites the
northernmost were found in the vicinity of Nitra227.
In the Middle La Téne period (from the LTC1 stage) flat
inhumation and urn burial sites ceased to exist that is
probably connected with change in Celtic concept of the
afterlife. Change in the funeral rite is presupposed, too,
into the way that cannot be proved by archaeological
excavations. The Celts could spread cremated remains
227
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order. It rises in the Povaţský Inovec mountain range on
Marhát (748.2 a. s. l.) eastern slope at about 500 m a. s. l.
Previous reconnaissance of the area along these brooks
has proved traces of Celtic settlement. During the
archaeological excavations realised at the multicultural
settlement in Hajná Nová Ves the whole micro-region was
thoroughly explored by field-walking and geophysical
measurements. The archaeological material found there
indicates rather intensive multicultural settlement almost
continuously from the Aeneolithic up to the Modern era
(Fig. 4) with the biggest local concentration just at the
Lúky position. In the La Téne period ten settled positions
are proved to exist within the small area of these two
brooks. The finds are mostly pottery fragments found
during field-walking, but in one case - at the Sádok
position, fragment of a glass bracelet classified into the 8b
group was discovered that can be dated into the LT C1b
stage.

of the river Nitra and its tributaries. Considering the near
region, settlements in Výčapy-Opatovce229, Jelšovce230,
Mýtna Nová Ves, Topoľčany231, Hajná Nová Ves232 and a
potter’s kiln in Horné Obdokovce were excavated. The
pottery and fragments of small artefacts (mostly glass
bracelets and fibulas) found here dated the abovementioned sites into the LT C1 to LT C2/D1 stages.
Field-walking and more explorations proved also
settlements at highland positions near Hajná Nová Ves
(in Krnča and Klátová Nová Ves in the Tríbeč mountain
range) as well as in Úhrad, Marhát, Bojná, Nitrianska
Blatnica and Radošiná (in the Povaţský Inovec mountain
range). Just the sporadic finds from Marhát233 denote
existence of trade contacts and trade routes as soon as in
the Early La Téne period. The most probably they carry
on existing also during later periods as it is proved by e.g.
by a silver Boii coin with a winged horse from a half of
the 2nd century BC234. It’s only a matter of time and
further excavations, to fill in the missing data.

B asi c dat a
Our attention has been focused on the Lúky position,
where an intensive La Téne settlement was proved by
excavations realised in 1982-1989. Features pertaining to
the La Téne period were discovered in 1983. First of them
was the feature 18, a partially damaged La Téne hut 240
(Fig. 172). Considering the quantity of finds, the third
season, originally planned as the final one241, was the most
relevant excavation season at the multicultural settlement
in Hajná Nová Ves. A part of the settlement features in
northern section of this trench cannot be excavated due to
high ground water level. In the final phase of the third
excavation season southern interior of a La Téne hut
(feature 100) was revealed. After relevant finds and finding
situations had been discovered, a systematic excavation
followed in 1987242 after a yearlong break. Joining of the
trenches 7/87 and 8/88 formed a space for thorough
investigation on north-eastern section of the multicultural
site with a La Téne settlement at its very border. The area
of the settlement dated to the Middle La Téne period and
consisting of five huts (features 99, 100, 103, 104 and 107)
was excavated step by step. The trenches 7/87 and 8/88
made the western and north-western borderline of the
multicultural site residential area visible, where La Téne
dwellings were originally situated under the highest point
of the terrace-like promontory and near the water source (a
well) that run into the brook Dolina (Fig. 2). Majority of
features
were
professionally drained
out
of
archaeobotanical material, which was washed out right at
the site or transported to the Archaeological Institute for
further evaluation243.
The archaeological material revealed by the excavations
at the La Téne settlement can be divided into artefacts and
ecofacts. The artefacts include mainly pottery, daub and
minute artefacts. The ecofacts consist of remains of animal
bones and fauna. These were mostly washed out from the
earth that filled particular features and also from imprints
in daub. As the settlement was of multifunctional

Se t t l e me nt of t he mi c ro -re gi on
Considering climate development, the La Téne period
pertains to the younger Subatlantic235 in the young
Holocene. In comparison with the preceding period the
temperature decreased by 1-2 °C, precipitation increased
and the climate gradually became of a present-day
character236. In lowlands average annual temperatures
settled on around 9.5 °C and precipitation between 550650 mm per year. On the basis of pollen grains occurrence
E. Krippel237 states the vegetation on the territory under
study in the given Subatlantic period included floodplain
forests, forest steppes, subxerophilous oak groves and
minimum beech groves.
In foothill regions massive slope vegetation appeared. In
lower positions, mainly in alluvial plains, earthy sediments
were deposited. All in our region known anthropogenic
soil types238 were more intensively afforested during this
time period, too. The La Téne period is remarkable for
change in assortment of cultivated cereals on the territory
of Slovakia. A change in agriculture of their growth is
presumed as well239.
The settlement on this territory of south-western Slovakia
in the La Téne period was concentrated mainly in fecund
lowlands. The entire situation regarding the eco-parameters
selection was very important also in settling the valleys of
Dolina and Hlavina brooks and their closest vicinity as
well. Hlavinka is a brook in the Podunajská níţina lowland
that flows through the Topoľčany district area. It is a left
tributary of the rivulet Radošinka that flows into the river
Nitra. Its length is 15.3 km and it is a stream of the 5th
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character, the material found was scattered all over the
excavation area. The pit 35 included a restorable situlashaped pot (Figs 179: 25; 185: 1); the pits 36 (Figs 179:
33, 35; 185: 2-4) and 40 (Fig. 185: 5) included fragments
of typical La Téne pottery. An iron sickle was also found
in the feature 97 (Fig. 182: 2; 185: 6). La Téne finds were
discovered also in the feature 98. The assemblage consist
of a part of a grey jug with a handle or a kantharos with
two handles (Figs 179: 5; 185: 7), a fragment of a bowl
with slightly inward drawn edge (Figs 179: 1; 185: 8), a
lower part of a vessel with concave bottom (Fig 179: 9;
185: 9) and of an iron scythe (Fig. 182: 3; 185: 10). A part
of finds comes from fieldwalking (Fig. 190: 1-7). In his
work with numerous finds excavated at the multifunctional
settlement the author of the research has chosen a system
of selection of typical pottery fragments. This is the reason
why only these selections are stated with particular
features, which are simultaneously graphically presented in
tables. No dimensions are given, as the pictures are with
scales.
4.2 Settlement features and finds

Fig. 172. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 18.

Feature 18
A settlement feature – a pit-house, NW-ES oriented with
its longer axis. The south-eastern half of the feature
partially destructed; the north-western wall entirely
damaged by terrain earthworks. Its circumferential walls
were slightly slanting to the bottom; the bottom was flat.
A post hole was identified almost in the middle of the
shorter northern wall of the feature.
The feature included pottery fragments and there was a
La Téne bronze fibula found nearby.
(Fig. 172)

of which brown soil and a flat bottom prevailed; in
eastern part the above-mentioned feature damaged by the
feature 99 was situated.
Post holes were discovered in shorter walls direction
and a sag in the middle. The feature is a typical La Téne
settlement object – a pit house with dimensions of
500x350 cm, slightly oblique side walls and unclear
configuration of several smaller features in western wall,
into which the house interior was sunken. The bottom
was flat, with a line of smaller holes.

Description of finds:
The bronze fibula (drawing in the 1: 1 scale) probably
belonged to the feature (Fig 190: 2).
The spring was symmetric, bilateral (2+2). The bow was
symmetrical, rather low arched. The catchplate alike;
with two spherical bosses on both the bow and the
catchplate.
The fibula has a so-called strapped foot (of the middle La
Téne construction) and inverted foot. It is very well
preserved and functional.
The pottery material unearthed occurred in very small
fragments that the author did not take into the published
selection.
Feature/complex 99 abcde
The feature occurred on the surface as a rather spacious
rectangular unit, approximately N-W oriented. Its browngrey colour discerned it from surrounding loess subsoil.
Southern part of the feature had been excavated in the
previous archaeological season during working in the
trench 6/85. The feature was a superposition of conical
Lusatian settlement pits 99a, 99b and 99c that lied in the
close vicinity with the southern wall of the feature 99.
During the feature was being drained out, two more
objects (99d and 99e) were identified in its covering. For
reasons of stratigraphy, a profile was left, in western part

Fig. 173. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 99.
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Feature 100, 100a
In its ground plan, the feature 100 was outlined as a
rectangular structure with the surface of grey-black
colour. A part of its southern half reached the feature 97;
the super position was not caught in details (time
pressure).
The feature was filled with compact black humus-like
earth mixed with pottery fragments mainly in its upper
part. No stratigraphy observed. In south-eastern part of
the feature in the depth of approximately 30-40 cm an
almost entire bowl was found in fragments.
Postholes were discovered in the middle of shorter walls
reaching the depth of -40 cm from the bottom that were in
the both cases connected with a shallower pit going into
the feature.
Bottom was flat, with a rounded rectangular feature
sunken in its north-eastern part; smaller irregular features
were sunken by its western wall. Longer walls were
slanting down to the bottom; shorter ones were almost
perpendicular (southern wall was not fixed in details - the
superposition with the feature 90).
The feature 100a was situated in south-western corner of
the feature 100. Considering daub in its filing, it is
assumed to be a heating body of the feature 100. During
draining out the daub layer, the feature 100a was
discovered - a typical settlement pit of the Lusatian
culture with flat bottom (approximately 10 cm under the
feature 100 level) and conical walls. Its filling included
daub and brown-yellow earth.
(Fig. 175)

Fig. 174. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 99.

A settlement feature of conical profile with convex
bottom and tunnel-like edge ( 99a) was revealed in southeastern part of the feature. In a layer -60 cm ashy filling
was discovered; remaining part of the feature was filled
with mixed yellow-brown earth.
During excavating the feature 99b a posthole of the
feature 99 - a La Téne pit house was discovered. Its
filling was compact and humus-like. Only a part of
southern half, flat bottom and concave side walls
reaching the ground plan level were excavated. The
feature had N-W orientation approximately.
Position of the feature 99c was not precisely fixed. Its
super position with the feature 99a is obvious. The
feature 99c included no archaeological material.
(Fig. 173, 174)

Description of finds:
- Clay whorl of circular shape, a fine line around its
circumference in the middle (Fig. 188: 2).
- Small disc, whorl, made from a pottery fragment of dark
grey colour with traces of combing; opening in the
centre (Fig. 188: 3).
- Small object of conical shape made of bronze (Fig. 188:
4).

Description of finds:
- Pig – boar, lower incisor with drilled circular opening
in its end; diameter 2.6 mm
- Red deer – fragment of antler tine, cut point
- Clay whorl (Fig 186: 2) of irregular conical shape
- Pottery fragment of a vessel body, decorated with
vertical combing, wheel-made. Content of graphite in
the ceramic material is high (Figs 179: 36; 186: 3).
- Pottery fragment of a wheel-made vessel body is a
circumferential ledge from its neck and body
borderline with vertical combing underneath (Figs.
179: 34; 186: 4). Content of graphite in the material is
high.
- Fragment of rim and body of a bowl-shaped vessel of
dark grey colour, wheel-made (Fig. 179: 10; 186: 5)
- Lower part of a vessel with slightly inward drawn
bottom. Very well visible traces of rotating rollers into
snail decoration on its inner side. The vessel is shaped
in hand and then finished on wheel (Fig. 179: 6).

Fig. 175. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 100.
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- Metal artefact (Fig. 188: 8).
- Fragment of a pot-shaped vessel made of clay with high
content of graphite. Rim drawn inward, rounded and as if
even rolled over inward. The vessel was wheel-made
(Figs 179: 42; 187: 1).
- Upper part of an S-shaped bowl-like vessel. Dark grey
colour. The vessel made on wheel (Fig. 187: 2).
- Fragment of upper part of a pot-shaped vessel of grey
colour, with high graphite content in the ceramic
material. The rim is rounded, even rolled over inward and
slightly angled; rounded from out side. The vessel is
wheel-made (Figs 179: 43; 187: 3).
- Rim of a bottle-shaped vessel of brown colour, made of
fine material. The vessel is wheel-made (Fig. 187: 4).
- Fragment of upper part of a bowl with strongly inward
drawn even angled rim. The vessel was made of coarsegrain ceramic material and in hand
(Figs 179: 3; 185: 5).
- Fragment of upper part of a bowl with slightly inward
drawn even angled rim. The vessel was made of
moderately grained clay of brown colour and in hand
(Figs 179: 2; 187: 6).
- Upper part of a pot-shaped vessel with rounded rim and
remarkable body indentation. The ceramic material used
is fine and of grey-black colour. The vessel is wheelmade (Figs 179: 40; 187: 7).
- Upper part of a bowl-shaped vessel. Its rim is slightly
rounded, even cut-off. The shoulders are indented; the
body decorated with oblique combing. The wheel-made
vessel is made of fine grey clay
(Figs 179: 15; 187: 8).
- Fragment of an S-shaped bowl body. The rim is drawn
outward and evened, with a groove in the middle. The
body is indented. The material used is of grey-brown
colour. The vessel is wheel-made (Figs 179: 9; 187: 10).
- Lower part of probably a pot-shaped vessel with flat
bottom. The vessel is made on wheel; the clay material is
of grey-brown colour (Fig 187: 9).
- Lower part of maybe a pot-shaped vessel bottom with
slightly indicated ring indentation. The material is grey.
The vessel is wheel-made (Fig 187: 11).
- Lower part of a beaker or narrow vessel. The fine
ceramic material is of grey colour, paler in its fracture.
Remarkable circumferential lines are engraved along the
lower part. Concentric circles are engraved to the bottom
(Fig 187: 12).
- Rim fragment of a pot-shaped vessel with inward drawn
rounded rim. The ceramic material is of grey-brown
colour. The vessel is made in hand (Fig 187: 13).
- Body fragment of a vessel, maybe situla, which was
decorated with vertical dashed combing. The material has
high content of graphite. The vessel is wheel-made (Figs
179: 35; 187: 15).
- Body fragment of a vessel, maybe situla, which was
decorated with deep vertical combing. Graphite content
in the material used is high. The vessel is made on wheel
(Figs 179: 33; 187: 16).
- Body fragment of a vessel, maybe situla, which was
decorated with fine vertical combing. High content of
graphite in the material used. The vessel is wheel-made
(Figs 179: 32; 187: 14).

- Upper part of an S-shaped bowl. The rim is noticeably
reinforced and drawn inward. Fine circumferential line is
grooved on its inner side closely to the rim. The material
is middle-grained, of grey-brown colour. The vessel is
wheel-made (Figs 179: 6; 188: 1).
- Body fragment of a situla-like vessel decorated with
deep vertical combing or even grooves. The material is
middle-grained, with no graphite admixture in the
ceramic clay. The vessel is made in hand (Fig 188: 5).
- S-shaped bowl with the mouth drawn outward. The rim
is slightly rounded. As if slightly indented edge is at the
widest circumference. The material used is fine. The
surface is black and the fracture is of terracotta colour.
The vessel is wheel-made (Figs 179: 7; 188: 6).
- Rim of a vase-shaped (bottle-shaped) vessel. The mouth
is drawn outward noticeably. The neck circumference is
picked out with plastic engraved line. The vessel is
wheel-made and of fine material of grey colour (Figs
179: 20; 188: 7).
- Fragment of an S-shaped bowl. The rim is drawn
outward and finely picked out from outer side. The bowl
is wheel-made. The pottery material is fine-grained and
of grey-black colour
(Figs 179: 8; 188: 9).
- Upper part of a situla-like vessel. The rim is reinforced
and drawn slightly inward. The material is grey-brown,
no graphite admixture. The body is decorated with fine
oblique combing (Fig 188: 10).
- Fragment of a situla with reinforced rim, which is as if
club-shapely rounded. The body is decorated with
vertical engraved lines. The material is of high quality
and grey-coloured. The vessel is wheel-made (Figs 179:
28; 188: 11).
- Vase-shaped /bottle-shaped vessel with narrowed
outward-drawn mouth. The material is fine-grained and
grey-coloured. Fine plastic line passes along the neck
circumference. The vessel is wheel-made (Figs 179: 24;
188: 12).
- Bottom of a wheel-made vessel. The bottom is finely
concave and has a reparation opening at its
circumference. The vessel is wheel-made
(Fig 188: 13).
- Upper part of a situla with rounded picked out rim. A
fine plastic line passes along the neck circumference. The
body is decorated with oblique combing. The vessel is
wheel-made (Figs 179: 29; 188: 14).
Feature 103
In its ground plan, the feature was outlined as a
rectangular structure of grey-black colour and N-S
orientation. It was filled with com pact brown-grey filling
including rather rich archaeological material. The bottom
was flat, situated on sand-clayey subsoil. The side walls
were almost vertical; only the northern side wall was
slightly oblique, connected to a sunken ground 20 cm
deep, which formed a circular bowl-shaped indentation in
the NE corner of the house. In the middle of shorter walls
rather huge postholes were situated there. Another huge
posthole, probably a part of the La Téne house carrying
construction, was discovered near the northern pit.
Smaller pits/indentations were found almost across the
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shorter walls. Clearly identified was a posthole in the
northern wall. Destruction of burnt daub (oven? hearth?)
heading as a gutter to the eastern wall was discovered in
the southern wall. Here a posthole was found in lower
layers.
(Fig. 177)
Description of finds:
- Bronze fibula (drawing scale: 1: 1), which probably
belongs to the feature (Fig 189: 6). The string is bilateral,
symmetric (1+1). The bow is symmetrical; the catchplate
alike. The fibula is with the so-called curved foot (middle
La Téne construction) and with an inverted foot. Very
well preserved and working.
- Upper part of a vase-shaped vessel with the mouth
drawn outward. The rim is club-shapely reinforced. The
material used is grey-brown and fine-grained. The vessel
is wheel-made (Figs 179: 21; 189: 3).
- Rim of a bowl-shaped vessel, maybe situla, with the
mouth drawn inward and rounded body. The rim is
remarkably rounded and reinforced. The reparation
opening is situates closely under the rim. The body is
decorated with fine combing (Figs 179: 13; 189: 4).
Fig. 176. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 103.
entire ground; indentations of different size and going
under the house edges were discovered along the whole
side walls circumference. The house dimensions:
500x300 cm.
(Figs. 176, 183)
Description of finds:
- Part of rib of bigger animal. The both edges of the rib
are irregularly smoothed.
- Clay whorl of conical shape and with noticeably dashed
grooves on the lower base (Fig 189: 1).
- Fragment of a situla with hugely picked out rim. Finely
picked out circumferential ledges are on the shoulders
and vertical combing decoration on the body. High
graphite content in the ceramic material. The vessel is
wheel-made (Fig 179: 33; 189: 2).
Feature/complex 104abc
The complex of settlement features was outlined as an
irregular structure of grey-black colour. Thorough
cleaning revealed a superposition of a N-S-oriented pithouse, which broke smaller Lusatian settlement features
(a, b, c) in the both shorter walls.
The feature 104a was preserved in part only. It occurred
on the surface as a regular circular structure with grey
filling; lower layer of the filling was of dark brown
colour. The feature was of conical shape, the bottom was
flat. Lusatian culture?
The feature 104b was only half-preserved; its filling was
almost identical to that in the feature 104a. The feature
was of conical shape, the bottom flat. Lusatian culture?
The feature 104c situated in the north-western corner of
the house was of irregular elliptical structure, with greyblack filling and irregular semi-spherical profile. Only a
part of it was excavated. The bottom was flat; the side
walls almost vertical. Postholes were found in the both

Fig. 177. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 104.
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- Rim of an S-shaped bowl-like vessel. The mouth is
almost vertical, with reinforced rim. The shoulders are
rounded. The material used is of brown colour (Figs 179:
4; 189: 5).
- Upper part of a bottle-shaped vessel with narrowed
mouth, which is slightly drawn outward. A line is
engraved around the shoulders circumference (Figs 179:
17; 189: 7).
- Fragment of upper part of a bottle-shaped vessel with its
club-shaped mouth drawn outward. Plastic lines are
picked out around the neck circumference (Figs 179: 19;
189: 8).
- Rim of a situla with its mouth slightly drawn inward.
The rim is rounded and reinforced. The body is decorated
with vertical combing. Reparation opening is situated on
the body. The ceramic material used includes high
content of graphite (Figs 179: 27; 189: 9).
- Body fragment of a bottle probably. The body in its
widest circumference is decorated with a plastic ledge
and a line of stamped concentric rings. The material used
is fine-grained and of brown-grey colour. The vessel is
wheel-made (Figs 179: 23; 189: 10).

rim. The clay used has high content of graphite (Figs
179: 13; 190: 3).
- Bowl with rounded body and slightly inward drawn
reinforced rim. There is a plastic circumferential ledge
under its neck. The body is decorated with fine combing
(Figs 179: 16; 190: 4).
- Body fragment of a bottle-shaped vessel probably.
Remains of stamped rings decoration on the body (Figs
179: 18; 190: 5).
- Bowl, maybe also situla-shaped vessel, with rounded
body and slightly outward drawn reinforced mouth. A
plastic dashed circumferential ledge with a reparation
opening is situated under the neck
(Figs 179: 14; 190: 6).
- Pot made of fine-grained material of brown-grey colour.
The rim is drawn outward and reinforced (Figs 179: 37;
190: 7).

Feature 107
The feature was outlined in the ground plan as a
rectangular brown-grey construction of roughly N-S
orientation. Its filling was not homogenous, a cone of
black humus-like earth was observed from the surface up
to the bottom; remaining filling was of dark brown
colour. After cleaning the bottom, a pit-house with a flat
bottom and vertical or slanting side walls occurred. Its
south-western corner was arched and widened, probably
remains of a Lusatian settlement feature that was almost
completely damaged by the house.
Rather huge postholes were discovered in the middle of
shorter walls. The house dimensions: 500x250 cm.
(Fig. 178)
Description of finds:
- Fragment of a clay whorl of circular shape with an
opening in the middle.
- Rim of a situla-shaped vessel with its mouth slightly
drawn inward. The rim is reinforced and as if clubshapely cut. The ceramic material used has high content
of graphite. The body is decorated with regular vertical
combing. The vessel is wheel-made (Figs 179: 31; 189:
12).
- Lower part of a situla-shaped vessel, made of material
with high graphite content. The vessel is wheel-made.
The body is decorated with vertical combing (Figs 179:
13; 189: 12).

Fig. 178. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 107.

4.3 Evaluation
Ty pol ogy of v e sse l s
Fragments of pottery are the most numerous, though very
miscellaneous assemblage of finds. Pottery fragments
were discovered in all the excavated Celtic features. A
part of finds comes also from fillings of other features
and from the fieldwalking. Only the vessels presented in
tables (Figs 185-190) were statistically evaluated. An
effort to classify pottery into particular types is presented
in the table of typology (Fig. 179). In general, the vessels
were divided into big main groups of those made in hand
and wheel-made ones. The hand-made pottery forms a
smaller group (approximately 15%), where mainly bowlshaped and pot-shaped vessels are included. The bowls
have rounded or even angled body and their mouth is
drawn inward (Fig. 179: 1 - 3). As far as their chronology

Fieldwalking
Description of finds:
- Rim of a situla/pot with reinforced and slightly inward
drawn rim. There is a fine plastic circumferential ledge
under the rim. The ceramic material used has high
graphite content. The vessel is wheel-made (Figs 179:
39; 190: 1).
- Bowl with rounded body and slightly inward drawn
reinforced rim. There is a reparation opening under the
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Fig. 179. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. La Téne pottery typology scale.
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is concerned, the shapes with inward drawn rim are rather
indistinct. They had come into occurrence in the Early
Iron Age already and lasted during the entire La Téne
period. Analogies are known from several sites, e.g. at
Nitra-Šindolka244, Topoľčany245, Výčapy-Opatovce246,
Chorvátsky Grob247, Michaelstetten248 and České
Lhotice249. Bowls with angled body and inward drawn
rim appear mainly in the younger section of the Middle
La Téne period250. They are dated into the LTC1/C2 to
LTD1 time interval. Based on finds from Thunau am
Kamp, M. Karwowski sets it at the border limits of K2 251.
Earlier dating, the LTC1 stage already is met at the GyőrMenfőcsanak site252. The most frequented pottery shapes
are S-shaped bowls (Fig. 179: 7-11). These can be
divided several types according to shapes of their mouth,
rim and body. They appear in the course of the whole La
Téne period. At sites dated to the Middle La Téne they
occur from the LTB stage up to that of LTC1. In general,
the S-shaped bowls can be labelled as a pottery shape that
is not chronologically sensitive253. Their variations can be
found together in different find assemblages from the
LTB2 stage up to that of LTC2/LTD1. The next group
includes bowls or even S-shaped pot-like bowls with
reinforced rim a body decorated with vertical or oblique
comb impressions (Fig 179: 12-16). They are made of
ceramic material with high content of graphite (Fig. 179:
12-14, 16). This pottery shape was probably very popular
and highly valued that used to be repaired, what is proved
by occurrence of reparation openings.
An independent position takes a fragment of grey bowlshaped vessel with a handle (Figs 179: 5; 180; 185: 7)
from the feature 98. The vessel is made on wheel, the
potter’s clay is of pale grey colour, and the stripe-like
handle has fine grooves and is drawn over the rim.
Interpretation of the vessel is ambiguous. Maybe it was a
bowl (small jug) with a handle or a vessel (kantharos)
with two handles (more details in the part dealing with
the settlement dating).
The second group includes vase- or bottle-shaped vessel
(Fig. 179: 17-24). They are wheel-made vessels of high
quality of grey to black colour. There are fine grooves
engraved around their neck circumference. The vaseshaped vessels were probably those, fragments of which
bodies had a circumferential ledge decorated with plastic
stamped rings (Fig. 179: 18 and 23). This type of stamps
is quite common with different pottery shapes. The rings
use to be grouped in smaller or bigger clusters across the
entire vessel circumference. A continuous circumferential
line is known on the vase from Győr-Menfőcsanak254,
where the stamps skirt maximum diameter of the vessel
from its upper and lower part. The lower part is decorated

Fig. 180. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 98.
Fragment of kantharos - probably an intrusion to
a Lusatian settlement pit surface.
only with stamps in circumferential line; the upper part
has the line and stamp clusters above it. Similar stamp
line along its circumference can be found also on a vessel
from the necropolis in Levice255, which was dated into
the LTC1 stage. Decoration with concentric circles on the
bottom appeared also on a fragment of a bottle (beaker)
there. Circumferential grooves are engraved along its
girth (Fig. 179: 18). Whether it is a bottom stamp in this
case, is a question. Similar bottom decoration was found
also in the feature 185/85 at the Nitra-Šindolka256 site
(Fig. 108: 10).
The most typical clay pottery shape at Celtic settlement
sites is represented by situla-like vessels with reinforced
rim, surface of which is decorated with the so-called
vertical comb impressions. They used to be made of local
clays, very often with graphite admixture. Problem of the
graphite origin was treated by M. Hlava 257 in his work.
There are analyses of graphite from the position at
Topoľčany-Krušovská cesta nearby proving its Czech
origin258.
The situlae from Hajná Nová Ves are made on potter’s
wheel and their reinforced rim is frequently rounded or
even oval. Situla-shaped vessels that have their surface
decorated with vertical comb impressions had become
more numerous at Celtic burial sites in the LTB2 stage or
in the transitional period between the LTB2/LTC1
stages259 and they survived until the end of the La Téne
period. The tectonics of the situlae from Hajná Nová Ves
has its analogies at Middle La Téne sites e.g. at VýčapyOpatovce260, Nitra-Šindolka261, Slovenský Grob262 and
Čataj263 as well as at Chorvátsky Grob264 nearby. Based
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on the typology conceived by J. Meduna 265 and P.
Trebsche266 they can be classified to the LTC1-LTC2
stages, for which rounded oval reinforced rims are
typical.
Along with the situla-shaped pots, more pottery shapes
are found in La Téne features (Fig. 179: 37-43). Big
shapes include also a pot with short outward drawn rim
(Fig. 179: 41). Among interesting shapes, maybe
requiring our attention in the future, are pots with inward
drawn rim as if an inner groove around the girth (Fig.
179: 42 and 43) from the feature 100 (Fig. 187: 1, 2).
Similar pots were found also at Nitra-Šindolka (feature
191) and in Čataj.
Reparation openings are a frequent phenomenon on
Celtic settlement pottery. By means of these minute
openings (in graphite-rich situlae first of all) pottery walls
used to be joined by iron, rarely also bronze clamps267. In
Hajná Nová Ves they appear only on bowls and situlae
with graphite admixture. Reparations of vessels made at
settlements indicate the pottery constantly had its own,
although limited usage even though little damaged and
repaired by metal clamps268. Based on this, we can state
the common settlement cooking pottery, occurring in
ample amount among finds, had its value unambiguously.

179: 14). The fragment comes from fieldwalking. The
decoration elements used included also stamped motives.
They were found on two fragments of a bottle-shaped
vessel (Fig. 179: 18 and 23). Several atypical fragments
of pottery from the feature 100 were decorated with
smoothed-in lines on inner sides of bowls; they are not
presented by drawings.
Mi nut e arte f act s
A bronze fibula (Figs 181:2; 190: 2; drawing scale 1: 1)
probably belongs to the feature 18. Its spring is bilateral,
symmetrical (2+2). The bow is low arched, symmetrical.
The catchplate is alike. Two spherical bosses are placed
on the bow and the catchplate. The fibula has the socalled strapped foot (of the middle and late La Téne
construction). The fibula is well-preserved and
functional.
A bronze fibula (Figs 181: 1; 189: 6; drawing scale 1:
1) probably belongs to the feature 104. Its spring is
bilateral and symmetrical (1+1). The bow and catchplate
are symmetrical. This fibula type occurs at upland
settlements in Bohemia and Slovakia as well as the
Kostrzewski var. D/E271 and is typical of the LTD1 stage
already or of the LTC2/D1272 boundary. As far as the
chronology is concerned, the fibula with two bosses is
according to its construction coincidental with the iron KA273 variant. The author dates these fibulas to the ending
LTC1 to LTC2 stages.

Pot t e ry de c orat i on
Vertical grooves (comb impressions)
Describing pottery material, an above-standard aesthetic
surface finishing is frequently hard to distinguish from
that made of purpose or in combination of the both.
The engraved vertical groves or comb imprints very
probably are just the combination of practical use and
aesthetic sense. The roughened surface helped better
gripping of a vessel and at the same time different
variants of its accomplishment worked as decoration
elements. The comb impressions were used to decorate
bowls, pots and situlae, i.e. commonly used vessels. Their
appearance and accomplishment vary. The original
thoughts that this is a rather new decoration element269
have become a thing of the past. This type of decoration
appears on both the grave pottery and at sites all over the
territory of Celtic settlement from the LTB1 stage up to
the end of LTD. In later periods original continuous
vertical comb impressions270 are fragmented into various
dashed spots, clusters of lines, independent grooves, etc.
In Hajná Nová Ves the comb impressions occur mostly in
the shape of regular vertical comb imprinting that is
typical for the LTC1-C2 stage. A hint of the younger
dashed comb impressions (Fig. 179: 33) and oblique
comb impressions (Fig. 179: 15) occurred as well. In the
last case the potter’s clay contents no graphite. Spacing
and depth of grooves is different.

Farmi ng i mpl e me nt s
Climatic and geographic conditions were favourable for
people living at the site in Hajná Nová Ves to cultivate
cultural plants, which have been proven for this climate
on the territory of south-western Slovakia. They were
various wheat species. Barley occurs in bigger amount.

Ot he r de c orat i on e le me nt s
One fragment of a bowl-shaped vessel is decorated with a
plastic circumferential ledge that is transversely cut (Fig.

Fig. 181. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Bronze fibulae
from the pit house 104 (1) and from fieldwalking (2).
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New cereals were oats and rye274 (the archaeobotanical
analysis of finds from the La Téne settlement is a part of
this book). Sickles were used to shear grassy covers and
maybe corn as well. They were found in two features.

4.4 Analysis of settlement features
Sunk e n pit -house s
Pit-houses are sunken features with traces of over-ground
construction and with different arrangement of its inner
space. The term pit-house is used in general level here.
Not always its dwelling function is spoken. In spite of
their identical construction, the features could have
different appointments – they could be meant for
manufacturing, farming (various stores and extensions) or
their combinations. Their regular ground plans are not
considered a decisive factor as without some idealization
no feature was of this quality. In general, a heating device
is a common criterion to assume any room a residence.
However, at features excavated all over the Slovak
territory (more then 300), hearths were seldom identified.
Size of the features ranges in dimensions under 20 m 2,
what according to some authors does not meet dwelling
criteria277 .
In Hajná Nová Ves six sunken features were partially or
wholly excavated (features 18, 99, 100, 103, 104 and
107). All of them are of typical Celtic construction of a
semi-terranean house with two posts in the middle of
shorter walls (Fig. 183). It can be classified to J.
Meduna’s A-1a type278. As far as the feature 103 is
concerned, the arrangement of its inner sunken part is
interesting. A line of small postholes were found along its
perimeter. In modelled reconstruction of this house its
inner part is made of wicker. The wicker had both the
isolating and practical use. It strengthened the walls of
the inner space. The roof construction reached the
ground. Maybe small gutter were here, too, but they were
not preserved. Their presence, however, was not
necessary as the roof made of reed was able to absorb the
falling water not to flown down in big amounts. The
inner space by this way gained the roofed places for
resting or storing the food or pottery. The house with
posts in the middle of shorter walls appears at majority of
Celtic settlements279. The manufacturing or residential
function is hard to identify. All features at Hajná Nová
Ves settlement are identically N-S oriented, with the only
exception at the feature 18, orientation of which is
slightly NW-SE diverted. This orientation is rather
atypical as on the territory of south-western Slovakia the
E-W orientation with some deviation is mostly met. On
the settlement at Nitra-Šindolka280, the biggest recently
excavated one, the W-E orientation prevails completely,
sometimes with small deviations to the north or south
(83.30%); the NE-SW orientation is rare (13.30%) and
the N-S orientation is unique (3.30%). The prevailing WE orientation accords with climatic conditions of the
Nitra-Šindolka position, regarding the north-western
wind flow and the terrain configuration. Geographic
preconditions and climate certainly share the way the
houses in Hajná Nová Ves were constructed. They were
influenced by the terrain predisposition of the area as
well. According to E. Wiedermann, the excavated

Rea pi n g i m pl em ent s
An iron sickle from the feature 97 is very close to that
from Rakša275 by its appearance; the other sickle, a little
bigger one, was unearthed in the feature 98. Similar
implements were found also in the hoard at Plavecké
Podhradie276. They were dated to the LT C.

T ext i l e m an ufa ct ur in g
Textile manufacturing or spinning more exactly is proved
by whorls. They are of conical (feature 99) and spherical
(feature 100) shapes. One of them is made from a disc of
a pottery fragment (feature 100); another is of bigger flat
circular shape (feature 107).

Fig. 182. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Iron chisel,
sickle and scythe from features 97 (2), 98 (3) and 99 (1).
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trenches 7/87 and 8/88 visibly located the western and
north-western borders of the residential area of the
multicultural site, where the La Téne pit-houses (features
99, 100, 103, 104 and 107) were originally situated under
the highest point of the terrace promontory and probably
near the well flowing down to the Dolina brook. Size of
the grand plan areas ranges from 12.5 to 17 m 2. Another
house outlined behind the feature 100 and without
number is assumed to be similar La Téne feature.
Reconstruction of the whole area indicates this one can be
a farm object, maybe a store or a stable. The feature 18 is
situated at the distance of approximately 70-80 m
southward from this group of features. No more Celtic
features were excavated in the vicinity. Geophysical
survey, however, has proven more groups of features in
the part to the south-east from the feature 18. Considering
their form, they are assumed to belong to the La Téne
period. The geographic position could explain also a
slight deviation in the feature orientation. This survey
was realized after the archaeological excavations had
finished (April 1990). Its goal was to analyze in noninvasive manner the close surroundings of the area under
study behind the limits of the dam protection zone, where
classical methods of archaeological excavations cannot
be applied as the fields were intensively used for
agriculture. Magnetometric measurements were aimed to
locate further course and borders of the residential
multicultural area and they were successful. Results of
the geophysical survey are included in the general
topography of the site (Fig. 2) and J. Tirpák´s expert
opinion is a part of the monograph.

hearth. Ashy filling was unearthed also in the feature
99 approximately 60 cm under the surface level.
6. A projection in inner space of a house, the so-called
bench. This “construction” element has been discussed
many times and in general it is considered
characteristic for dwellings of the La Téne period. No
such projection, however, was proved in six pit-houses
that were excavated at the Lúky position. But
asymmetrical arrangement of central postholes within
the sunken area indicates the “bench” could be here.
Ideal reconstruction of the house 103 (Fig. 183: 1-8)
shows no such construction element was needed. The
place for resting or storing was created along the both
longer sides of a house by its roofing.
R e c onst ruc t i on of appe aranc e of a Cel t ic
se t t l e me nt
Although we assume not the whole area of the Celtic
settlement has been excavated in Hajná Nová Ves, the
information already found out can make us state that it
was an open lowland settlement, an unenclosed
residential area probably. The excavations discovered the
western and north-western border of this Celtic settlement
(features 99, 100, 103, 104 and 107). No traces of a fence
built up of posts or a mound with post construction were
found. Based on the terrain configuration from the
Modern era beginning observed, the settlement was
originally situated under the highest point of a terracelike promontory, probably nearby a well flowing down to
the Dolina brook. The place is situated in the height at
around 1901 m a. s. l. The terrain is flat, having
favourable soil types that were suitable for farming and
breeding of domestic animals. Specialized craft activities
have not been proved up to now. Fresh water was
sufficient due to two brooks – Dolina and Hlavina, and
wells probably (which vanished in the meantime). Size of
the built-up area, on which 5-6 features were excavated,
could range between 1000 to 1200 m2. Here we would
like to stress up that only a part of the area has been
excavated. Number of inhabitants in open settlements at
the given time is estimated according to demographic
analyses based on a structure of necropolises and a size of
hinterland for keeping the food for 16-20 inhabitants, i.e.
3-4 families282. In the vicinity of the excavated features
one independent farmstead that, however, was not lonely
within the area under study. The feature 18 was
excavated southward of this settlement at the distance of
100 m (a pit-house of the same type as the previous
ones), where more features were measured by
geophysics, probably the contemporary ones. It is a pity
there is no possibility to prove this by excavations. But
we can presume hypothetically that a “village” or a
settled area by itself was of bigger size and was formed
by clusters of residential areas (courtyards), which were
surrounded by fields, pastures, pens for cattle and sheep,
etc.283 Mutual spatial relations between residential and
farming or manufacturing areas are not always clear.
These activities were partially performed out of the
dwelling area (e.g. metallurgy, pottery manufacturing,

Const ructi on detail s and i nt e rior arrange me nt s
In following this topic, we consider mainly the
information obtained from description of the features,
their drawings and photographic documentation as well.
1. Ground (bottom):
Flat bottom with no amendments was discovered in all
pit-houses.
2. Several small pointed postholes under the bottom level
were found only in the feature 99.
The opinion presuming these postholes were traces of
interior equipment does not hold out. Considering the
findings at Nitra-Šindolka and in comparison with
situations at other excavated settlements in southwestern Slovakia they seem to be connected with the
house insulation. Number of discovered postholes in
features often depends on earth qualities and the way of
field survey as well281.
3. A house entrance was discovered in the feature 99,
where it was situated in its south-eastern part.
Entrances of remaining features are assumed to be
oriented in the same way.
4. Depressions of various shapes and depths were found
in the centre (feature 99) and in the south-eastern
corner (feature 103).
5. Trails of fire were discovered in the feature 104, where
destruction of a burnt daub was found in its southern
part. It is hard to find out if it was remains of oven or a
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Fig. 183. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. 1-8 – reconstruction of the La Téne pit house (A. Arpáš/G. Březinová/E. Wiedermann).
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In the case the vessel had two handles; the dating would
be the LT C stage. Recently this type of vessels was
treated by A. Rustoiu and M. Egri, who collected and
classified them into types within the Carpathian basin284.
Material finds from the settlement under study came
mainly from excavated features and less from
fieldwalking on the multicultural settlement and it can be
dated into the LTC1-LTC2/D1 stages. The dating is
based mostly on pottery shapes, decoration manner,
namely the oblique and vertical comb impressions.
Painted decoration, interrupted comb impressions and
combinations of this ornamentation that are typical of
more advanced situla-shaped pots and S-shaped bowls are
absent.
Two complete bronze fibulae (Figs 181; 189: 6; 190: 2)
can help to pinpoint the dating. Based on their analogies,
the fibulae were dated to the ending LT C1 to LTD1
stages. Another artefact that is significant for dating is the
fragment of glass blue bracelet of the Haevernick 8b
type285. We are presenting this find although it is not from
the Lúky position directly, but it was found in its very
vicinity at the Sádok position. It is dated to the LT C1b
stage with surviving up to the LT C2286.
Finally we can state that the Celts were settled in the
Dolina and Hlavinka brooks basin duting the LTC1 to
LTD1 stages (250-115 BC). Four or five generations of
inhabitants are assumed to live here. Considering the
excavations at the Lúky position and the fieldwalking
across the adjacent micro-region, several smaller clusters
of settlements existed here in this time period, which had
not to exist simultaneously. The settlements were
connected by roads with sites in the Nitra river basin and
the surrounding Celtic world as well.

Fig. 184. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Ideal
reconstruction of the La Téne settlement (A. Arpáš/G.
Březinová/E. Wiedermann).
etc.); other home activities and several specialized ones
(weaving or spinning) can be done in the houses or in the
open air (corn milling). In the case of farming settlement,
to divide the area into residential and manufacturing
rooms can be very problematic. The living in the La Téne
period was based on growing of cereals and cattle
breeding. Archaeobotanical finds provide us with
evidence of species of cultivated and wild plants and
wood species as well. Oak and beech are the most
frequent trees; hornbeam, birch, maple and hazel occur
less often. We can only presuppose existence of fields,
pens and shelters for cattle and sheep (Figs 184, 191192). In this historical period iron ploughshare started to
be used to cultivate even less-quality soils. Regarding the
finds of farming implements, two iron sickles were found
in Hajná Nová Ves. Cattle, goat/sheep, pig and in two
cases horse and dog have been proved to be kept at the
settlement.
4.4 Dating of the settlement
Chronology of the settlement finds is based mostly on
pottery supplemented with two bronze fibulae and
fragment of a glass bracelet. As far as the pottery is
concerned, there is a pottery shape, dating of which is
rather problematic. It is a one-handled jug or a twohandled kantharos (Figs 179: 5; 180; 185: 7) from the
feature 98. Dating of the feature itself to the La Téne
period is questionable. Along with the above-mentioned
pottery fragment, a typical Celtic bowl with inward
drawn rim (Fig. 185: 8), a bottom of a concave inwardly
bowed vessel (Fig. 185: 9) and a scythe analogical to
those from Plavecké Podhradie (Fig. 185: 10) were found
here.
The fragment can hardly answer the question whether the
vessel was a jug with one handle or a kantharos with two
handles. The potter’s clay is of grey colour, the vessel is
wheel-made. The handle is strap-like and protruding
above the rim. If it was a simple vessel, it could be dated
to the Vekerzug culture.
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Fig. 185. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. 1-4 – fieldwalking. Feature 40a, 97 and 98. 1-10 – scale = 1: 2.
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Fig. 186. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 99. 1-8 – scale = 1: 2.
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Fig. 187. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 100. 1-16 – scale = 1: 2.
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Fig. 188. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 100. 1-14 – scale = 1: 2.
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Fig. 189. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Feature 103, 104 and 107. 1-5, 7-13 – scale = 1: 2; 6 – scale = 1: 1.
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Fig. 190. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Fieldwalking. 2 – scale = 1: 1; 1, 3-7 – scale = 1: 2.
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Fig. 191. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Ideal reconstruction of the La Téne settlement. View from above.
(A. Arpáš/G. Březinová/E. Wiedermann)

Fig. 192. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Ideal reconstruction of the La Téne settlement. View from the north.
(A. Arpáš/G. Březinová/E. Wiedermann)
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5. FIND EXPERTISES

5.1 PLANT MACROREMIANS FROM LUSATIAN CULTURE FEATURES AT HAJNÁ NOVÁ VES

Fig. 193. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Finds Triticum and Hordeum in the settlement area.
The site of Hajná Nová Ves, is one of the best sampled
sites of the Lusatian culture (phase covering the
transitional period from Final Bronze Age to Hallstatt
period; see E. Wiedermann this vol.) for archaeobotany
on the territory of Slovakia. Rather vigorous, quasisystematic, sampling has been applied. The sediment
from the fill of thirty one Lusatian culture archaeological
features has been subjected to manual water flotation, by
which floral and faunal remains were recovered. The
analysis of seeds and chaff fragments was done between
February and April 1991 by Ing. Eva Hajnalová, DrSc.
The charcoal fragments were identified by Ing. Elena
Hunková. Both specialists were at the time employees of
the Archaeological Institute of the Slovak Academy of
Sciences in Nitra, Slovak Republic. The recent revision
and evaluation of the material was done by the author of
this text.
Types of ecofacts recovered from the sediment samples
from Lusatian culture features from Hajná Nová Ves are
shown in Fig. 194. Twenty two features have yielded
charred plant macro-remains - wood charcoal and seeds
of cultivated and wild plants. Three features have yielded
only uncharred seeds of plants. Ancient plant remains,
seeds and vegetative parts, preserve in uncharred form in
archaeological sediments only under specific conditions
like water-logging, very low temperature, constant
dryness or mineralization. Due to the dry preservation of
the sediments, with very low mineral content at Hajná

Nová Ves, uncharred seeds are considered the intrusion
of modern or recent vegetation – either a part of modern
seed bank, or transported to the archaeological layers by
bioturbation – therefore are not evaluated in this report.
In addition of floral remains in some of the samples
there were also finds of uncharred bones of small animals
(mostly of pedofauna), molluscs (snail shells), fish scales
and insects, not studied to date. Sediment samples from
six features did not contain any plant macro or animal
remains.
Cul t i v ate d pl ant s
Consumption of wide spectra of crops at the site is
documented by remains of seven cereals, three legumes
and one oil and fibre plant (Fig. 195). Among the cereals
the most numerous and with the highest ubiquity is
barley, mostly hulled six-row variety (Hordeum vulgare
var. vulgare). In one sample naked six-row barley
(Hordeum vulgare var. coeleste) has been identified.
Barley is followed by proso millet (Panicum miliaceum)
and four species of wheat. Glume wheats emmer
(Triticum dicoccum), spelt (Triticum spelta) and einkorn
(Triticum monococcum) prevail in numbers of grain as
well as chaff remains over the free-threshing wheat
(Triticum aestivum s.l.), but occur in smaller number of
samples. Additional (modern) cereals - rye (cf. Secale
cereale) and oat (Avena sp.) are found in very low
numbers and frequencies not only at Hajná Nová Ves, but
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Fig. 194. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Ecofacts from sediment samples and plant data from daub fragments. * present. Samples from features no. 85, 86, 87, 89, 96 and 98 were without ecofacts (sterile).

at other contemporary sites in Slovakia as well. At the
time, they were still not recognized as crops, but were
only weeds accompanying the cereal crops in the fields.
Due to bad preservation, relatively high portion of cereal
remains (ca 40%) could not be identified closer to species
level and stayed in categories Triticum sp. or Cerealia
indet.
This assortment of cereals corresponds very well with
other finds from the Final Bronze Age and the beginning
of the Hallstatt period (the Lusatian culture) in western
Slovakia. Typical for the period here is the withdrawal of
free-threshing wheat, predominant in Late Bronze Age,
and clear return of glume wheats. Moreover, barley,
alongside proso millet cultivated since the Middle Bronze
Age, becomes the well established crop and starts to
dominate the archaeobotanical assemblages.
Another characteristic of the period is the increased
abundance of finds of legumes347 and the establishment
of the new pulse crops. At the studied site pea (Pisum
sativum) finds are very numerous, but majority originate
from one feature only (no. 128) where a fraction of its
burned storage was deposited. Lentil (Lens culinaris) on
the other hand is less numerous, but is found in twice as
many samples as pea. The new pulse crop – common
vetch (Vicia sativa) has been found in one sample only,
within the burned pea store.
There are two species of oil and fibre plants from Hajná
Nová Ves - flax (Linum usitatissimum) and hemp (cf.
Cannabis sativa). Even though, the find of flax from our
site represent the only seed dated to any phase of Bronze
Age in Slovakia, there is little doubt of its use during the
period. Flax has been cultivated on the territory of
Slovakia since the Neolithic period348. Its rare occurrence
in the archaeological samples has taphonomic reasons –
used are mostly vegetative parts (preserved only by
mineralization or waterlogging), and seeds, rich in oils,
are usually completely destroyed when come in contact
with fire. Problematic is the find of hemp. It has been
argued by the author elsewhere that in the light of recent
re-evaluations of hemp cultivation history on the Euro347
348

Asian scale, its cultivation in Slovakia does not start prior
late La Tène period. Therefore, our find of hemp seed
from Hajná Nová Ves most probably represent the
contamination from younger cultural layers of this polycultural site349.
Wood c harc oal
The site is situated in the zone with mixed deciduous oak
forests therefore, it is unsurprising to find oak (Quercus
sp.) to be the most numerous and most frequent species
among the charcoal fragments (Fig. 196). The other tree
species of these forests exploited by the inhabitants of the
site in Final Bronze Age were hornbeam (Carpinus
betulus), ash (Fraxinus sp.), elm (Ulmus sp.), maple
(Acer sp.), beech (Fagus sylvatica), lime (Tilia sp.) and
closer unidentified taxa from the group Pomoidae. In
comparison to oak fragments all these species are very
rare. Even though we do not know, whether the charcoal
originally represents construction timber or fuel wood,
the absence of trees of floodplain forests (like willow,
poplar and alder) as well as trees and shrubs typical of
open stands (for example birch), suggests that in the
relatively close vicinity of the site, stands or growths with
trees of good wood quality which could be exploited still
existed. The presence of open landscape with grasslands
and shrubberies on sunny slopes is documented by the
presence of wood charcoal from dogwood (Cornus sp.)
and taxa identified as gueleder-rose (cf. Viburnum sp.).
Taphonomy and ori gi n of arc hae obot ani c al
se e d sampl e s
The origin of the plant material (seeds and chaff)
preserved in archaeobotanical samples is usually detected
by combination of various methods of evaluation density of items per litre of sediment, proportion of main
sample constituents, physical characteristics of weed
seeds, etc.
Information on density of items per litre of sediment,
can serve as indicator whether deposited plant remains
are result of single, usually short term event or a series of
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Fig. 195. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Seeds and chaff remains from Lusatian culture features. * - seeds of
trees/shrubs.
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Fig. 196. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Wood charcoal from Lusatian culture features.

Fig. 197. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. The proportion of main sample constituents. a - samples with > 100 plant
macro-remains, b. samples with < 50 plant macro - remains. Numbers along the x-axis indicate the feature numbers.

events, happening over a longer period of time. In the
first instance, the density of items is high and might be
a result of i.) burning of a store and its preservation in situ
ii.) deposition and preservation of such burned store in
the waste disposal place, iii.) burning of crop processing
wastes in the rubbish pit which were (almost)
immediately covered by other settlement wastes, etc. In
the second instance the density of items per litre of
sediment is low, and might be a result of i.) slow and
interrupted accumulation of charred plant material in the
depressions on the terrain of the settlement (pits,
abandoned sunken houses...), ii.) deposition of kitchen
waste in the pits opened over longer period of time, etc.
Physical characteristics of seeds of weeds (their size,
weight and aerodynamic qualities) are very useful for
defining the phase of crop processing177 from which the
samples originate178.

In Hajná Nová Ves the density of items can be calculated
for nine out of sixteen samples with charred seeds for
which the original volume of sediment is known. It varies
from 0,8 to 13,9 and has an average of 3,7 (Fig. 194).
Although this number is considered to be relatively high,
it does not indicate that any of the samples is a result of
single event. This is also supported by mixed character of
samples where more than two/three crops or crop-types
occur together. The proportion of main sample
constituents like cereal grain, chaff remains, seeds of
other crops and seeds of wild plants (Fig. 197) further
suggests that plant material comes from different stages
of crop processing.
Classification of samples to particular products, byproducts and wastes from individual stages of the crop
processing sequence is usually done by analyses of series
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of methods179. The samples from Hajná Nová Ves have
already been classified by these methods elsewhere and
alongside all Bronze Age samples from the territory of
Slovakia180. Here only the brief summary of results is
presented. Due to mixed character of the samples and low
numbers of finds, only four samples could be assigned to
particular products and by-products of crop processing
sequence with higher level of confidence. Two samples
represent the partially processed (threshed and winnowed,
but not sieved) stores of probably barley (feature no. 126)
and pea (feature no. 128). Sample from feature no. 120
represent the waste from fine sieving and sample from
feature no. 134 the wastes from the second winnowing.
The remaining samples were, mostly due to insufficient
numbers of finds, classified with very low level of
confidence as cleaned store (feature no. 101), the wastes
from winnowing (feature no. 129) and the wastes from
the second fine sieving (feature no. 130 and 113).
E c onomi c i mpl i c at i ons of t aphonomi c st udy
Based on results of taphonomic analysis of plant data it is
clear that at the site a whole range of crop processing
activities – from the earliest stages like winnowing and
coarse sieving to very last hand sorting of cleaned stores had taken place. Using the argument of G. Hillman 181 and
G. Jones,182 that on the production site the wastes from
early stages of crop processing would occur, while are
missing at the place of consumption, our Final Bronze
Age settlement at Hajná Nová Ves was clearly producing
its own plant crops. If one accepts the notion of D. Fuller
and Ch. Stevens,183 that the stage of processing or
“cleanness” of stored pulse and cereal crops is a
reflection of a size and level of organization of a
community, then the presence of almost unprocessed or
un-cleaned (only threshed and winnowed) cereal and
pulse stores might point to either a small size of the local
community and/or its inability to organize sufficient
work-force to proceed further in processing of the crops
during the harvest time. The further processing seems to
be left to be done later in the year, when it is becomes
more time, then personnel demanding.
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5.2 ARCHAEOZOOLOGICAL RESEARCH ON MATERIAL FROM LOCALITY HAJNÁ NOVÁ VES

Fig. 198. Hájna Nová Ves - Lúky position. Finds of the worked bones in the area of the settlement.

The archaeozoological material from multicultural
settlement Hájna Nová Ves excavated from prehistoric
premises during the reseach was analysed by RNDr. Cyril
Ambros, CSc. in 1990. The report contains a description,
determination of finds and well-defined tables of the
results of analysis (Figs. 199-200). Number of an object
is followed by number of a find and a cultural
identification (BO - Bošáca culture, LU - Lusatian
culture, LT - La Téne culture). The report was adjusted to
publication form by Mgr. Martin Vlačiky.

Cattle
1.
2.

part of left calcaneus
right metatarsus, proximally
and distally damaged
Domestic pig (Sus scrofa f. domestica)
1. part of left mandible, m2 erupted,
lightly worn, m3 erupted
Red deer (Cervus elaphus)
1. part of right radius diaphysis,
dorsally polished („skate“)

Feature 22 (65) LU culture
Cattle
1. m3, mediumly worn
Roe deer (Capreolus capreolus)
1. basal part of antler
Red deer
1. distal part of right tibia

Feature 18 (nr. of finding 63) LT culture
Cattle (Bos primigenius f. taurus)
1. fragment of mandible
2. part of left calcaneus
Goat/sheep (Capra aegagrus f. hircus/
Ovis ammon f. aries)
1. part of right half of pelvis
Dog (Canis lupus f. familiaris)
1. damaged left mandible with p1-m2
(postmortal loss of m3)

Feature 29 (83) LU culture
Cattle
1. part of femur diaphysis
Domestic pig
1. diaphysis of fibula
Feature 33 (84) LU culture
Cattle

Feature 19 (64) LU culture
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1.

skull fragment (horizontal part of
os palatinum)

1.
2.

Goat/sheep
1. right tibia - part of diaphysis

distal part of left humerus
distal part of right radius, juvenile
epiphysis separated
2 proximal phalanges

3.
Aurochs
1. fragment of scapula
2. medial phalanx
Domestic pig
1. rostral part of mandible, ♀
Dog
1. left branch of mandible
Red deer
1. antler crown
2. part of beam and crown of antler
3. part of beam and tine of antler
4. 3 antler tines
5. part of antler tine, cut off at one end
6. part of left mandible
7. part of left scapula
8. distal part of right humerus
9. distal part of left humerus
10. distal part of right radius
11. distal part of left radius
12. right calcaneus
Roe deer
1. shed antler
2. part of os frontale with antler

Feature 40 (85, 148-152) BO and LU culture
Horse (Equus ferus caballus)
1. part of right mandible branch,
condyloid process - oral edge
is polished, torso of tool
2. 4 lower molars
3. right metacarpus, media half
4. left metacarpus
5. right metacarpus
6. dist. part of right metatarsus, cutmarks
7. 2 proximal phalanges
8. distal phalanx, damaged
Cattle
1.

part of os frontale with basis of right
horn core, cutmarks
2. part of os frontale with right horn core
3. left horn core
4. right os zygomaticum
5. left os zygomaticum
6. right branch of mandible (gnawed by
dogs)
7. part of left mandible, m3 more worn
8. part of left mandible, m1 and m2
mediumly worn
9. rostral part of right mandible
10. mandible - processus coronoideus
11. upper molar
12. lower molar
13. part of hyoideum (body)
14. lumbar vertebra
15. 3 parts of right scapulae
16. part of left left scapula, cutmarks
17. proximal part of left humerus
18. proximal part of right radius
19. proximal half of left radius, cutmarks
20. right metacarpus
21. proximal part of right metacarpus
22. 2 parts of right halves of pelves
23. part of left half of pelvis
24. fragment of right half of pelvis
25. proximal part of left tibia
26. distal part of left tibia
27. 3 right calcanei
28. left calcaneus
29. 2 right tali
30. left os centrotarsale
31. proximal part of right metatarsus
32. distal part of right metatarsus
33. distal part of metatarsus
34. proximal phalanx
35. medial phalanx
36. distal phalanx
37. 5 rib fragments
Cattle/aurochs (Bos primigenius)

Feature 41 (173) LU culture
Cattle
1. part of mandible
Domestic pig
1. rostral part of mandible, juvenile
Feature 42 (174) LU culture
Cattle
1. right talus
Feature 43 (178) LU culture
Cattle
1. metacarpus – part of diaphysis,
burned fragments
Feature 46 (183) LU culture
Cattle
1. lower molar
Feature 50 (184) BO culture
Cattle
1. part of pelvis
2. right metatarsus, proximally burned
3. proximal phalanx
Domestic pig
1. diaphysis of right tibia, juvenile
proximal epiphysis
Feature 51 (184a) LU culture
Cattle
1. part of right scapula
2. fragment of pelvis
3. part of proximal phalanx
Goat/sheep
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1.

proximal part of metatarsus

1.

proximal part of right ulna

Feature 56 (202) LU culture
Dog
Incomplete skeleton:
1. cervical vertebra
2. lumbar vertebra
3. part of left scapula
4. left humerus, epiphysis incompletely
fused
5. right humerus without distal end
6. distal part of right radius
7. left radius
8. right ulna
9. left ulna
10. part of right half of pelvis
11. left half of pelvis
12. right femur
13. left femur
14. right tibia
15. left tibia without proximal end
16. left calcaneus
17. 2 ribs

Feature 71 (242 LU culture
Cattle
1. part of left mandible branch
2. part of left scapula
3. proximal part of right metacarpus
4. part of rib
Domestic pig
1. left maxilla with P4-M3 (M3 lightly
worn)

Feature 61 (217) LU culture
Horse
1. right metacarpus
2. right metatarsus
3. left metatarsus
4. os carpale III
5. os tarsi centrale dext.
6. os tarsale III dext.
7. os tarsi centrale + os tarsale III, fused
together, exostosis on the edges
8. 5 reduced metapodials
Domestic pig
1. proximal part of right humerus without
epiphysis (juvenile)
2. distal part of right humerus

Feature 74 (273) LU culture
Domestic pig
1. part of right mandible, m3 not worn
2. part of left mandible, premolars not
replaced
3. fragment of os occipitale
Dog
1. part of left mandible
2. metapodium
Goat/sheep
1. metacarpus - part of diaphysis
Red deer
1. part of right maxilla and part of left
maxilla
2. medium phalanx

Feature 62a (218) LU culture
Part of skeleton of very young individual,
most probably European rabbit (Oryctolagus
cuniculus) died in burrow.

Feature 75 (274) LU culture
Dog
1. lower carnassial tooth

Feature 72 (243) LU culture
Cattle
1. lumbar vertebra
Feature 73 (262) LU culture
Goat/sheep
1. part of right mandible, M3 mediumly
worn
2. lower molar
Domestic pig
1. fragment of right maxilla, praemolars
replaced

Feature 76 (275) LU culture
Cattle
1. fragment of left maxilla
2. part of left mandible with p3
3. mandible - processus coronoideus
4. right metatarsus - part of diaphysis
5. radius - part of diaphysis

Feature 66 (228) LU culture
Cattle
1. 2 lumbar vertebrae
2. fragment of mandible
Goat/sheep
1. tibia – part of diaphysis
Domestic pig
1. part of lower caninus, ♂
2. right tibia - part of diaphysis

Feature 79 (285) BO culture
Cattle
1. 2 upper molars
2. 3 bodies of thoracic vertebrae
3. part of medium phalanx
Domestic pig
1. right and left branch of mandible,
p4 unworn, m1 unerupted
2. part of lumbar vertebra
3. proximal part of metacarpus

Feature 68 (234) LU culture
Cattle
1. part of os frontale with right horn core,
younger individual. The basis of horn
core is in the posterior part straitened,
probably as a result of yoke bounding.
Domestic pig
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Red deer
1. fragment of antler

Feature 96 abc (336) LU and LA culture
Horse
1. proximal phalanx (juvenile)
Cattle
1. part of right scapula
2. left metatarsus, damaged

Feature 80 (286) LU culture
Cattle
1. distal part of left humerus
Red deer
1. proximal phalanx

Feature 96b (337) LU culture
Cattle
1. part of left mandible branch
2. thoracic vertebra

Feature 85 (298) LU culture
Cattle/aurochs
1. proximal phalanx, strong individual
Goat/sheep
1. metatarsus - part of diaphysis

Feature 97 (343) LU culture
Horse

Feature 86 (299) LU culture
Cattle
1. right horn core
2. part of right mandible with p1 and p2
3. right metacarpus without distal
epiphysis, gnawed by dogs
Goat/sheep
1. part of left mandible, m3 lightly worn

1.

part of right maxilla with heavily
worn caninus. Preserved is alveolus
of P1.

Cattle
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

part of right mandible with m1
right branch of mandible
2 fragments of mandible branches
2 lower molars
humerus - part of head
proximal part of right humerus,
separated epiphysis (juvenile)
7. humerus - part of diaphysis (juvenile)
8. distal part of right radius, separated
epiphysis (juvenile)
9. left metacarpus without distal end
10. metatarsus - part of diaphysis
11. distal phalanx (juvenile)
Domestic pig
1. part of left mandible, ♀, adult
2. right radius without distal epiphysis
(juvenile)

Feature 87 (300) LU culture
Horse
1. left mandible - processus condylaris
and processus coronoideus
Cattle
1. part of right mandible, adultus
2. part of left mandible branch
3. metacarpus - part of diaphysis
Goat/sheep
1. part of right scapula
2. metacarpus - part of diaphysis
Feature 88 (301) (BO culture)
Goat/sheep
1. distal part of left humerus
Red deer
1. proximal part of metatarsus. Cutmarks
caused by longitudinal splitting of the
bone.

Feature 98 (369, 370) LU and LA culture
Cattle
1. horn core, small
2. fragment of maxilla
3. part of right maxilla and os incisivum
4. part of left mandible with p2-m2
(heavily worn)
5. part of left scapula
6. humerus - part of head
7. tibia - part of diaphysis
8. diaphysis of left metatarsus, juvenile
9. left calcaneus
10. proximal phalanx
11. medial phalanx
12. distal phalanx
Goat/sheep
1. part of left mandible, m2 unerupted
2. right radius - part of diaphysis
3. metatarsus - part of diaphysis
4. left metatarsus - diaphysis
Domestic pig
1. part of right mandible, m3 mediumly
worn
Feature 98a (382) LU culture
Cattle

Feature 93 (316) BO culture
Cattle
1. upper premolar
Domestic pig
1. thoracic vertebra
2. left half of pelvis
3. tibia - part of diaphysis
Red deer
1. metatarsus - diaphysis and part of
proximal end. Cutmarks on the dorsal
and plantar surfaces, caused by
longitudinal splitting of the bone.
Feature 94 (328) LU culture
Goat/sheep
1. left humerus without proximal
epiphysis (juvenile)
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1. lower molar
Domestic pig
1. part of right neurocranium
Red deer
1. antler fragment

1. right talus
Goat/sheep
1. metatarsus - part of diaphysis
Birds (Aves indet.)
1. damaged tarsometatarsus

Feature 108 (411, 412) LU culture
Cattle
1. metacarpus - fragment of diaphysis
2. fragment of os temporale
Goat/sheep
1. 2 upper molars
2. p4
3. lower molar

Feature 99 (356) LT culture
Horse
1.
Cattle
1.

proximal phalanx from forelimb

part of right maxilla, m2 unworn,
m3 unerupted
2. part of right mandible, p2 in the
process of eruption, m1 and m2 erupted
Domestic pig
1. part of right maxilla, m2 unworn, m3
unerupted
2. mandible branch fragment
3. diaphysis of left tibia
4. fibula

Feature 121 (534) LU culture
Domestic pig
1. fragment of mandible, m2 unworn,
m3 unerupted
Bošáca Lusatian La Téne
culture culture culture

Feature 100 (371, 372, 383, 389, 395, 396) LT culture
Horse
1.
2.
Cattle
1.
2.
3.

lower molar, heavily worn
part of right ulna

upper molar
part of right mandible branch
part of right mandible, m1 in the process
of eruption
4. part of left mandible
5. part of left scapula
6. distal part of right metacarpus
7. metacarpus - part of diaphysis
8. proximal part of left femur
9. right os centrotarsale
Goat/sheep
1. left os frontale with little horn core (sheep)
2. left branch of mandible
3. part of right mandible, adult
4. atlas
5. left humerus - distal part of diaphysis
6. proximal part of left metacarpus (sheep)
7. metatarsus - part of diaphysis
Domestic pig
1. part of left maxilla, M3 lightly worn
2. upper incisivus
3. part of right mandible, m3 lightly worn
4. fragment of left maxilla
5. 7 lower incisors
6. lower caninus, ♀
7. fragment of lower caninus, ♂
8. fragment of lower caninus, ♂
9. part of mandible branch
10. distal part of left humerus
11. right radius without epiphysis (juvenile)
12. part of left ulna
Feature 105 (413) LU culture

Cattle (Bos primigenius f.
taurus)

66

52

13

Goat/sheep (Capra aegagrus
f. hircus/Ovis ammon f.
aries)

2

18

8

Domestic pig (Sus scrofa f.
domestica)

10

24

21

Dog (Canis lupus f.
familiaris)

1

37

2

Horse (Equus ferus
caballus)

11

17

3

Aurochs (Bos primigenius)

4

Cattle/aurochs ( Bos
primigenius f. taurus/Bos
primigenius)

4

1

Red deer (Cervus elaphus)

10

5

antlers

/20/

/7/

Roe deer (Capreolus
capreolus)

1

antlers

/1/

Wild boar (Sus scrofa)

4

Wild boar/domestic pig
(Sus scrofa/Sus scrofa f.
domestica)

1

Brown bear (Ursus arctos)

/1/

1
114

138

47

Indeterminable

23

45

22

Total

137

183

69

Fig. 199. Hajná Nová Ves - Luky position. Overview of
faunal finding.

Cattle
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Feature 135 (545) LU culture
Cattle
1. fragment of pelvis
Domestic pig
1. part of left maxilla, M3 erupted
2. left mandible with p2-m3, ♀,
m3 mediumly worn
3. distal part of right humerus

Feature 122 (535) LU culture
1. fragment of scapula of goat/sheepsized animal
Feature 123 (536) LU culture
Domestic pig
1. fragments of maxilla and mandible,
last molars erupted in both of them,
mediumly worn

Worked bones

Feature 124 (537, 538) BO culture
Cattle
1. fragment of left os zygomaticum
2. part of right half of pelvis
3. distal part of left tibia
Aurochs
1. proximal part of right metacarpus
2. distal part of right metacarpus
Domestic pig
1. part of right maxilla, M2 worn, M3
erupted
Red deer
1. part of antler tine
2. part of atler tine, cut off at one end
3. 2 antler fragments

Above feature 1 (nr. of finding 26) LU culture
Red deer
Part of antler beam. Tines were removed. The
beam has in longitudinal axis direction
quadrangular opening size 14 x 32 mm. Into the
spongiosa was at the one end inserted bone,
probably thinner antler tine, which was even
reinforced with 4 circumferentially embedded
bone wedges. Similarly, into the spongiosa after
tine removal in the closeness of the opening
was embedded part of antler. The entire surface
of the antler is polished, without pearls.
Feature 19 (68) LU culture
Red deer
Antler tine with transverse furrow at the base.
Probably there was started drilling an opening.

Feature 125 (539) LU culture
Goat/sheep
1. diaphysis of right radius

Feature 40 BO culture
Wild boar (Sus scrofa)
Part of lower caninus, ♂. Internal surface was
polished so that entire irregularly shaped
margin makes edge. (nr. of finding 116)

Feature 127 (540) LU culture
Horse
1. Part of skull (fragmented), especially
right and left maxillae with P2-P4, M1
unerupted. Age about 11 - 12 months.

Indeterminable taxon
Long bone diaphysis fragment of larger animal,
worked to a chisel. (117)

Feature 128 (541) LU culture
Cattle (?)
1. metapodium - fragment of diaphysis,
juvenile

Red deer
Part of antler beam, its basal part. Brow tine
was removed. At the beam was drilled opening
with ø 24 mm. (108)

Feature 130 (542) LU culture
Cattle
1. left metacarpus
Goat/sheep
1. diaphysis of metatarsus
Domestic pig
1. part of right maxilla with P4, M1,
M2 (unworn), M3 unerupted
Red deer
1. antler fragment

Domestic pig - wild boar
Part of lower caninus, ♂, preserved is
only point. (119)
Indeterminable taxon
Point of awl.
(120)
Domestic pig
Part of fibula with diaphysis grinded
off to a point. (125)

Feature 131 (543) LU culture
3 indeterminable bone fragments
Feature 134 (544) LU culture
Horse
1. fragment of pelvis
Cattle
1. medial phalanx

Wild boar
Part of lower caninus, ♂. At the internal
(convex) part are obvious furrows caused
by the use. External part with enamel
is intact. (126b)
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Red deer
Proximal part of metatarsus. Distal part
of diaphysis was worked to a point.
(126c)
Indeterminable taxon
Part of long bone diaphysis of smaller
animal (sheep – domestic pig), worked
to a point. (126d)

Antler tine. Point was polished. Basis was
chopped off to a square.
Feature 99 (349) LT culture
Domestic pig - wild boar
Lower caninus, at its end was drilled round
opening with ø 2,6 mm.
Red deer
Part of antler tine, cut off point.

Indeterminable taxon
Fragment of long bone diaphysis of
larger animal, worked to a chisel. (147)

Feature 103 (440) LT culture
Indeterminable taxon
Part of rib of larger animal. Both surfaces
of rib were irregularly polished.

Red deer
Antler tine, point is abraded, without
traces of working. (149a)

Feature 116 (473) BO culture
Red deer
Antler tine without pearls, burned on the
basis.
Indeterminable taxon
Fragment of long bone diaphysis of larger
animal, worked to a chisel.

Red deer
Antler tine, point is abraded; pearls are
missing along the entire lenght. (152a)
Horse
Proximal part of left metatarsus. Dorsal
surface was polished. (164)

Feature 124 (575) BO culture
Red deer
1. antler tine, cut off point
2. part of antler tine

Red deer
Basal part of antler beam with base of tine.
Shed of younger individual, without
traces of working. (165)

Feature 130 (565) LU culture
Red deer
1. antler tine with three openings
2. antler tine, cut off point

Wild boar
Part of lower caninus, ♂. At the internal surface
are numerous furrows caused by the use.
At the one end is round opening with ø
Similar finding as numbers 116 and 125. (166)

Trench 5 (close to feature 91) (346) LU culture
Domestic pig
Lower incisivus, at its root was drilled
opening with ø 3,5 mm.

Horse
Reduced metapodium, its distal part was
modified to a point (broken off).
Indeterminable taxon
Part of rib (cattle?), modified to a chisel.
(167)
Red deer
Part of antler beam and tine. Point at the
tine is broken off. At the beam was drilled
a round opening with ø
Cattle?
Part of rib, at the wider end wedge-shaped
polished.

Bošáca Lusatian La Téne
culture culture culture
Domesticated animals

90
82,6%

137
97,7%

47
100%

Hunting animals

19
17,4%

6
2,3%

-

Fig. 200. Hajná Nová Ves - Luky position. Representation of
domestic and hunting animals.

Feature 71 (249) LU culture
Indeterminable taxon
Part of rib of large animal without traces
of working.
Feature 90 (330) LU culture
Cattle
Distal part of left radius, preserved length
104 mm. Dorsal surface was polished.
Feature 98 (354) LU culture
Red deer
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5.3 ANALYSIS OF STONE ARTEFACTS FROM HAJNÁ NOVÁ VES

Fig. 201. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Location of analysed stone artefacts within the settlement area.

In addition to other archaeological finds, the excavation
revealed 42 stone artefacts documenting life of the
Bošáca people at the site. The collection of stone artefacts
that comes from the feature 40 and the position above can
be classified considering different standpoints (Fig. 202):

Stone artefacts from the Feature 40
1. An axe-hammer fragment (the body with partially
preserved perforation for the handle); diameter 20 mm.
The fragment size: max. width 43 mm, length 73 mm,
height (or thickness) 41 mm. The axe-hammer was made
of amphibolitic schist of dark-grey colour and with
micro-granular oriented structure. The find no. 124).
2. A hoof-shaped flat axe, partially damaged, preserved
length 62 mm; width 30 mm, thickness 11 mm. Raw
material: amphibolitic schist of dark-grey colour. (The
find no. 124).
3. Fragment of a chipped tool of light to darker grey
colour; raw material: flintstone. (The find no. 163).
4. A wedge-shaped whetstone; length 116 mm, max.
width 56 mm, max. thickness 41 mm. The whetstone butt
bears visible traces of secondary treating, maybe
hammering. Raw material: fine-grained sandstone. (The
find no. 169).
5. Two blades: length of the complete one is 52 mm,
made of white-brown limnosilicite; fragment of the other
blade is 35 mm long, made of white to grey-white
limnosilicite. (The find no. 122).
6. Two blades with lengths of 53 mm and 38 mm and of
white-brown and white-grey colours. The shorter blade
(38 mm) has visible traces of working activity that is
proved by higher polish on the cutting edge surface. (The
find no. 115).

a) typology – chipped stone implements predominated a
smaller group of polished tools
- chipped implements: 33 pcs
- polished implements: 4 pcs
- the rest: 5 pcs
b) function - the assemblage included working tools (xx
pcs = xx %); the rest were semi-products and raw
material)
c) raw material - stone artefacts made of raw materials,
physical qualities of which allow their shaping by
pressure and stroke, i.e. chipping. Typical conchoidal
fracture and homogeneity of the raw material used are the
main qualities. These are characteristic of siliceous rocks
(known under the common name of silicites).
Des cr i pt i on of st on e ar t efa ct s
The stone artefacts, as it has been mentioned above, came
from the Feature 40 predominantly (38 stone artefacts
with the ordinal numbers from 1 to 21) and four stone
artefacts from the position above it.
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Raw material
1 2
Artefact
Working tools
1. Blade
1 4
2. End-scraper
1
3. Axe
4. Axe-hammer
5. Whetstone
Variant tools
1. Semiproduct
2. Flakes
4 13
3. Core
1
Untreated raw material
1.Raw material
7
Other stone artefacts
1. Dye
Tot
5 26

3 4

5

6

7

8

1
1

20. Raw material for chipped stone artefacts (three
pieces) - limnosilicite. (The find no. 163).
21. White dye (?). A worked pebble of white to whitegrey colour and of soft consistence, mudstone.
Stone artefacts above the Feature 40
1. Fragment of a semi-finished stone axe with traces
of hammering and polishing. Raw material: amphibolitic
schist of dark grey colour with greenish tone. (The find
no. 79c, the cut no. HNV2).
2. Two whetstones, sandstone river pebbles originally,
with traces of polishing. Thickness 11 mm. (The finds no.
79a, b).
3. An axe, approximately one half of it preserved (the
butt and body), with broken edge. The fragment was used
secondarily, traces of hammering in the butt. Preserved
length 71 mm, width 42 mm, thickness 18 mm. Raw
material: green schist of light grey-green colour on the
surface, chloritizated. (The find no. 82, the cut no.
HNV3).
Ra w m a t er i al s used for th e st on e ar t efa ct
The stone artefacts found at the site and rocks of which
they were made are presented in the Fig. 202.
From the total number of stone artefacts 33 were chipped
ones (i.e. 78.6 %). The finds include blades, end-scraper,
flakes, core and rocks used as raw material. Regarding
the raw material, limnosilicite prevails unambiguously
(used for 26 chipped artefacts, i.e. 78.8 %). Chalcedony is
present in 5 artefacts (15.2 %); one stone artefact was
made of grey flintstone (3 %) and one of radiolarite of
chocolate-brown colour (3 %).
The small group of polished stone artefacts consists of
four artefacts, i.e. 9.5 % of the total stone artefacts
amount. The group includes two axes, an axe-hammer
and a semi-finished axe. The raw materials used were
amphibolitic schist and green chloritic schist.
The rest of artefacts are whetstones and a small lump of
dye (the total of five pieces represents 11.9 %).
Chalcedony
The young Tertiary volcanic activities were accompanied
also by colourful precipitates of hydrothermal activity.
Chalcedony is micro-crystalline variety of quartz.
Chalcedony aggregates are compact, massive, and
translucent. They occur together with quartz.
Limnosilicites
Limnosilicites are rocks with their genesis in volcanic
activity. Hence, they can be found in regions with
occurrence of acidic rhyolite volcanism. They are result
of precipitation of volcanic activity in the case when they
came out to fluvial lakes. The colouring oxides and
hydroxides present affected various colours of
limnosilicites: grey-white, grey to dark grey, but also redbrown, yellow-brown or black184. Colourful pigmentation
can be caused by admixtures and inclusions of rutile,
anatose, carbonates (calcite, siderite) and pyrite. First of
all pyrite can be decomposed by surface solutions into
ferric oxides that give rise to various colours of
limnosilicites from brown to red-brown hues. In
limnosilicites remnants of marsh grasses, e.g. typical
Typha ungeria185, can be found as well. Originally

Tot

6
1
2
1
4

1
1

4
1

1
18
1

1

7

1 1

4

1

3

1
1

1
42

Fig. 202. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Stone
implements classification according to their typology and
the raw material used . Caption: 1 - chalcedony; 2 limnoquartzite; 3 - flintstone; 4 - radiolarite; 5 sandstone; 6 - green/amphibolitic schist; 7 - other, 8 dye.
7. A blade with length of 25 mm, made of radiolarite
of brown colour. (The find no. 107; the cut no. HNV1).
9. An end-scraper; raw material: limnosilicite of whitegrey and brown colour. (The find no. 115).
8. A core with approximately circular platform;
diameter 54 mm, height 28 mm; raw material:
limnosilicite of white-grey colour. (The find no. 163).
10. Two blade-shaped flakes with widths of 52 mm
and 41 mm. Raw materials: the longer one:
limnosilicite, the shorter one: chalcedony. (The find
no. 107).
11. A blade-shaped flake made of limnosilicite of
black and brown colour in parts, length 53 mm. (The
find no. 111).
12. Three flakes made of limnosilicite of different
grey-brown colours. (The find no. 107).
13. Two flakes, one of them made of limnosilicite of
brown to light brown colour and the other of watertransparent chalcedony. (The find no. 111).
14. Three flakes made of limnosilicite of white-grey and
white-brown colours, widths 48 – 56 mm. (The find no.
115).
15. A flake made of limnosilicite of brown colour. (The
find no. 122).
16. Six flakes, three of them made of chalcedony and the
other three of limnosilicite. (The find no. 163).
17. Raw material for chipped stone artefacts (three
pieces) - limnosilicite of various colours. (The find no.
107).
18. Raw material for chipped stone artefacts limnosilicite. (The find no. 115).
19. Raw material for chipped stone artefacts limnosilicite of grey-blue colour. (The find no. 122).

184
185
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Analysis of stone artefacts from Hajná Nová Ves
precipitating SiO2 formed horizontal or slightly slanted
layers that were connected by a system of outflow cones
with periclinal angles of terraces and cascades following
the water outflow. In Slovakia there are two basic regions
with limnosilicite occurrences. At Ţiarska kotlina hollow
border lines limnosilicites are present in the topmost
positions of its Neogene filling and the are of Sarmatian
or Pliocene age probably186 . Deposits in east Slovakia
are of Pannonian age and they came from the Slánske
vrchy Mts. and from Vihorlat Mts.187 . Big areas with
limnosilicite deposits that occur at Ţiarska kotlina hollow
(Slaská, Lutila, Bartošova Lehôtka, Stará Kremnička,
Kopernica, Jelšový potok, etc.) were important centres
where this rocks were quarried and worked from the
Palaeolithic188. Massive rocks of white, white-grey and
grey colours were the most appropriate.
Flintstone
Flintstone is one of the best known varieties of hornstone.
Standard flint is of Cretaceous age and is typical by its
white weathering crust. It is formed by chalcedony and
opal. Micro-organisms (silicified sponge needles) are
characteristic part. Flint has perfect conchoidal fracture,
in thin slices is translucent. No primary deposits are
known from Slovakia.
Radiolarites
Radiolarite is variety of hornstone that occur in Mesozoic
(Jurassic) formations. Radiolarites are very colourful.
They include variable amount of Protozoa (Radiolaria)
mineral skeletons with their size of 0.1 - 0.2 mm. The
rock seems to have sub-microscopic grains. According to
their mineral composition, they are siliceous rocks that
are formed by SiO2 modifications (quartz, opal and
chalcedony). They have conchoidal fracture and dull to
glassy lustre. The hue – in our case red-brown – is result
of the pigment present, which is hematite that occurs in
the basic rock only. The high-quality radiolarites that
were used for working tools in the Neolithic and
Aeneolithic can be found in the Oxford-Kimmeridge
Klippen Belt (Bolešov, Pruské, Nemšová, Vršatecké
Podhradie, Šarišské Jastrabie, etc.)189 . Among the finds
from the Feature 40 a blade made of radiolarite (Fig. 202,
the cut no. HNV1) is present there.
Sandstones
Sandstones are local raw materials. Originally they are
flat river pebbles.
Amphibolitic schists
Amphibolitic schists and amphibolites have their genesis
in rocks similar to green schists, but under higher grade
of metamorphosis. They are fine to medium grained, of
dark grey to black-grey colour often with greenish tone.
Their texture is foliated, with foliation on mm to cm
scale. Minerals present in them often form
monomineralic bands. Fine schist amphibolites pass to
amphibolitic schists (Fig. 203). Their structure is grainy
and fibrous. Substantial amphibolite minerals are
common amphibole (hornblend) and plagioclases.

Fig. 203. Microscopic cut from an axe made of
amphibolitic schist (the cut no. HNV2). Magnification
100x, parallel nicols.
Biotite, garnet, pyroxene, chlorite and quartz can be
present as subsidiaries. Titanite, ilmenite, magnetite,
apatite, pyrite and other minerals can be found as
accessories. Amphibolitic schists are present in
paragneiss complexes of crystallinicum, where they form
layers of various thicknesses. The biggest amphibolite
bodies exist in the Krakľov zone of veporicum that
spreads from Hronec region to the northeast to Mýto pod
Ďumbierom. Biotitic amphibolites come from the
northeast part of the Tríbeč Mts. and pyroxenic ones from
crystallinicum of Ľubietová. They occur also in the Little
Carpathians (actinolitic amphiboles are present in the
Pezinok group), in Povaţský Inovec mountain range, in
the Tatras and in the Slovak Ore Mts. as well190.
Green schists
By their composition and textures, green schists are
colourful group of rocks. They are present mostly in
Palaeozoic horn complexes of different geological units.
They were formed by metamorphic recrystallization of
subsilicic (basaltic) effusive rocks, first of all of their
pyroclastic (volcaniclastic) equivalents. Their mineral
composition includes albite, chlorite, carbonates,
monoclinic and rhombic amphiboles of the tremoliteactinolite group, anthophylite, minerals of the
clinozoisite-epidote group, light and dark mica, etc.
Garnet, quartz, magnetite and ilmenite can be present as
well. Their technical qualities are very good. They were
suitable for production of items of daily use (polished
artefacts, e.g. axes and axe-hammers) for their fine
grained structure (0.2-0.5 mm), usually homogenous
filling and unchangeable texture features, suitable
hardness and needed elasticity at the same time191 . These
schists were found in the area between Pezinok and
Pernek in the Little Carpathians192, states them from
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Fig. 204. Microscopic cut from an axe made of
remarkably chloritizated green schist (the cut no. HNV3).
Magnification 200x, parallel nicols.
north-west Hungary193, from Brno neighbourhood (Czech
Republic). The axe made of green schist, remarkably
chloritizated (the cut no. HNV3; Fig. 204; 205: 4 )
belongs to this group.
Con cl usi on
The collection of stone artefacts consists predominantly
of chipped stone implements; polished artefacts are
remarkably less numerous. Apart from sandstone
whetstones and a dye, the raw materials used for their
production are not of local origin. They come from more
distant regions of Slovakia. The flintstone is the only
exception as it does not occur on the territory of Slovakia.

193

Přichystal 2009
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Analysis of stone artefacts from Hajná Nová Ves

Fig. 205. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Selection of stone polished and chipped artefacts.
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5.4 GEOPHYSICAL PROSPECTING ON THE MULTICULTURAL SETTLEMENT IN HAJNÁ NOVÁ VES

Fig. 206. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky. Location of geophysical prospecting in the settlement.

Fig. 207. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Map of
analytic signal of magnetic field, dynamics from 1 (white
colour) to 35 (black colour).

Fig. 208. Hajná Nová Ves - Lúky position. Plan of the
archaeological objects interpreted on the basis of
geophysical measurement.

This article describes geophysical measurements in
cadastre of Hajná Nová Ves, where prehistoric
archaeological objects were found out. Magnetometry has
been applied as the main geophysical method by using

proton magnetometer PM-2 (Czech republic). Magnetic
measurement was carried out on the area of 30 x 40 m
with the point density of 0.5 x 0.5 m. The measured data
formed a map of magnetic anomalies.
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To better localize boundaries of magnetic bodies,
amplitude of the analytical signal was calculated.
T h e m a gn et i c m ea sur em ent s r esul t s
On the map of analytical signal (Fig. 207) geophysical
anomalies measurement can be defined, where the white
colour represents intact archaeological objects and the
black points indicate damaged ones.
Based on the shape and size of the amplitude of the
analytical signal (Fig. 208), we assume that the isometric
anomalies (with a diameter of about 5 m) indicate
archaeological objects, such as cottage, furnace,
overheated layers, etc. Other smaller symmetric
anomalies (diameter of about 1 to 2 m) indicate
archaeological features, such as pits, fireplaces, etc.
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